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Sulu makes Content Management awesome.

Here’s the perfect place to get started and find everything you need to know to code with Sulu. We got The Book,
Cookbook, Reference, Bundles and Developer Guide.

Be sure to visit our website. There’s a lot of information about Sulu and how we do things.

Sulu aims to manage business content in a beautiful interface based on solid, extendable state of the art technol-
ogy.

Contents 1
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2 Contents



CHAPTER 1

What’s in our documentation?

1.1 The Book

When you work through the book you’ll build a website based on Sulu from scratch. At first we explain some of our
very basic design decisions. Based on that we’ll get your project started.

Be sure to know a thing or two about Symfony. Sulu is based on Symfony and structured according to the Symfony
standards. If you don’t know how to work within the Symfony framework you might encounter some problems when
using Sulu.

What’s in the book?

1.1.1 Introduction

We created Sulu because we believe some things could work different - in terms of content management - than they
do at the moment. In Sulu there’s a lot of discussion, reflection, experience and passion. We made a lot of decisions
and want to give you a short overview on why we chose to do things the way we do them.

When is Sulu the right choice?

Sulu isn’t made for everyone. There are some requirements where other Content Management Systems are better.

Sulu is the right choice when you can answer some of the following questions with yes.

• Do you want to work with the Symfony stack?

• You got a running app based on Symfony and want to add a content management layer?

• Do you need a clean, solid development setup?

• Default solutions won’t fit the requirements?

• You want to create a modern website based on modern technology?

• Do you need total freedom over your frontend code?

3
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• Does your project require multiple languages?

• Should there be several portals?

• Usability and design of the backend are important?

Answering some of the following questions with yes, may be a hint that another technology may be a better pick.

• You want to choose from tons of ready to use templates?

• You want to create a simple blog?

• You have never used Symfony before?

• You want to host the website yourself and have no experience in server setup?

No matter what the outcome of our little survey is, we’d love to show you more about Sulu.

What is a Content Management Platform?

When it comes to Content Management a lot of terms are in the wild. CMS, CMF, CMP. . . What else could you
imagine? We see Sulu more as a “Content Management Platform” as it isn’t made for websites only and we want to
keep it highly customizable.

A “Content Management Platform” is a set of components and modules that can be used to build a content administra-
tion and publishing environment customized to the individual needs of the project. It’s used for data driven systems,
web-apps or large scale web platforms. A “Content Management System” (CMS) is a more or less standardized
software with a fixed set of functionalities mainly focused on the management of websites.

Sulu is a Content Management Platform which comes with all necessary modules to be used as a CMS. In this docu-
mentation we will focus mainly on the usage as a Content Management System.

Sulu is capable of managing the content of websites and fully support the 4-step “Content Life Cycle” (http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_content_lifecycle):

1. Content creation/collection

2. Revision/approval

3. Publishing

4. Archiving

The standard publishing format is HTML but the platform is multi-channel, meaning other formats (such as e.g. XML)
can be easily applied. Other strengths are the support of multi-languages and multi-site structures with shareable
content.

Sulu was designed to create webpages with high performance in the current state of the Internet. This means a
high focus on web standards (as described in the W3C standards http://www.w3.org/standards/) and search engine
optimization.

Although Sulu focuses on more complex websites it still provides an UI that is easy to understand, fast to learn and
enjoyable to use. The software runs on modern browsers without the need of any plugins and will work on a standard
state-of-the-art PC or tablet.

We already covered some of Sulu’s strength. The next chapter will stake out the main focus.

What is Sulu’s focus?

While developing Sulu we had a special vision in mind. Besides “Content management made awesome” we wanted
to create a technology that

• supports what a business needs.
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• looks good and is easy to use.

• helps developers excel.

Business

Our world is going global. Businesses target several markets where several languages are spoken. Companies are split
into brands with dozens of products. Complex structures arise. With Sulu we build up a data pool which feeds a set of
portals in a couple of languages.

Design

We put a lot of love and manpower into the design and user interface of our administration area. Editors are guided
intuitive through a clean set of organized screens. The live preview provides immediate and robust visual feedback.
You can’t create ugly content, it will directly get back on you.

Technology

Developers should focus on building awesome applications. They should not think about where they put things and
how to structure them. They also shouldn’t think about on how to hack stuff. That’s why we chose Symfony as a base.
A clean, modern framework that allows developers to adapt, extend and modify functionality where ever they want.

We learned what Sulu focus on. Next we’ll show what comes with Sulu in a basic installation.

How Sulu is structured?

This graphic shows how the core of Sulu is setup.

1.1. The Book 5
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Data

Symfony uses PHPCR, Doctrine and MySQL, MariaDB or Jackrabbit.

Basic Frameworks

Sulu is based on Symfony and the Symfony CMF.

Sulu

Everything else is Sulu. In the next step there is more information about the components.

Which components are packed into Sulu?

The standard installation of Sulu comes with a set of components (called „modules“) required for the content manage-
ment process:

6 Chapter 1. What’s in our documentation?
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Contacts

The Contact module has two main purposes: The first (and in many cases most important) is managing the users that
have access to the administration backend of the website. The second is organizing the user-data collected through the
website (e.g. newsletter registrations etc.). In more complex environments this module can also be used to manage
community members, online-shop customers or other contact based data.

Assets

The Assets module let you upload and organize any type of documents such as pictures, text documents (PDF, Word,
Excel etc.), videos or audio clips. Once uploaded an asset can be used in as many webpages as required remaining
its single source in the Assets module. This means if you would like to change a document that is used in several
different webpages you would only have to replace it once in Assets. Pictures will be automatically transformed to
web-compatible formats and resized to the required formats of the templates while the original file will be stored as
well. All other document types remain in their original format.

Webspaces

A webspace is the place where the actual website structure and content will be created. Within a webspace, one
single content-structure will be defined, but by using e.g. multiple languages and sub-domains, an unlimited number
of websites that share the same structure may be available. Furthermore, an unlimited number of webspaces can be
managed in one Sulu installation.

Confused? Maybe this example helps:

ACME Inc. has a website www.acme.com that needs to be published in English, German and French. The easy way
to do this is to let the user choose their desired language and stay on the same domain displaying the required content
using sub-domains, such as e.g. www.acme.com/de. For the user or a search engine, this would mean 1 website with
3 languages sharing the same content structure.

Next, let’s assume that ACME Inc. wants to dedicate each language to its correspondent market by using top-level-
domains. This would of course be more marketing oriented and search engine friendly. The English content would be
published in www.acme.com, the German content in www.acme.de and the French content in www.acme.fr. Let’s go
even further and say that each website’s design should be a little different, maybe with a different header color. The
user and the search engine would now have 3 separate websites, each with 1 language and individual design but all
with the same content-structure.

Any of these scenarios can be implemented with Sulu using one single webspace.

Settings

As the title implies this module gives you access to all internal adjustments of Sulu. One very important section is
“Permissions”, where you can create user roles with access rights which then can be applied to a user in the Contacts
module. This gives you complete control over the access rights of your website administrators. In addition, you can
manage meta information such as categories or tags that are used in other modules.

Now that you know all the components of Sulu, we’ll have a closer look at one of the paradigms we committed
ourselves to: Separation of concerns.

Separation of Concerns

Like most modern Content Management Systems, Sulu completely separates content from design. It urges template
based content rendering. Since usability, web standards and SEO are of such great importance, templates take a big

1.1. The Book 7
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role in the creation of a Sulu based web platform.

To ensure that templates make use of all the possibilities that the CMS provides, Sulu includes a set of tools and
development guidelines. Many of these can be found in this documentation and we strongly recommend to carefully
read through and use them as much as possible. By doing so, your content will be much easier to manage, the
performance of your system will be optimized, and your website will be more easily accessible for users, search
engines and third party applications.

Here are some of the separations we did.

Template vs. Theme

As usual in Symfony, the structure of data is separated from its presentation. In Sulu, the structure of a page, a so
called template, is defined. The template describes how the administration interface of the page looks and how the
data is passed to the theme. The theme itself is - by default - a set of Twig templates.

We already heard some content specific terms on this page. On the next page we’ll have detailed look at the Content
Architecture.

Content Architecture

Our content is heavily structured. As mentioned in How Sulu is structured?, we rely on the Symfony CMF on top of
PHPCR. On this page we’ll get into the Sulu Content Architecture.

Sulu Instance

At first, you create a Sulu Instance. A Sulu instance can be seen as a single installation or one pool of data. Its real
live mapping could be a company or an organization.

Webspace

On your instance you’ll define webspaces. Webspaces could represent your brands and corporations. A landing page
could be a single webspace.

Languages

Once you created your webpsaces, you could define languages. Pages could then be translated or mapped to another
language as shadow- or ghost-pages.

Page

As already heard in Separation of Concerns pages are configured in templates. They are created in webspaces and
represent an entry in a certain menu. These pages are contained within your webspace. Once you got your setup right,
you can start exploring the Sulu default structure in the backend.

8 Chapter 1. What’s in our documentation?
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Content-Type

A template is built up of several content types. A blog post, for example, could consist of the following content types:

• Single line text (Title)

• Multi line text (Infobox)

• Richtext (Content)

• Date (Event-Date)

• List of Tags (Tags)

A detailed list of all the content types is covered in Creating a Page Template.

Assets

Assets are media files like images and downloads. They are shared through all the Websites on the instance.

Snippets

Snippets are very similar to assets. They are small pieces of content that could be shown on several pages in several
webspaces.

Contacts

Contacts represent personal information. They are also used to manage Sulu Users itself.

Whatever you want

Sulu is very extensible. You got existing content you want to integrate through DBAL? Do it. An API that delivers
content? Integrate it. Other Symfony bundles you’ve already coded. Integrate them.

A more detailed documentation could be found in the section About the Sulu Content Architecture.

Now you are really deep into the concepts of Sulu. So the next step is to get started. Getting Started

It is important to understand the underlying concepts of Sulu, but if you want to skip this part and start coding, head
over to Getting Started.

1.1.2 Getting Started

Are you ready for a quick start with Sulu? Sit back, fasten your seat belts and. . . go!

Bootstrap a Project

We’ll bootstrap a new project based on the Sulu Skeleton with Composer:

composer create-project sulu/skeleton my-project -n

1.1. The Book 9
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This command will bootstrap a new project in the directory my-project.

Tip: Now is a good time to start versioning your project. If you use Git, initialize a new Git repository and submit
your first commit:

cd my-project
git init
git add .
git commit -m "Initial commit"

Note: If you want to use other languages than english or german for the administration interface of Sulu you need to
configure them in the config/packages/sulu_admin.yaml file:

sulu_core:
locales:

en: English
de: Deutsch

translations:
- en
- de

Available languages are shown on Crowdin. Afterwards the languages have to be downloaded by running the following
command:

bin/console sulu:admin:download-language

Webspaces

The content management part of Sulu is built upon webspaces. Each of these webspaces configures a content tree.
Each content tree may contain translations for different locales.

The default webspace configuration is located in config/webspaces/example.xml. Rename this file so that it
matches the name of your project.

To get started, change the <name> and the <key> of the webspace to the name of your project. The name is a
human-readable label that is shown in the administration interface. The key is the unique identifier of the webspace:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<webspace xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/webspace/webspace"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/webspace/webspace http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/webspace/webspace-1.1.xsd">

<name>My Project</name>
<key>my-project</key>

<!-- ... -->
</webspace>

Caution: Changing the <key> of a webspace later on causes complications. We recommend to decide what key
to use before you build the database in the next step.

10 Chapter 1. What’s in our documentation?
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We’ll return to webspaces later in this book.

Setup the Database

Next we’ll setup a database for Sulu. You can use Sulu with the database backends supported by Doctrine DBAL.
Some of those are currently still untested:

Platform Supported
MySQL yes
MariaDb yes
PostgreSQL yes
Oracle untested
Microsoft SQL Server untested
SAP Sybase SQL Anywhere untested
SQLite no

The database connection information is stored as an environment variable called DATABASE_URL. For development,
you can find and customize this inside .env.local: Here is an example for using Sulu with MySQL:

DATABASE_URL=mysql://db_user:db_password@127.0.0.1:3306/db_name?serverVersion=5.7

When you’re done with the configuration, populate the database with Sulu’s default data:

bin/adminconsole sulu:build dev

Caution: This command adds a user “admin” with password “admin” to your installation! If you don’t want to
add that user, pass the argument prod instead:

bin/adminconsole sulu:build prod

Optionally, you can store the content of your website (all tables starting with phpcr_) in Apache Jackrabbit. We’ll
get back to that later.

Start a Web Server

Now that the database is ready, we’ll fire up a server to try Sulu in the browser.

Sulu is made up of two separate applications for the administration interface and the website. Each application is
optimized for its purpose. The applications can be managed with the command line tools bin/adminconsole (for
the administration) and bin/websiteconsole (for the website).

However, we will run one server for both applications, and our front controller will make sure the correct application
is loaded.

php -S localhost:8000 -t public/ config/router.php

You can access the administration interface via http://127.0.0.1:8000/admin. The default user and password is “admin”.

The web frontend can be found under http://127.0.0.1:8000.

Tip: If you want to learn more about using Sulu with a real web server, read Server Configuration.
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Next Steps

Your Sulu website is ready now! Check out the administration, create pages and play around.

When you’re ready to learn more, continue with Creating a Page Template.

1.1.3 Creating a Page Template

In Sulu, each page has a page template. The page template controls two things:

• the structure of the page

• how that structure is rendered

The structure of a page consists of properties, each of which has a (content) type. The default page template, for
example, defines the following properties:

• title of type text_line

• url of type resource_locator

• article of type text_editor

When a content manager opens a page in the administration interface, they can change the values of these properties.
At last, frontend designers can access these values and render them according to the desired design.

Each page template is defined by two files:

• an XML file that contains the page structure

• a Twig file that contains the HTML code

For example, the default template – named “default” – is defined by the files config/templates/pages/
default.xml and templates/pages/default.html.twig. The Sulu Skeleton also contains a second
template named “homepage”, which you can find in the same directories.

This guide focuses on the configuration of the page structure in the XML file. If you want to learn more about rendering
the pages in Twig, read Rendering Pages with Twig.

Choosing the Template of a Page

The template of a page can be selected in the admin interface:

12 Chapter 1. What’s in our documentation?
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Caution: A template is shown in the dropdown only if both the XML and the Twig file exist! If you can’t see
your template, double-check the directories config/templates/pages and templates/pages.

The name displayed in the dropdown is configured in the <meta> section of the XML:

<!-- config/templates/pages/default.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<meta>
<title lang="en">Default</title>

</meta>

<!-- ... -->
</template>

You can customize the text by changing this property.

Creating a Custom Template

In your projects, you will need several templates for different parts of your website. The easiest way is to copy and
adjust the default template.

The first thing you need to adjust is the <key>. This is the unique identifier of the template:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<key>event</key>

<!-- ... -->
</template>

Caution: Currently the <key> has to be identical to the filename of the template minus the .xml suffix.

The second thing you have to customize is the <view>. This element stores the Twig file that is used to render the
template:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

<view>pages/event</view>

<!-- ... -->
</template>

Note: Sulu automatically adds the .<format>.twig suffix to the view string, depending on the format requested
by the client (HTML, JSON, XML, . . . ).

Instead of the folder notation with the / you can use the Symfony’s naming convention without the file extension for
Twig templates.

We’ll talk more about the Twig file itself in Rendering Pages with Twig. Let’s continue with adding properties to our
page template.

Properties

Properties make up the structure of a page. They are defined in the element <properties>:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<property name="startDate" type="date">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Start Date</title>
</meta>

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

A property has three essential attributes:

• a name that is unique within a template

• a type that defines what kind of content can be stored

• a title that is shown in the administration interface

Here is a table with the content types shipped in Sulu core:

14 Chapter 1. What’s in our documentation?
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Key Appearance in the administration
text_line simple text input
text_area multiline text area
text_editor text editor with formatting capabilities
checkbox checkbox
single_select dropdown with options
multiple_select dropdown with multiple options
color color picker
date date picker
time text input with time validation
url text input with URL validation
email text input with email validation
phone text input for a phone number
page_selection widget for selecting pages
single_page_selection widget for selecting a single page
smart_content widget for configuring a data source
resource_locator widget for entering the URL of a page
tag_selection autocomplete input for entering and adding tags
category_selection widget for selecting categories
media_selection widget for selecting media (images, documents)
single_media_selection widget for a single media item (image, document)
contact_account_selection widget for selecting contacts and accounts
teaser_selection widget for displaying content teasers
snippet_selection widget for selecting multiple snippets
single_snippet_selection widget for selecting a single snippet
contact_selection widget for selecting multiple contacts
single_contact_selection widget for selecting a single contact
account_selection widget for selecting multiple accounts
single_account_selection widget for selecting a single account

Tip: Use the command sulu:content:types:dump to list all the content types available in your project:

bin/adminconsole sulu:content:types:dump

Many content types can be configured by passing parameters in the element <params>. For a single select, for
example, you need to set the possible choices:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<property name="eventType" type="single_select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Event Type</title>
</meta>

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

<params>
<param name="values" type="collection">

<param name="concert">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Concert</title>
</meta>

</param>
<param name="festival">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Festival</title>

</meta>
</param>

</param>
</params>

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

More detail about the content types and their parameters can be found in the Content Type Reference.

Mandatory/Optional Properties

Properties are optional by default. If a content manager must fill out a property, set the attribute mandatory to true:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<property name="startDate" type="date" mandatory="true">
<!-- ... -->

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Visible/Disabled Conditions

It is possible to hide or disable specific properties based on the current values of the template by setting the
visibleCondition and disabledCondition attribute.

Inside of these attributes, you can utilize the jexl syntax for expressing your conditions.

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<property name="isCode" type="checkbox">
<!-- ... -->

</property>

<property name="code" type="text_area" visibleCondition="isCode == true">
<!-- ... -->

</property>

<property name="image" type="single_media_selection" disabledCondition=
→˓"isCode != true">

<!-- ... -->
</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

The isCode variable in these conditions is relative to the root of the form. If you want to check a property relative
from your position, you can use the nestable __parent variable. This is especially useful when working from within
a block.

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<block name="blocks" default-type="editor" minOccurs="0">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Content</title>
<title lang="de">Inhalte</title>

</meta>

<types>
<type name="editor">

<properties>
<property name="hasImage" type="checkbox">

<!-- ... -->
</property>

<property name="image" type="single_media_selection"
→˓visibleCondition="__parent.hasImage">

<!-- ... -->

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

</property>
</properties>

</type>
</types>

</block>
</properties>

</template>

Note: Mind that you can call the __parent (something like __parent.__parent.hasImage) variable mul-
tiple times if you use nested blocks.

Note: Because the & character needs to be escaped inside of XML files, you have to use AND instead of && if you
want to connect conditions using a logical and. Additionally, you can use OR instead of ||.

Language Independent Properties

Some content like article numbers or other metadata might be the same for every language. In that case, you can mark
properties as not multilingual using multilingual="false":

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<property name="article_number" type="text_line" multilingual="false">
<!-- ... -->

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Note: Changing the multilingual attribute of a property is similar to renaming the property. If you want
to keep existing data for the property, you need to migrate it. Multilingual properties are saved with a name like
i18n:de-article_number, while non-multilingual properties use a name like article_number.

Sections

Properties can be grouped together in sections. Sections are visible in the administration interface only and have no
other effect on the data model:

A section is identified by its name. This name is used for the anchor tag in the administration interface.

As for properties, the label of the section goes into its <meta> tag:
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<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<section name="organizationalDetails">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Organizational Details</title>
</meta>

<!-- ... -->
</section>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

The properties in the sections are nested in a separate element below the section:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<section name="organizationalDetails">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
(continues on next page)
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<property name="startDate" type="date">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Start Date</title>
</meta>

</property>
<property name="endDate" type="date">

<meta>
<title lang="en">End Date</title>

</meta>
</property>

</properties>
</section>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Content Blocks

Similar to sections, content blocks contain a list of fields. In content blocks, however, the content managers themselves
can add blocks of different types and order them as they want:

Content blocks are defined with the <block> element. Like properties, they have a name that is used to access their
content in Twig. The label of the content block is set in the <meta> element:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<block name="eventDetails">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Event Details</title>
</meta>

<!-- ... -->
</block>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

The content managers can choose the type of each individual block from a dropdown. Attention, we’re not talking
about content types! The users of the administration interface don’t even know what the quite technical concept of a
content type is.

Instead, you should think about your own types that make sense in your case. In this particular example, we want to
provide the following types to our users:

• “Text” for formatted text

• “Image Gallery” for a gallery of images
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• “Quote” for a quote from an artist

We’ll define these types in the <types> element and set the default type in the default-type attribute:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<block name="eventDetails" default-type="text">
<!-- ... -->

<types>
<type name="text">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Text</title>

</meta>

<!-- ... -->
</type>

<type name="imageGallery">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Image Gallery</title>
</meta>

<!-- ... -->
</type>

<type name="quote">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Quote</title>
</meta>

<!-- ... -->
</type>

</types>
</block>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Each of our types can be mapped to one or multiple properties. These properties are shown in the administration
interface when the content manager selects the type:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

(continues on next page)
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<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<block name="eventDetails" default-type="text">
<!-- ... -->

<types>
<!-- ... -->

<type name="quote">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<property name="text" type="text_area">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Text</title>

</meta>
</property>
<property name="author" type="contact_account_selection">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Author</title>

</meta>
</property>

</properties>
</type>

</types>
</block>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Note: The challenge here is to mentally separate block types from content types. You define block types yourself in
the <types> element and set the default selection in default-type. Only from the <property>, we reference
a content type.

Note: More details about blocks, such as the available parameters, can be found on the reference page.

Aligning Fields on the Grid

Sulu’s administration interface uses a basic twelve-column grid for the properties. By default, each property is all the
twelve columns wide. If you reduce that width, properties automatically float next to each other if they fit within the
twelve columns:

The width of a property is configured in the colspan attribute:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
(continues on next page)
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<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<section name="organizationalDetails">
<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<property name="startDate" type="date" colspan="6">

<!-- ... -->
</property>

<property name="endDate" type="date" colspan="6">
<!-- ... -->

</property>
</properties>

</section>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Displaying Additional Information for a Field

You can display a help text with additional information for a property. Put the help text into the <info_text>
element in the <meta> section:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<property name="endDate" type="date">
<meta>

<!-- ... -->

<info_text lang="en">
If the same as the start date, the event is treated as

(continues on next page)
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one-day event.
</info_text>

</meta>
</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Including Other Templates

If you want to reuse a portion of a template in a different template, you can move the portion to a separate file and
include it using XInclude.

To enable XInclude, we’ll first add the namespace xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude" to
our document:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<!-- ... -->

</template>

Now we can include the fragment in the template with the <xi:include> element:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<xi:include href="fragments/event-properties.xml"/>

<!-- ... -->
</template>

Note: The href contains a relative path to the included file.

The fragment itself should use a <template> or a <properties> element as root to pass the XML schema
validation in your IDE. In this example, we’ll use a <properties> container:

<!-- config/templates/pages/fragments/event-properties.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<properties xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

(continues on next page)
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xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://

→˓schemas.sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<property name="startDate" type="date" mandatory="true">
<!-- ... -->

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

Including a Fragment of a Template

If you want to pick single properties or sections of another template, use an XPointer. XPointers are similar to CSS
selectors and match a specific part of an XML document.

As example, imagine that you have a generic “Event” template and a more specific “Concert” template that reuses the
properties of the “Event” template. Let’s look at the “Event” template first:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<property name="startDate" type="date" mandatory="true">
<!-- ... -->

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Nothing new here. To include these properties in the “Concert” template, pass an XPointer that selects these elements
in the xpointer attribute of the <xi:include> tag:

<!-- config/templates/pages/concert.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<xi:include href="event.xml"
xpointer="xmlns(sulu=http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template)

xpointer(/sulu:properties/sulu:property)"/>
(continues on next page)
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<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

The XPointer starts with the root element <properties> in the sulu namespace and selects all <property>
children.

If you want to select an individual property with a specific name, that’s possible:

<!-- config/templates/pages/concert.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<xi:include href="event.xml"
xpointer="xmlns(sulu=http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template)

xpointer(/sulu:properties/sulu:property[@name='startDate'])"/>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

This XPointer starts with the root element <properties> in the sulu namespace and selects all <property>
children with the attribute name set to “startDate”.

You can also match multiple elements of different types. Use the wildcard * for that:

<!-- config/templates/pages/concert.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->
<properties>

<!-- ... -->

<xi:include href="event.xml"
xpointer="xmlns(sulu=http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template)

xpointer(/sulu:properties/*)"/>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>
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Caching

Eventually you will start tweaking your pages for performance. Caching pages on the client is one of the easiest
performance improvements you can do.

You can configure a different caching strategy for each template. Add a <cacheLifetime> element with the
number of seconds that your page should be cached on the client:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<cacheLifetime type="seconds">1209600</cacheLifetime>

<!-- ... -->
</template>

The cache lifetime will be sent to the client in the max-age field of the Cache-Control header. After the specified
time, the cache will be invalidated on the client. The next time the page is requested, the client will send a new request
to your server to update its cache.

Caution: When you use client-side caching, be aware that there is no way to invalidate the client-side cache on
demand. Prepare for having to wait for the given cache lifetime until all clients receive an updated version of your
website. To shorten this time, it’s generally a good idea not to set the cache lifetime too high.

There is a second type that you can use to specify the cache lifetime: expression. With that type, you can pass
the lifetime as cron expression. For example, if you know that your homepage changes its content each day at 8:00
AM, set the value to 0 8 * * *:

<!-- config/templates/pages/event.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<!-- ... -->

<cacheLifetime type="expression">0 8 * * *</cacheLifetime>

<!-- ... -->
</template>

Search

That a property is indexed in the search the property need to be tagged.

<property name="title" type="text_line">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Title</title>
</meta>

(continues on next page)
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<tag name="sulu.search.field" role="title" />
</property>

<property name="description" type="text_editor">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Description</title>
</meta>

<tag name="sulu.search.field" role="description" />
</property>

<property name="images" type="media_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Images</title>
</meta>
<tag name="sulu.search.field" role="image" index="false" />

</property>

<property name="article" type="text_editor">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Article</title>
</meta>

<tag name="sulu.search.field" />
</property>

The tag can have specific attributes:

• role: The role for the property

• type: Type how the data need to be stored

• index: Is indexed need only to be set to deactivate index

Roles:

• title: The main title of the document

• description: The main description of the document

• image: The main image of the document

Note: Roles are not possible on properties inside a block

Types:

• string: For simple fields

• array: For multiple fields

• tags: Special type for tag_selection content type

• category: Special type for single_category_selection and category_selection content types

• date: For indexing the date content type

• json: For indexing raw data in the search

• structure: Special type for all kinds of embedded structure (e.g. single_snippet_selection, page_selection, . . . )
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Next Steps

We learned a lot about configuring the structure of a page template. Continue with Rendering Pages with Twig to learn
more about rendering this structure as HTML.

1.1.4 Rendering Pages with Twig

Twig is an awesome option for rendering HTML. It got some nice features like blocks and inheritance. That’s why we
use and love Twig.

Which Twig-Template is used?

In Creating a Page Template we learned how to define a template.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<key>default</key>

<view>pages/default</view>
<controller>Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Controller\DefaultController::indexAction</

→˓controller>
...

</template>

In the page template the view could be set. Internally Sulu appends the format of the request to find the correct template
to render the response. As an example sulu uses for a html request the template templates/pages/default.html.twig or
templates/pages/default.xml.twig for a xml request. With this feature you are able to define different output format for
a single page.

Rendering the Content

If you don’t use your custom controller and modify the output the Sulu Controller renders, Sulu passes some default
variables to Twig.

Content

In the content everything you defined in your template is saved. If you got a title you could easily obtain it from the
content-var.

<h1>{{ content.title }}</h1>

Extension

In the extension var Sulu writes content from Sulu extensions. Typically stuff that is defined in separate tabs in the
Sulu content section. At the moment there is the SEO and the excerpt extension, that could be used. This extensions
are available on every page no matter which template you chose.
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Here is an example how it could look like in the backend. Notice the “Excerpt & Categories” tab next to the SEO tab.

You could include the SEO meta tags like this:

{% include "@SuluWebsite/Extension/seo.html.twig" with {
"seo": extension.seo|default([]),
"content": content|default([]),
"localizations": localizations|default([]),
"shadowBaseLocale": shadowBaseLocale|default(),
"defaultLocale": app.request.locale

} %}

The excerpt data is available from:

{{ extension.excerpt.title }}
{{ extension.excerpt.description }}
{{ extension.excerpt.more }}
{{ extension.excerpt.icon[0].thumbnails['50x50'] }}
{{ extension.excerpt.images[0].thumbnails['300x300'] }}

View

In the view variable Sulu writes the view data of the defined properties in your template. As an example the
media_selection stores the displayOption there.

{{ view.media.displayOption }}

Other Variables

• request.webspaceKey: Contains the key for the current webspace
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• request.webspaceName: Contains the name for the current webspace

• request.portalKey: Contains the key for the current portal

• request.portalName: Contains the name for the current portal

• request.locale: Contains the locale for the current request

• request.portalUrl: Contains the root URL to the current portal

• request.resourceLocatorPrefix: Contains the prefix for the current portal

• request.resourceLocator: Contains the resourceLocator to the current page

• uuid: Contains the uuid of the current page

• template: Contains the template key of the current page

• creator: Contains the id of the creator of the current page

• changer: Contains the id of the changer of the current page

• created: Contains the timestamp of the creation of the current page

• changed: Contains the timestamp of the latest change of the current page

• published: Contains the timestamp of the publishing of the current page

• urls: Contains urls of all locales (deprecated)

• localizations: Contains all localizations including the URLs for the current page

• segments: Contains all segments including the URLs to change the segment and redirect back to the page

Tip: You can also use {{ dump() }} in the template to see all available variables if you are in dev mode.

Navigation

There is a Twig function that obtains the menu. You need to pass the key of the navigation context you defined in your
webspace (Setup a Webspace). While editing a page the navigation context could be defined in settings > Navigation
context. For many projects one or two navigation contexts might be enough:

• The main navigation usually is the main entry point for the user of the website.

• A footer navigation can be useful for imprints and similar pages.

The following screenshot shows the Sulu homepage with the main navigation on the top. As you can see the navigation
returned for the navigation contexts are not necessarily flat, but can also contain sub pages.

The navigation contexts can also be used in any other combination you want. The separation into main and footer
navigation is only a quite common example.

The advantage of this method is that the content manager can decide on his own which pages to show in the navigation.
This code show an example for creating a nested navigation using all the pages marked to be shown in the main
navigation context.

<ul>
{% for item in sulu_navigation_root_tree('main', 2) %}
<li>

<a href="{{ sulu_content_path(item.url) }}"
title="{{ item.title }}">{{ item.title }}</a>

{% if item.children|length > 0 %}

(continues on next page)
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<ul>
{% for child in item.children %}

<li><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(child.url) }}"
title="{{ child.title }}">

{{ child.title }}
</a></li>

{% endfor %}
</ul>

{% endif %}
</li>
{% endfor %}

</ul>

Images

If there are images defined in your template you could render them by using this code:

{% for image in content.images %}
<div>

<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['200x100'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}"/>
<p>{{ image.title }}</p>

</div>
{% endfor %}

Image formats need to be defined in the image_formats.xml in your config.
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CSS / JS

You can organize and build your website assets the way you are most familiar with. If you want to use Symfony’s
Webpack Encore, have a look at the Using Webpack Encore for your website assets.

1.1.5 About the Sulu Content Architecture

We already heard something about Content Architecture in the introduction. Now we are starting to code will dig a
little bit deeper.

Sulu uses PHPCR as a persistence layer, and therefore follows its structure. Additionally Sulu adds another layer
called webspaces, which have already been explained in the section about the Which components are packed into
Sulu?. These webspaces contain an arbitrary number of pages, which are ordered in a tree in a hierarchical way. Each
of these pages can contain content in many different localizations.

This tree also represents the actual structure of the website, so that no additional navigation tree is required. Pages can
be enabled in the navigation, and will then appear in the right spot on the navigation of the website.

The pages in Sulu have a specific template applied. The template defines which properties the page will have, whereby
each of these properties are further specified by a content type. The content type will have a direct impact on the
possible values and configuration possibilities of the property it is applied to. There is also a further reference of all
the available Content Type Reference.

There are also some advanced features regarding the pages in Sulu. Besides the content management using the proper-
ties and content types already described there is also the possibility to define internal and external links. Internal links
redirect to other pages managed by the content management section of Sulu, and external link to an arbitrary URL.

Another useful feature is the shadow page functionality. It allows to use the content of another localization. So if
a webspace defines localizations for American and British English, it is possible to use the content of the American
English for the British English, without managing the exactly same content again. This is especially useful if there are
e.g. different contact addresses for each country, but the rest of the page should be exactly the same.

With the content architecture on our mind, we can Setup a Webspace.

1.1.6 Setup a Webspace

In this chapter we will have a look at webspaces. Therefore we will create a configuration for a basic website. This
will result in a single portal website with multiple localizations.

As already described in the section before, a webspace also creates a new content tree. These trees are accessible by
the navigation in the Sulu administration interface. Sulu allows you to create pages and sub pages in these trees and
fill them with content. Have a closer look at Creating a Page Template for more details on the content management
process.

Normally you’ll create a webspace for a new website, a landingpage or a portal, that should run on your Sulu instance.

The following file shows a configuration. These lines will be explained in the following paragraphs.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<webspace xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/webspace/webspace"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/webspace/webspace http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/webspace/webspace-1.1.xsd">

<name>Example</name>
<key>example</key>

(continues on next page)
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<security permission-check="true">
<system>example</system>

</security>

<localizations>
<localization language="en"/>

</localizations>

<default-templates>
<default-template type="page">example</default-template>
<default-template type="homepage">default</default-template>

</default-templates>

<templates>
<template type="search">search/search</template>
<template type="error">error/error</template>

</templates>

<excluded-templates>
<excluded-template>overview</excluded-template>

</excluded-templates>

<navigation>
<contexts>

<context key="main">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Mainnavigation</title>
</meta>

</context>
</contexts>

</navigation>

<segments>
<segment key="w" default="true">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Winter</title>
<title lang="de">Winter</title>

</meta>
</segment>
<segment key="s" default="false">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Summer</title>
<title lang="de">Sommer</title>

</meta>
</segment>

</segments>

<resource-locator>
<strategy>tree_leaf_edit</strategy>

</resource-locator>

<portals>
<portal>

<name>example</name>
<key>example</key>

<environments>
(continues on next page)
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<environment type="prod">
<urls>

<url language="en">example.org</url>
</urls>

</environment>
<environment type="dev">

<urls>
<url language="en">example.lo</url>

</urls>
</environment>

</environments>
</portal>

</portals>
</webspace>

Note: If you want to match all hosts you can use the {host} placeholder. Example: <url>{host}/
{localization}</url>

Note: If you add a webspace to an existing installation you also have to set the correct permissions for existing users,
otherwise they won’t be able to see it.

As you probably already have encountered, the root tag for our webspace definition is webspace. Afterwards you see
a name, which is displayed in the administration interface. But even more important is the key, which is used internally
to generate some files and define some paths. Therefore it is really important that the webspace key is unique across
all webspaces in a single installation.

Security (optional)

The security tag allows to define a separate security system in its system tag. The security system will then be
added as a possible option to choose for the system of a user role. With this relation it is possible to create roles specific
to the Webspace’s security system (see Securing your application for more information about security systems).

If the permission-check attribute of the security tag is set to true, Sulu will automatically check if the
current user has access to see the requested page. It will also make sure that no pages are listed in the website’s
navigation or in smart contents, if the user does not have the necessary permissions.

Note: Make sure caching is set up correctly if you use the security feature with the permission-check flag set
to true. The caching will only work if you have configured the User context caching.

Localizations

In the localizations-tag you can list all the available localizations in this webspace. In the example we are
simply adding the English language, but you can also define country specific language if you add a country attribute
to the localization, so for instance the following tag would add Austrian German to the available localizations:

<localization language="de" country="at" />

For a more complete explanation you should have a look at Adding localizations.
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Themes (optional)

The theme is described by a key. This key leads to a certain theme, implemented by a developer in the system. If
you use multiple webspaces, which should have a different look and feel, you can easily accomplish this with the
SuluThemeBundle. Read more about the installation and usage in the bundle documentation.

Templates

The webspace can also define certain templates in combination with a type. These templates can then be retrieved
from the webspace. E.g. Sulu uses them to retrieve the correct templates for errors. Therefore it makes use of the
template with type error-<http-code> respectively it uses the template with the type error as a fallback. The
other use case is the search. Sulu will use the template with the type search from the webspace to display search
results.

Excluded templates (optional)

The excluded-templates node defines which of the templates (the ones described in Creating a Page Template)
should be excluded in the template dropdown of the page form. The entire node is optional, since especially if you
only have a single webspace this setting does not make a lot of sense.

Navigation

It’s also possible to define some so called navigation contexts, which allows the user to add pages to different kind of
navigations. The different contexts can be defined in the navigation-section, and this selection will be available to
choose from in the administration interface. Afterwards the developer can retrieve the navigation for a given context
by using some Twig-extensions delivered with Sulu, whereby it is not only possible to retrieve a flat list of pages, but
also to retrieve entire navigation trees.

Segments (optional)

For some website it makes sense to be displayed in multiple different segments. A segment is defined in the above
segments tag and the main part is giving the segment a key. Additionally a title for the segment to be displayed in
the UI is defined.

One of the segments must be set as the default. That’s the segment a visitor sees when visiting the website for the very
first time. The visitor can switch to a different segment in a similar way they can switch the localization. The current
segment will be stored in a cookie. Sulu also takes care of the cookie when caching the website.

After configuring segments for a webspace the segments can be assigned to pages in their “Excerpt & Taxonomies”
tab. A page will then be hidden in navigation and smart contents if the page has a segment assigned and another
segment is currently set for the visitor.

Resource-Locator (optional)

The URL of a page consists of the configured base URL of the webspace and a page-specific resource-locator.
If the resource-locator of a page is changed, Sulu will automatically redirect old URLs to the new URL per
default. A webspace can set a strategy for managing the resource-locator of its pages.

The default strategy is tree_leaf_edit, which means that the generated resource-locator of a page in-
cludes all ancestors in the content tree, but only the last part will be editable. If the resource-locator of a page
is changed, this strategy will also update the resource-locator of all child pages.
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The alternative tree_full_edit strategy also includes all ancestors when generating the resource-locator,
but it allows to edit the whole resource-locator afterwards. If the resource-locator of a page is changed,
this strategy does not update the resource-locator of the child pages.

Portals

A webspace can itself consist of multiple portals. In our simple configuration file we make use of only one portal. The
idea is that the same content can be shared among different portals and URLs. The portals can then also define for
themselves in which localization they publish the content, so that you can spread different localizations over different
URLs.

Our sample file defines just one portal, which includes a name and a key just as the webspace, whereby the key for
the portal hast to be unique for the entire installation, not only within this webspace.

URLs

The most important part of the portal configuration are the environments, because they are including the URLs for the
portal. A portal can have multiple environments, which have to match the environments defined in Symfony. Usually
dev, stage and prod are available. Each environment can define its own set of URLs.

Note: Please consider that you have to omit the port in the configuration. The system will work with any port, so you
don’t have to name it in the configuration.

The URLs also have to include the localization somehow. You have two possibilities to do so:

Fixing an URL to a specific localization

The above example shows this possibility, where you fix one URL to exactly one localization. The following fragment
shows again how to this:

<url language="de" country="at">www.example.org</url>

Since it is possible to define localizations without a country, this attribute is also optional here. However, the combi-
nation of language and country here must result in an existing localization.

Using placeholders in the URL definition

Another possibility is to create the URL with a placeholder. Have a look at the following line for an example:

<url>www.example.org/{localization}</url>

Placeholder are expressions in curly braces, which will be expanded to every possible value. For the above example
that means, that an URL for every localization defined will be generated. So if you have a localization de-at and
en-us, the system will create URLs for www.example.org/de-at and www.example.org/en-us.

In the following table all the possible placeholders are listed, and explains the values of them by using the de-at-
localization:
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Placeholder Description Example for de-at
{localiza-
tion}

The name of the entire localization de-at

{language} The name of the language de
{country} The name of the country, only makes sense in combination with {language} at

1.1.7 Configure image formats

Sulu supports to configure image formats for images that are uploaded via the administration interface. This allows to
optimize the performance of your website by outputting images in the exact dimensions that are needed. Furthermore,
the content manager can select the cutout that should be used when outputting a specific image format for an uploaded
image.

To save space on your server, image formats for uploaded images are generated when they are requested the first time.

Image formats can be defined in:

• config/image-formats.xml

Or when you use the SuluThemeBundle you can define the formats in your theme folder:

• path/to/<theme>/config/image-formats.xml

The following example shows you different ways to define image formats:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">

<!-- Fixed width and dynamic height -->
<format key="300x">

<scale x="300"/>
</format>

<!-- Dynamic width and fixed height -->
<format key="x200">

<scale y="200"/>
</format>

<!-- Fixed width and fixed height -->
<format key="300x200">

<scale x="300" y="200"/>
</format>

<!-- Max width and max height -->
<format key="300x200-inset">

<scale x="300" y="200" mode="inset"/>
</format>

</formats>

Defining meta title

You should define a meta title for every image format, since these titles are shown to the content manager in the
administration interface when cropping the images.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Author Avatar</title>
<title lang="de">Autor Avatar</title>

</meta>

<scale x="300"/>
</format>

<format key="920x">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Header</title>
<title lang="de">Header</title>

</meta>

<scale x="920"/>
</format>

</formats>

Using image formats in your Twig template

The URLs for accessing specific image formats are passed to you twig template inside of the thumbnails property:

<div>
<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['200x100'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}"/>

</div>

Per default, image formats will be outputted in the file format of the original file. You can also use a specific file format
(eg. png or webp) by adding the extension to the format key:

<div>
<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['200x100.webp'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}"/>

</div>

Image Compression

Global image compression

Images will not get compressed by default when you upload them. You can set the compression for images globally
e.g. in the config/packages/sulu_media.yml. This file does not exist by default and must be created on your own.

sulu_media:
format_manager:

default_imagine_options:
jpeg_quality: 80
webp_quality: 80
avif_quality: 80
png_compression_level: 6

Its recommended to have jpeg_quality between 70-90 as this is the best compromise between quality and image size.
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Specific image compression

A image compression can also be set on a specific image format the following way:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x">

<scale x="300"/>

<options>
<option name="jpeg_quality">80</option>
<option name="webp_quality">80</option>
<option name="avif_quality">80</option>
<option name="png_compression_level">6</option>

</options>
</format>

</formats>

Transformations

There are several transformations available in sulu to add some effects to your images:

Blur

Will blur the image by a given sigma parameter:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x-blur">

<scale x="300"/>

<transformations>
<transformation>

<effect>blur</effect>
<parameters>

<parameter name="sigma">6</parameter>
</parameters>

</transformation>
</transformations>

</format>
</formats>

Grayscale

Will convert the image into a black/white image:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x-black">

<scale x="300"/>

<transformations>
<!-- Black/white effect -->
<transformation>

<effect>grayscale</effect>
</transformation>

</transformations>
</format>

</formats>

Gamma

Will add a gamma effect by a given correction parameter:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x-gamma">

<scale x="300"/>

<transformations>
<!-- Gamma effect -->
<transformation>

<effect>gamma</effect>
<parameters>

<parameter name="correction">0.7</parameter>
</parameters>

</transformation>
</transformations>

</format>
</formats>

Sharpen

Will add a sharpen effect:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x-sharpen">

<scale x="300"/>

<transformations>
(continues on next page)
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<!-- Sharpen effect -->
<transformation>

<effect>sharpen</effect>
</transformation>

</transformations>
</format>

</formats>

Paste

The paste transformation effect will add another image on top on the rendered image. This can be used to add a border
or a copyright to the image.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x300-border">

<scale x="300" y="300"/>

<transformations>
<!-- Paste effect -->
<transformation>

<effect>paste</effect>
<parameters>

<parameter name="image">@AppBundle/Resources/public/border.png</
→˓parameter>

</parameters>
</transformation>

</transformations>
</format>

</formats>

The given image can be positioned by adding x, y, w h parameter:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x300-border">

<scale x="300" y="300"/>

<transformations>
<!-- Paste effect -->
<transformation>

<effect>paste</effect>
<parameters>

<parameter name="image">@AppBundle/Resources/public/border.png</
→˓parameter>

<parameter name="x">0</parameter>
<parameter name="y">0</parameter>
<parameter name="w">300</parameter>
<parameter name="h">300</parameter>

(continues on next page)
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</parameters>
</transformation>

</transformations>
</format>

</formats>

Combining Transformations

Transformation effect can also be combined the following way:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<formats xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/media/formats http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/media/formats-1.1.xsd">
<format key="300x-blur-black">

<scale x="300"/>

<transformations>
<transformation>

<effect>blur</effect>
<parameters>

<parameter name="sigma">6</parameter>
</parameters>

</transformation>

<transformation>
<effect>grayscale</effect>

</transformation>
</transformations>

</format>
</formats>

Editing existing image formats

If you edit exist image formats you need to run the following command to regenerate exist images:

If you modify an existing image format configuration, you need to regenerate already generated images by executing
the following command:

php bin/websiteconsole sulu:media:regenerate-formats

Alternatively, you can also remove all generated image formats by executing:

php bin/websiteconsole sulu:media:format:cache:clear

In this case, image formats will be regenerated using the new configuration on the first request of the image format.

Remove obsolete images

In a multi server setup, when an image is removed via the administration interface, existing image formats are only
removed on the current server. Generated image formats of media that do not exist in the database can be removed by
running the following command:
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php bin/websiteconsole sulu:media:format:cache:cleanup

1.1.8 Adding localizations

Sulu is built for companies with an international focus, so translating pages into multiple different languages is a
very important task for a content editor using Sulu. Sulu also considers the different variations of a language among
different countries. The combination of these two factors is called a localization.

Configuring webspace localizations

Localizations for the content are configured in the webspaces, as already described in Setup a Webspace. Adding an-
other localization is as easy as adding another localization tag to the webspace configuration file. Localizations
can also be nested, which has no impact on the representation in all the dropdowns, but it will help the system to find
better fallbacks.

So a good example using english and german as a language might look something like the following fragment.

<localizations>
<localization language="en">

<localization language="en" country="us"/>
<localization language="en" country="gb"/>

</localization>
<localization language="de">

<localization language="de" country="de"/>
<localization language="de" country="at"/>
<localization language="de" country="ch"/>

</localization>
</localizations>

With this configuration the system will contain seven different content localizations: en, en-us, en-gb, de, de-de,
de-at, de-ch, whereby en-us and en-gb are falling back to en, and de-de, de-at and de-ch are falling back
to de.

After adding localizations in the webspace, note that you need to run

php bin/adminconsole sulu:document:initialize

This will re-initialize the PHPCR content tree, setting up the new locale for accepting new content. Afterwards
nobody will have any permissions on this locale, so make sure that you add this permission in the permissions tab of
the contacts.

Note: When adding a new localization you have to make sure that the localization is also covered by one of the
webspaces URLs. This can either happen by using the language and country attributes of the url tag, or by specifying
e.g. the {localization} placeholder. For more information see Setup a Webspace.

Adding custom localizations

There is another possibility for adding non webspace related localizations. More details can be found in How to add
localizations with the localization provider?
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Usage of localizations

For the developer the only touching points with localizations are the configuration and the eventual use of a language
switcher on the homepage. For the language switcher the localizations variable delivered to the twig template
can be used, which contains an associative array with the parameters locale, url and country.

<ul>
{% for localization in localizations %}

<li><a href="{{ localization.url }}">{{ localization.locale }}</a>
{% endfor %}
</ul>

Important: The localizations variable contains the page URLs based on the URLs configured in the <urls>
section of your webspace. Have a look at Setup a Webspace for more information about the webspace configuration.

The template itself does not have to be adapted for usage with multiple localizations. The twig variables are the same
for every language, only the content is different, and this is handled by Sulu for the developer.

The nesting of the localizations is very important for the column navigation of the content. In case there is a ghost
page - which means that the page is not translated into the current localization - this tree will be used to determine the
“closest” language available.

1.1.9 Using smart content

What is smart content?

The smart content is one of our most powerful content types. It allows the content editor to dynamically configure an
aggregation of content, whereby content does not only mean pages. This is possible due to the data providers, which
can be registered in the system. A data provider defines which options are supported, and is responsible for loading
the data. Sulu is already shipped with different data providers, one for pages from the content management section,
and another two for contacts and accounts.

The configuration will be resolved to a set of arrays, which can easily be used in a twig template.

Configure a smart content

The smart content is configured in the template definition. The template definition is already described in Creating a
Page Template. All that has to be done is to add another property for the smart content. This configuration can look
something like the following typical XML fragment:

<property name="pages" type="smart_content">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Smart Content</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="properties" type="collection">

<param name="title" value="title"/>
<param name="description" value="excerpt.description"/>

</param>
<param name="present_as" type="collection">

<param name="one">
<meta>

(continues on next page)
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<title lang="en">One column</title>
</meta>

</param>
<param name="two">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Two column</title>

</meta>
</param>

</param>
</params>

</property>

In this XML fragment a smart_content property named pages is defined. For pages there is also the possibility
to define a properties parameter, as you can see in the previous fragment. In this collection property can be defined
which properties of the page should be returned in the array passed to the twig template. The name of the parameter
describes how the property will be accessible in the twig template, and the value is the name of the property on the
page. Additionally there is the excerpt extension, which can be used as well, there has excerpt. to be prefixed. This
extension is available for all pages, so it is a safe bet. The problem with other properties is that you have to make sure
or at least check in the twig template if the property exists.

The value of the present_as property is injected into a dropdown, where the content editor can choose between
different styles, which have to be implemented by the creator of the twig template. Popular options here are one or
two columns with variations like with or without images.

There are also more parameters to tweak the smart content, for a deeper understanding of this there is the reference
documentation of the Smart content.

Use the smart content in a twig template

Using the pages that are returned from the smart content in a twig template is very easy. As already described the data
is returned as an array in the twig template in the content variable. In the view variable the configuration data of
the smart content is stored.

This way it is really simple to display this information using a twig template:

<div property="pages">
{% for page in content.pages %}

<div class="{{ view.pages.presentAs }}">
<h2><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(page.url) }}">{{ page.title }}</a></h2>
<p>{{ page.description|raw }}</p>

</div>
{% endfor %}
</div>

The pages in content.pages refers to the name of the property in the template definition. Every page being
returned by the filter described in the smart content has its own array in this variable, so that we can iterate over it. In
the view variable the configuration of the smart content is accessible, which can be used e.g. as a CSS class in this
example. This way the one or two column layout can be created by using CSS.

The page loop variable can then be used to access the actual content from the page. A Sulu twig extension provides
the sulu_content_path method, which builds the final URL with all the additional information required.

For more and deeper information about twig there is the excellent twig documentation.

The next step is how to add localization to Sulu.
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Pagination

The smart content supports pagination, which can be activated with the param max_per_page described in the
content-type reference Smart content.

<ul class="pagination">
{% set page = view.pages.page %}

{% if page-1 >= 1 %}
<li><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(content.url) }}?p={{ page-1 }}">&laquo;</a>

→˓</li>
{% endif %}
{% if view.pages.hasNextPage %}

<li><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(content.url) }}?p={{ page+1 }}">&raquo;</a>
→˓</li>

{% endif %}
</ul>

<div property="pages">
{% for page in content.pages %}

<div class="{{ view.pages.presentAs }}">
<h2><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(page.url) }}">{{ page.title }}</a></h2>
<p>{{ page.description }}</p>

</div>
{% endfor %}
</div>

The view variable page contains the current page number (default: 1) and hasNextPage is a flag which is true if
another page exists.

Warning: To avoid performance issues it is not possible to get a number of maximum page because the system
would have to load the whole content of each page to determine how many pages would fit to the filters.

If you want to use different parameters for different smart content on the same page you can define the GET-parameter
with the property param page_parameter.

1.1.10 Extend Admin UI

The final section of the book has a deeper look at how to integrate your own entities and corresponding views into the
Sulu administration interface. This includes adding new items to the navigation and configuring list views and form
views for your entity.

Note: The Sulu workshop is a great supplementary resource to this document. It consists of 12 assignments that
guide you through creating a small website that integrates two simple custom entities. Additionally, the Sulu Demo
repository contains multiple pull requests that demonstrate how to extend different parts of the administration interface
using simple examples.

Sulu is built with extensibility as a core value and allows the integration of a custom entity without writing any
JavaScript code in most cases. In order to provide this extensibility in a simple way, Sulu requires the APIs used for
managing the entities follow some rules. If you provide such an API, Sulu comes with a variety of existing frontend
views and components that cover a lot of different use cases. Furthermore, once you have reached the limits of the
existing components, Sulu provides various extension points of different granularity allowing you to hook into most
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areas of the system using custom JavaScript code. A description of the JavaScript views, services and components of
the administration interface frontend and its extension points is available in the Sulu Javascript Docs.

As stated above, the frontend components coming with Sulu expect that your APIs deliver the data for the administra-
tion interface to match a certain standard. These standards affect the data for the list and form views that will be used
to manage your entity. Sulu uses the FOSRestBundle internally to build the REST APIs for the preexisting entities,
but the data format expected by the frontend components is completely architecture agnostic and library independent.
Therefore Sulu does not enforce how to actually implement the API for your entity - you can try to keep your code as
simple as possible by following the Symfony Best Practices, go full DDD or anything between.

The following sections will list the requirements for your API to be compatible with the Sulu frontend components.
To keep things practical, the sections will use a custom Event entity as an example.

First of all, Sulu expects your API to expose the standard REST actions. In the case of our EventController this
means there has to be a POST action for creating events, a PUT action for modifying events, a DELETE action for
deleting events and finally a GET action for retrieving information about an event. The POST, PUT and GET actions
accept and return a JSON serialization of the event entity. The serialization could look something like this:

{
"id": 1,
"name": "Sulu Con 2020",
"startDate": "2020-10-24T08:00:00",
"endDate": "2020-10-25T18:00:00"

}

A JSON object like this can be sent to the POST action (without the ID) to create a new event or to the PUT action to
update an existing event. Both of the previous actions must return a response in the same format as the GET action.

Furthermore, Sulu expects the URLs of your API to follows certain rules. All these actions are encapsulated behind
the same URL, in the event case e.g. /admin/api/events. This endpoint returns a paginated list of available
entities when it receives a GET request and creates a new event when it receives a POST request with a JSON object
like shown above.

There has to be a sub URL including the ID for single events as well. E.g. the URL /admin/api/events/5
represents the event with the ID 5. This endpoint will accept a GET request to return a JSON object like above, a PUT
request to update the event using a JSON object and a DELETE request to delete the event (this one does not need any
data).

For your own entities you only have to implement the actions you really need. E.g. if you have an entity that cannot
be deleted afterwards, then you don’t have to implement the DELETE action. However, then you have also to make
sure that you don’t activate any deletion functionality in the administration interface.

List configuration and controller

This section assumes that you have a RestController with some actions already located at src/Controller/
Admin/EventController and will add a cgetAction. After finishing the action will be tied to the /admin/
api/events endpoint, and should return a paginated list.

The list integrated in Sulu comes already with quite some features, including pagination, search, sorting and so on.
However, these functionalities also have to be implemented by the REST API the list talks to. Since it would be quite
some work to implement this for every REST API you are offering, we have build an abstraction that is doing that for
you in a very efficient manner. This abstraction is called ListBuilder, and uses some metadata to generate queries.
It will only join tables that are absolutely necessary for the result of the query and is also capable of filtering, sorting,
searching and so on. Apart from that responses created with the ListBuilder will already match the conventions
required by the list in the administration interface.

Let’s assume that we have this very simplified entity enriched with doctrine annotations already available at src/
Entity/Event.php:
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<?php

namespace App\Entity;

use Doctrine\ORM\Mapping as ORM;

/**
* @ORM\Entity

*/
class Event
{

const RESOURCE_KEY = 'events';

/**
* @ORM\Id()

* @ORM\GeneratedValue()

* @ORM\Column(type="integer")

*/
private $id;

/**
* @ORM\Column(type="string")

*/
private $name;

/**
* @ORM\Column(type="datetime_immutable")

*/
private $startDate;

/**
* @ORM\Column(type="datetime_immutable")

*/
private $endDate;

}

Note: The RESOURCE_KEY constant uniquely identifies this entity, and will be explained in more detail later.

This entity already contains some information about how the entity is structured and which properties it is holding, but
that is not enough information to build a full-fledged list in Sulu. For this reason we need some additional metadata,
e.g. should each of the property be visible in the list by default, can the list be sorted based on this property, should it
be included in a search and so on. In addition to that it is also possible to define the header and a type, which describes
how to format the content (e.g. a type of datetime will make sure that the date is displayed correctly based on the
localization of the user).

XML files are used to define this metadata. By default, these list configuration XML files are located in the config/
lists directory of your project and an example looks like this:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<list xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/list-builder/list">

<key>events</key>

<properties>
<property name="id" visibility="no" translation="sulu_admin.id">

<field-name>id</field-name>
(continues on next page)
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<entity-name>App\Entity\Event</entity-name>
</property>

<property name="name" visibility="always" searchability="yes" translation=
→˓"sulu_admin.name">

<field-name>name</field-name>
<entity-name>App\Entity\Event</entity-name>

</property>

<property name="startDate" visibility="yes" translation="app.start_date" type=
→˓"datetime">

<field-name>startDate</field-name>
<entity-name>App\Entity\Event</entity-name>

</property>

<property name="endDate" visibility="yes" translation="app.end_date" type=
→˓"datetime">

<field-name>endDate</field-name>
<entity-name>App\Entity\Event</entity-name>

</property>
</properties>

</list>

The root tag is called list and has two sub tags: The key tag contains a key that must be unique among all defined
lists. Usually it is a safe bet to just reuse the above RESOURCE_KEY constant of the Event entity, unless you want
to have different lists for the same entity.

Afterwards the properties tag lists all properties available in this list. Each property is described by a property
tag. These tags consist of a few attributes:

• The name attribute defines the name of the property in the representation returned by the ListBuilder.

• The visibility attribute allows to define if the property can be excluded from the list and if it is shown by
default. A value of yes or no only describes if it is shown by default, but the setting can be changed by the
user. never and always do the same, but the don’t allow the user of the system to change this settings.

• The translation attribute takes a translation key, which is resolved by the Symfony Translations component
and uses this value as the header for the given column in the list. All translations are taken from the admin
translation domain, so make sure that the file is called something like admin.en.json.

• The searchability attribute describes if the value of this property is used by the search field in the list.

• Finally the type attribute allows to define how to display the content of this property. In the
above example it is used to display the datetime value in the localization of the user. There is a
listFieldTransformerRegistry extension point for these types, which allows to add more of them
via JS.

In addition to these attributes the property tag has some sub tags as well. This includes the field-name telling
the ListBuilder how the column holding the value in the database is called, and the entity-name describing
which entity holds the property. Based on this information the ListBuilder can build a very efficient query.

The Controller returning the data from the ListBuilder uses the FOSRestBundle as well. The cgetAction
calls the FieldDescriptorFactory to load the information written in the above XML file. It then uses the
DoctrineListBuilderFactory to get an instance of a DoctrineListBuilder, which implements the
logic to load data in an efficient way from the database. The RestHelper helps to set certain parameters of the
ListBuilder from the HTTP request, so that this code has not been copied over multiple times. Finally the
PaginatedRepresentation takes care of building an object representing the loaded data and enhance it with
information like how many results exist in total. This object will be serialized by the handleView method of the
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FOSRestBundle. The following code shows a controller doing what has just been described.

<?php

namespace App\Controller\Admin;

use App\Entity\Event;
use FOS\RestBundle\Controller\Annotations\RouteResource;
use FOS\RestBundle\Routing\ClassResourceInterface;
use FOS\RestBundle\View\View;
use FOS\RestBundle\View\ViewHandlerInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Rest\ListBuilder\Doctrine\DoctrineListBuilderFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Rest\ListBuilder\Metadata\FieldDescriptorFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Rest\ListBuilder\PaginatedRepresentation;
use Sulu\Component\Rest\RestHelperInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpFoundation\Response;

/**
* @RouteResource("event")

*/
class EventController implements ClassResourceInterface
{

public function __construct(
private ViewHandlerInterface $viewHandler,
private FieldDescriptorFactoryInterface $fieldDescriptorFactory,
private DoctrineListBuilderFactoryInterface $listBuilderFactory,
private RestHelperInterface $restHelper

) {
}

public function cgetAction(): Response
{

$fieldDescriptors = $this->fieldDescriptorFactory->
→˓getFieldDescriptors(Event::RESOURCE_KEY);

$listBuilder = $this->listBuilderFactory->create(Event::class);
$this->restHelper->initializeListBuilder($listBuilder, $fieldDescriptors);

$listRepresentation = new PaginatedRepresentation(
$listBuilder->execute(),
Event::RESOURCE_KEY,
$listBuilder->getCurrentPage(),
$listBuilder->getLimit(),
$listBuilder->count()

);

return $this->viewHandler->handle(View::create($listRepresentation));
}

}

Register your new Controller in the config/routes_admin.yaml file the following way:

app_events_api:
type: rest
prefix: /admin/api
resource: App\Controller\Admin\EventController
name_prefix: app.
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Configure resources

At this point the controller should register its actions already as routes. If you have already created other actions as
well, then you should be able to see these actions when using the debug:router command from Symfony:

$ bin/adminconsole debug:router | grep event
app.get_events GET ANY ANY /admin/api/events.{_format}
app.post_event POST ANY ANY /admin/api/events.{_format}
app.get_event GET ANY ANY /admin/api/events/{id}.{_format}
app.put_event PUT ANY ANY /admin/api/events/{id}.{_format}
app.delete_event DELETE ANY ANY /admin/api/events/{id}.{_format}

These routes are spread over two different URLs, one without the ID (/admin/api/events) and one with the ID
(/admin/api/events/{id}). The first one is used to get a list of available events and to create new events, while
the latter is about already existing events.

The question is how to pass this information now to our administration JS application. One way would have been to
separately pass a getAction, a postAction, a deleteAction and so on to every part of the application that
needs something like this. This would be a bit tedious, therefore we decided to introduce a concept called resources.
Every resource is identified by a unique key, which we added as a constant to the Event entity above. So our example
uses events as the resource key. A list URL (/admin/api/events) and/or a detail URL (/admin/api/
events/{id}) will be assigned to every resource key. Afterwards the resource key can be used in multiple places,
without worrying about which exact actions have to be used.

This is done by using the sulu_admin.resources configuration. The following configuration can be placed e.g.
in the /config/packages/sulu_admin.yaml file of your project:

sulu_admin:
resources:

events:
routes:

list: app.get_events
detail: app.get_event

The configuration makes use of the route names you have seen listed above by the debug:router command. For both
variants of the URL (/admin/api/events and /admin/api/events/{id}) one representative is used as a
proxy for the list and detail URL - whereby the detail URL has to be the one including the ID.

Admin class

After having registered the events resource, we can continue to include the events in the administration interface.
This is not done via a configuration, but in a separate Admin class. These Admin classes are registered as services
and collected by the system using tags, which in turn calls their methods. This approach has the advantage that you
can use other services when adding stuff to the administration interface.

The two most important hooks are for views and navigation items.

Views are React components, whereby Sulu comes with a few of them predefined. These predefined views can be
configured via certain options, so that they are reusable in different contexts. Such a view takes most of the space of
the screen, the only things being excluded from it being the toolbar on the very top of the screen and the navigation on
the left.

Navigation items allow to add an item to the navigation on the left. Therefore they have to describe the title of this
item and where to navigate when the user clicks on the item.

The EventAdmin class can be located e.g. at the /src/Admin folder of your project. The two important methods
are called configureNavigationItems and configureViews. The following example omits the implemen-
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tation for these methods, but it will be already correctly registered in the service container of Symfony without any
configuration because of the autoconfigure feature of Symfony:

<?php

namespace App\Admin;

use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Navigation\NavigationItemCollection;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewBuilderFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewCollection;

class EventAdmin extends Admin
{

public function __construct(private ViewBuilderFactoryInterface
→˓$viewBuilderFactory)

{
}

public function configureNavigationItems(NavigationItemCollection
→˓$navigationItemCollection): void

{
// add navigation items

}

public function configureViews(ViewCollection $viewCollection): void
{

// add views
}

}
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Configure list view

Views are the most important administration concept in Sulu. In JS a so called ViewRegistry exists, where a
mapping from a React component to a string is established. This string can be used as a key when defining views in
the previously mentioned Admin classes. Therefore a View class in PHP exists, which requires at least a name, a
path and a type. The name must be unique and is e.g. used to reference this specific view in different places, e.g.
for the routing in the JS application. The path defines under which URL this view is displayed, and the type is the
reference to the React component in the ViewRegistry.

Additionally the View class also has a setOption method, which allows to configure the View. This allows us to
build the predefined views mentioned above. So the behavior of views can be influenced by these options, so we can
e.g. tell a view representing a list to load a different type of resource and reuse a lot of logic, instead of implementing
these things twice. And it allows you to build nice lists with a lot of features being consistent in the entire system
without touching a single line of JS.

However, directly using the View class does not really offer a nice developer experience, because this class cannot
really validate anything. It has to accept everything, because Sulu does not know what views will be registered in
the future. For this reason the concept of ViewBuilders has been introduced. As the name suggests it is an
implementation of the Builder pattern, and provides a better interface to build specific views. For this purpose a
builder for each type of view has been implemented, which can consider the options required for each view. All of
them have in common that they share a getView method, which return a View object with the correctly set options.
This function can also validate the input and throw proper Exceptions in case some option does not make any
sense.

All of these ViewBuilders are created by the ViewBuilderFactory, which is a service that has already been
injected in the code example of the Admin class above. The minimum code to only show a list with already existing
items looks like this:

<?php

namespace App\Admin;

use App\Entity\Event;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewBuilderFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewCollection;

class EventAdmin extends Admin
{

const EVENT_LIST_VIEW = 'app.events_list';

public function __construct(private ViewBuilderFactoryInterface
→˓$viewBuilderFactory)

{
}

// ...

public function configureViews(ViewCollection $viewCollection): void
{

$listView = $this->viewBuilderFactory->createListViewBuilder(static::EVENT_
→˓LIST_VIEW, '/events')

->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setListKey('events')
->addListAdapters(['table']);

$viewCollection->add($listView);

(continues on next page)
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}
}

The createListViewBuildermethod returns a ListViewBuilder, which already knows which type of view
it needs. Therefore we only need to name the view (app.events_list in this example), and tell Sulu on which
URL it should be rendered (/events). Then the previously defined resource key from the Configure resources
section and the list key from the XML in the List configuration and controller section are defined. The list adapters
define how the list shows the content it has loaded. There is a listAdapterRegistry JS extension point to
register adapter, but for now we use the table adapter, which makes use of an HTML table element.

Finally the View object has to be added to the ViewCollection, which is passed as the first parameter to the
configureViews method. This has been implemented like this to allow other bundles to further manipulate views
that have already been added by bundles registered previously.

After that an empty list should appear on /admin/#/events. But if you add some data to the event table it
should be listed:

Configure navigation

The configureNavigationItems method is quite similar to the configureViews method. It passes
an object of type NavigationItemCollection as first parameter, which can be used to add new
NavigationItems resp. to manipulate the ones that have already been added before.

The NavigationItem accepts a name as constructor parameter, which will also be used as translation key and
translated by the Symfony Translations component. The other mandatory thing to set is the view, which is referenced
by the name used in the createListViewBuilder call in Configure list view. With setIcon the icon shown
right next to the translation is defined, whereby every icon is referenced by a string. If the string starts with su-, then
our own icon font is used. However, if the Sulu icon font does not have a matching icon, then the prefix fa- can be
used to choose an icon from the Font Awesome icon font. Finally setPosition allows to decide where to place
that NavigationItem. The items will be ordered by their position value.
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<?php

namespace App\Admin;

use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Navigation\NavigationItem;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Navigation\NavigationItemCollection;

class EventAdmin extends Admin
{

const EVENT_LIST_VIEW = 'app.events_list';

// ...

public function configureNavigationItems(NavigationItemCollection
→˓$navigationItemCollection): void

{
$eventNavigationItem = new NavigationItem('app.events');
$eventNavigationItem->setView(static::EVENT_LIST_VIEW);
$eventNavigationItem->setIcon('su-calendar');
$eventNavigationItem->setPosition(30);

$navigationItemCollection->add($eventNavigationItem);
}

// ...
}

Form configuration

The Form component in Sulu has the same problem as the List: The metadata we have delivered so far (including
the list and doctrine annotations) are not enough to render an actual form. The most important information missing is
how to render the information. Doctrine already gives us some information about the type, e.g. that a certain property
is a string, but Sulu still does not know how to render this information. A string could represented e.g. in a simple
input field, in a textarea or in a rich text editor. That is why we need more information in separate XML file.

Form configuration XML files are located in the config/forms directory of your project by default and look similar
to the following example:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<form xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/template/form-1.0.xsd"
>

<key>event_details</key>

<properties>
<property name="name" type="text_line" mandatory="true" colspan="12">

<meta>
<title>sulu_admin.name</title>

</meta>
<params>

<param name="headline" value="true"/>
</params>

</property>
(continues on next page)
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<property name="startDate" type="date" mandatory="true" colspan="12">
<meta>

<title>app.start_date</title>
</meta>

</property>

<property name="endDate" type="date" mandatory="true" colspan="12">
<meta>

<title>app.end_date</title>
</meta>

</property>
</properties>

</form>

Since the problem is very similar to the List view, the metadata also looks quite similar. The root tag is called form
this time, and the first sub tag is a key, which has the same purpose as on lists: Uniquely identify metadata for a
form. Since many resources consist of many tabs in the administration interface there can potentially be many forms
for every resource. Therefore the key is usually not only the same as the resource key, but a suffix is added.

Afterwards every field showing up in this specific form will be listed as a property tag. Each of the properties has
a few attributes:

• name is the key in the JSON returned from the server, so usually the name from the property on the entity.

• type describes how to render the value of the given property and makes use of so called field types. Sulu has a
fieldRegistry JS extension point containing all available field types.

• mandatory defines if the field is required in order for the form to be submitted.

• colspan allows to define the width of the field. A value of 12 means that the entire available width is used,
using smaller numbers result in an accordingly smaller field.

• disabledCondition allows to define a condition to render the field as disabled. It works the same way like
for template properties.

• visibleCondition allows to define a condition to show or hide the field. It works the same way like for
template properties.

Note: To display current values, the JSON returned from the server must provide the value with a key that matches
the name of the field. The format of the value of a field depends on the type of the field. In general, the values
returned by the server should be in the same format as the values which are sent to the server when the form is saved.

The property tag also has some sub tags: The meta tag contains the title tag, which takes a translation key and
uses the Symfony Translations component to get the texts for the Form component.

Note: If you do not want to use Symfony translations you can also pass a lang attribute to the title tag. In that
case the passed string will be used for the given language as it is.

Furthermore the params tag can be used to customize the fields in certain ways. E.g. you see in the above XML that
the name property has a parameter called headline being set to true. This will cause the field type registered as
text_line to render an input with a bigger font size. Every field type has its own set of params it will act on.
You can have a look at our documentation at Content Type Reference to learn more about them.
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Configure form views

In Configure list view you have already seen how to add a ListView. The same has to be done now for the event
forms. We need to separately register two different forms, because the edit and create form have different paths.

However, both of these forms consist of two different views in our example. That’s because Sulu allows to nest views
as well. You can assign a parent to each view, then this view will be rendered as child of its parent view (be aware that
the parent view must support this). In this case the parent view is a ResourceTabs view, which accepts multiple
children, whereby each of the children is shown as a separate tab. This example only makes use of a single tab, but
if you have multiple tabs you usually want to avoid that the same data is loaded over and over again every time you
switch between tabs. For this reason the responsibility of loading this data was moved to the ResourceTabs view.
This view will not be destroyed when switching between tabs, and therefore continues to hold the requested data from
the server.

The child components of the ResourceTabs view will retrieve the data, and can make use of it without re-
questing it again. For the events we use the Form view with the configuration already defined in Form configu-
ration. This will render a form with all the fields defined in the XML file. It is also necessary to define some so
called toolbarActions. These define which buttons should appear in the top toolbar of Sulu while this view
is shown. The same concept is also in place for the List view. Similar to other parts of the system, there is a
formToolbarActionRegistry and a listToolbarActionRegistry extension point that allow to register
custom toolbar actions that can be identified by a key string. In the Admin class the ToolbarAction class in combi-
nation with the addToolbarActions method can be used to add elements to the toolbar. The ToolbarAction
class takes the key used in the registry as first constructor parameter, and an optional array containing some set-
tings specific to the toolbar action as the second. There are also some sub classes of ToolbarAction, e.g. the
DropdownToolbarAction, which have more specific constructors.

The following code applies all of the mentioned concepts:

<?php

namespace App\Admin;

use App\Entity\Event;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ToolbarAction;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewBuilderFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewCollection;

class EventAdmin extends Admin
{

const EVENT_FORM_KEY = 'event_details';
const EVENT_LIST_VIEW = 'app.events_list';
const EVENT_ADD_FORM_VIEW = 'app.event_add_form';
const EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW = 'app.event_edit_form';

public function __construct(private ViewBuilderFactoryInterface
→˓$viewBuilderFactory)

{
}

public function configureViews(ViewCollection $viewCollection): void
{

$listView = $this->viewBuilderFactory->createListViewBuilder(static::EVENT_
→˓LIST_VIEW, '/events')

->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setListKey('events')
->addListAdapters(['table'])

(continues on next page)
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->setAddView(static::EVENT_ADD_FORM_VIEW)
->setEditView(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW)
->addToolbarActions([new ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.add'), new

→˓ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.delete')]);

$viewCollection->add($listView);

$addFormView = $this->viewBuilderFactory->
→˓createResourceTabViewBuilder(static::EVENT_ADD_FORM_VIEW, '/events/add')

->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setBackView(static::EVENT_LIST_VIEW);

$viewCollection->add($addFormView);

$addDetailsFormView = $this->viewBuilderFactory->
→˓createFormViewBuilder(static::EVENT_ADD_FORM_VIEW . '.details', '/details')

->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setFormKey(static::EVENT_FORM_KEY)
->setTabTitle('sulu_admin.details')
->setEditView(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW)
->addToolbarActions([new ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.save'), new

→˓ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.delete')])
->setParent(static::EVENT_ADD_FORM_VIEW);

$viewCollection->add($addDetailsFormView);

$editFormView = $this->viewBuilderFactory->
→˓createResourceTabViewBuilder(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW, '/events/:id')

->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setBackView(static::EVENT_LIST_VIEW);

$viewCollection->add($editFormView);

$editDetailsFormView = $this->viewBuilderFactory->
→˓createFormViewBuilder(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW . '.details', '/details')

->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setFormKey(static::EVENT_FORM_KEY)
->setTabTitle('sulu_admin.details')
->addToolbarActions([new ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.save'), new

→˓ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.delete')])
->setParent(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW);

$viewCollection->add($editDetailsFormView);
}

}

The first thing that changed compared to the previous listing of the Admin class is that a few function calls to the
ListViewBuilder have been added. The setAddView and setEditView calls define to which views this list
is linked. The edit view is used when an element in the list is clicked. The List view will append the ID and navigate
to this view. The add view is similar, but is used when the toolbar action with the key sulu_admin.add is clicked.
This action is added using the addToolbarActions call along with the sulu_admin.delete toolbar action,
which allows to delete selected items from the list.

The views for the add and edit form look quite similar, except for the URLs they are using. Both of them make
use of the createResourceTabViewBuilder call returning a ResourceTabViewBuilder. Setting the
resourceKey for this view is mandatory, so that it knows which resource it should load. In the edit view we also
define an :id parameter in the path. Parameters are prefixed with a colon, and views can access their values. This
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way the ResourceTabs know which resource it has to load. If a backView is set a back button appears in the
toolbar, which navigates to the given view.

Both Form views created by the createFormViewBuilder call look very similar as well. They need two different
keys: The resourceKey to load the correct resource for the form and the formKey to know which form fields to
display.

Note: Splitting into resourceKey and formKey does not seem to make a lot sense in this example, but if you
have bigger resources it might make sense to spread the fields over multiple different tabs, each showing a different
form.

The forms also get a tabTitle, which is a translation key being used as the title of a tab after it has been translated.
The addToolbarActions method adds the save and delete buttons. Then the form is attached to the correct
ResourceTabs view by setting it as their parent. Mind that the path of the forms only contains the part specific to
this tab. The path of the parent will be automatically prepended.

The only other difference between the add and edit form is that the add form needs to know where to navigate after
the resource has been successfully created. That is what the setEditView call is doing, which usually shows to the
corresponding edit form.

While it mostly does not make any sense to have multiple tabs in an add form (because Sulu will reset data when
switching between tabs) it is possible to add multiple edit form tabs to the ResourceTabs by adding more
views with the same parent. The main use cases for this are splitting a single resource into multiple tabs (use
the same resourceKey but different formKey) or if a resource has some sub resources (there is e.g. also the
FormOverlayList view which suits that use case very well).

After successfully finishing the above steps you should be able to see the form you have configured when clicking the
edit icon in the list or if you click the add button in the toolbar:
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Selection field type

Most of the time it also makes sense for the resources resp. entities you are creating to be assigned at other places. In
the event example it could e.g. make sense to have a field to select similar events to the current one, in order to show
them on the website as well.

Since this is in our opinion a very important use case, we have tried to make creating such a field as easy as possible.
So, as with everything we have seen until now, it is not necessary to write a single line of JS in order to make this
work. Instead the concept of field_type_options exists, which allows to add additional field types based on
already existing ones customized by a certain set of options. Sulu comes with two abstract field types like this, the
selection and single_selection field type.

These two abstract field types can be registered using the Symfony Configuration. The following configuration shows
how to register two field types, one for selecting a single and one for selecting multiple events.

sulu_admin:
field_type_options:

selection:
event_selection:

default_type: 'list_overlay'
resource_key: 'events'
view:

name: 'app.event_edit_form'
result_to_view:

id: 'id'
types:

list_overlay:
adapter: 'table'
list_key: 'events'
display_properties:

- 'name'
icon: 'su-calendar'
label: 'app.events'
overlay_title: 'app.events'

single_selection:
single_event_selection:

default_type: 'list_overlay'
resource_key: 'events'
view:

name: 'app.event_edit_form'
result_to_view:

id: 'id'
types:

list_overlay:
adapter: 'table'
list_key: 'events'
display_properties:

- 'name'
icon: 'su-calendar'
empty_text: 'app.location.no_selections'
overlay_title: 'app.locations'

auto_complete:
display_property: 'name'
search_properties:

- 'name'

The field_type_options configuration key of the sulu_admin section is the one we need to set to register
new field types. The level below field_type_options are the names of the abstract field types, in our case
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selection and single_selection. These are not the field types you can use, they only act as a boilerplate for
other field types.

These other field types are mentioned one level deeper, namely event_selection and
single_event_selection, and these are the field types that can be used as value in the type attribute
of the form XML. The parent configuration key describes which abstract field type is used as a blueprint. The
configuration below depends on which blueprint has been chosen.

Both abstract field types support different types. The selection allows to use an auto complete field (used
e.g. by the tag_selection), a full List component (e.g. category_selection) or a list overlay (e.g.
page_selection). The single_selection has similar options: There is also a list overlay and auto complete
type. Additionally it also offers a single_select type, which makes use of a standard dropdown element.

Two things every of the mentioned types share is the resource_key configuration, since all of the options have to
load some resource. This is again the string that has already be defined e.g. in the entity in the List configuration and
controller section.

The default_type you see in both configuration sections defines which of the configured types (you can configure
multiple types and use a param in the form XML to switch between them) is used if not specified otherwise.

Optionally a view configuration can be set. This configuration allows to define a deep link to the resulting UI. There
are two differnent configuration values for the the view option: name describes the name of the view to link to, which
needs to be the same as defined in the Admin class. The result_to_view configuration describes how to translate the
properties from the result to the parameters of the route of the view. In many cases the id of the property should be
mapped to the id parameter of the route, as it is done in the above example.

Some of the other properties in the above list_overlay configuration have already been explained in different
parts of this guide. The adapter describes how to display the list and the list_key defines which list XML
configuration to use. In addition to them the display_properties defines which properties to show in the field
type itself, the icon describes what is shown on the add button opening the overlay, label is the translation key
used in the header of the field type and overlay_title is the translation for the title in the overlay. In the single
variant you have an empty_text instead of a label, which is only displayed if nothing has been selected. This is
necessary because the element looks a bit different.
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The auto_complete section has a display_property configuration (mind the singular naming) defining
which property of the selected resource is shown. The search_properties describe which of the properties
from the resource are used to filter by the entered auto complete text.

This configuration is all that is necessary to get a field type that can be used in the form XML. If we e.g. want to add
a selection for multiple events for similar events and an auto complete for selecting only one event representing the
parent then the /config/forms/event_details.xml would look like this:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<form xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/template/form-1.0.xsd"
>

<key>event_details</key>

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<property name="similar_events" type="event_selection">
<meta>

<title>app.similar_events</title>
</meta>

</property>

<property name="parent_event" type="single_event_selection">
<meta>

<title>app.parent_event</title>
</meta>
<params>

<param name="type" value="auto_complete" />
</params>

</property>
</properties>

</form>

Note: This will show the fields in the form, but they will not properly save, because the REST API will not accept
them yet. In order for this to be working you have to handle these fields in the REST API as well.

Lots of fun with Sulu. We hope you’ll find the love we put in it while creating it.

1.2 Cookbook

Here are some awesome recepies for lunch. The Cookbook covers some advanced topics which each covers a very
special problem. Create your very own menu with our recipes.

Our recepies

1.2.1 Caching with Varnish

Varnish is a HTTP caching proxy server which can be used to radically improve the response time of your website.

Sulu is bundled with a “soft” caching proxy, the Symfony HttpCache, but using Varnish is a more optimal solution for
a large website, especially if it has lots of traffic.
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In addition to being twice as fast as the default caching implementation it also supports better cache invalidation, which
means that your website will appear more up-to-date.

Note: “Twice as fast” is relative. The default cache implementation can respond in 0.02s compared to varnishes 0.01s
- the difference here is imperceptible - but varnish will scale better and supports better invalidation.

This tutorial will walk you through the process of setting up Varnish on your own server and configuring it to work
with Sulu.

This tutorial assumes that:

• You are using the Apache2 web server

• You are running Ubuntu or Debian

The steps should apply equally to other variants.

Install Varnish

On Ubuntu/Debian install Varnish as follows:

apt-get install varnish

This should install and start the Varnish daemon.

Server Configurations

Web Server

Note: You may skip this section if you intend to run varnish in a development environment and do not want to change
the default port of your web server.

For a caching server to serve pages to your users, it will need to “pretend” to be the web server. Web servers listen
to requests on port 80 by default. We must make Varnish listen for connections on port 80 and make the web server
listen on a different port.

Note: We are going to make the web server listen on port 8090 but there is nothing special about this port and it can
be anything as long as it does not conflict with any existing services.

Change the Listen directive in /etc/apache2/ports.conf to Listen 8090:

# /etc/apache2/ports.conf
# ...
Listen 8090

And change any and all virtual hosts to now listen on 8090:

# /etc/apache2/conf.d/sites-available/sulu.conf
# ...
<VirtualHost \*:8090>

# ...
</VirtualHost>
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Now you will need to configure varnish.

Varnish

Note: Skip this section if you are in a development environment and prefer to access varnish via. its default port
(explained later).

By default Varnish will listen for connections on port 6081 (at least on Debian systems). If you are running a
production system you will need to change this to the default HTTP port, port 80.

Verify which port Varnish is listening to:

$ ps ax | grep varnish
6585 ? SLs 0:00 varnishd -f /home/daniel/.varnish/sulu.vcl -s malloc,1G -T
→˓127.0.0.1:2000 -a 0.0.0.0:6081
6609 ? Sl 0:07 varnishd -f /home/daniel/.varnish/sulu.vcl -s malloc,1G -T
→˓127.0.0.1:2000 -a 0.0.0.0:6081

The -a option indicates where Varnish is listening - it is listening on port 6081, which is incorrect.

Under Debian/Ubuntu we can change the initialization script:

# /etc/default/varnish

# ...
DAEMON_OPTS="-a :80 \

-T localhost:6082 \
-f /etc/varnish/default.vcl \
-S /etc/varnish/secret \
-s malloc,256m \
-p "vcc_allow_inline_c=on"

Now restart the daemon:

/etc/init.d/varnishd restart

Varnish Configuration

The following will add full caching support for Sulu:

# /etc/varnish/default.vcl
vcl 4.0;

include "<PATH-TO-SULU-PROJECT>/vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/HttpCacheBundle/
→˓Resources/varnish/sulu.vcl";

acl invalidators {
"localhost";

}

backend default {
.host = "127.0.0.1";
.port = "8090";

}

(continues on next page)
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sub vcl_recv {
call sulu_recv;

// # Add a Surrogate-Capability header to announce ESI support.
// set req.http.Surrogate-Capability = "abc=ESI/1.0";

// # Remove all cookies except the session ID (SULUSESSID)
// # Check configured session ID name in your config/packages/framework.yaml
// if (req.http.Cookie) {
// set req.http.Cookie = ";" + req.http.Cookie;
// set req.http.Cookie = regsuball(req.http.Cookie, "; +", ";");
// set req.http.Cookie = regsuball(req.http.Cookie, ";(SULUSESSID)=", "; \1=

→˓");
// set req.http.Cookie = regsuball(req.http.Cookie, ";[^ ][^;]*", "");
// set req.http.Cookie = regsuball(req.http.Cookie, "^[; ]+|[; ]+$", "");

// if (req.http.Cookie == "") {
// # If there are no more cookies, remove the header to get page cached.
// unset req.http.Cookie;
// }
// }

// if (req.method != "GET" && req.method != "HEAD") {
// return (pass);
// }

// # In different to the builtin.vcl of varnish we cache the page still when it
→˓have a cookie

// if (req.http.Authorization) {
// return (pass);
// }

# Force the lookup, the backend must tell not to cache or vary on all
# headers that are used to build the hash.
return (hash);

}

sub vcl_backend_response {
call sulu_backend_response;

}

sub vcl_deliver {
call sulu_deliver;

}

Restart Varnish:

$ /etc/init.d/varnish restart

And now have a look at the headers on your website:

$ curl -I mywebsite.com
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
# ...
Via: 1.1 varnish
# ...
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If you see the above Via header, then all is good and your are ready to go forward.

Configuring Sulu Invalidation

You will first need to ensure that the default “soft” cache has been disabled.

Open the website front controller (public/index.php in the skeleton) and ensure that the following lines are
commented out:

// if ('dev' !== $_SERVER['APP_ENV'] && SuluKernel::CONTEXT_WEBSITE === $suluContext)
→˓{
// $kernel = $kernel->getHttpCache();
// }

Warning: If you do not comment out the above lines caching will not work correctly as you will be using 2
caches.

Now edit config/packages/sulu_http_cache.yml and change the proxy client from symfony to
varnish and set the address of your varnish server (assuming that your Varnish server is on localhost and listening
on port 80):

sulu_http_cache:
# ...
proxy_client:

varnish:
enabled: true
servers: ['localhost:80']

Using XKey

Xkey is an efficient way to invalidate Varnish cache entries based on tagging. The advantage of the feature is that
you can use the grace mode feature of varnish, which allows varnish to serve expired cache entries while fetching
an update from the backend transparently. Have a look at the varnish documentation for more information about the
Grace mode.

Unfortunately, varnish does not support XKey invalidation out of the box. To be able to use it, you need to install
varnish-modules:

apt-get install varnish-modules

Or build it from sources see the documentation at the github repository varnish/varnish-modules.

When the installation was successfull you can use following configuration to enable xkey:

# /etc/varnish/default.vcl
vcl 4.0;

include "<PATH-TO-SULU-PROJECT>/vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/HttpCacheBundle/
→˓Resources/varnish/sulu.vcl";
include "<PATH-TO-SULU-PROJECT>/vendor/friendsofsymfony/http-cache/resources/config/
→˓varnish/fos_tags_xkey.vcl";

acl invalidators {
"localhost";

(continues on next page)
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}

backend default {
.host = "127.0.0.1";
.port = "8090";

}

sub vcl_recv {
call fos_tags_xkey_recv;
call sulu_recv;

# Force the lookup, the backend must tell not to cache or vary on all
# headers that are used to build the hash.
return (hash);

}

sub vcl_backend_response {
set beresp.grace = 2m;

call sulu_backend_response;
}

sub vcl_deliver {
call fos_tags_xkey_deliver;
call sulu_deliver;

}

Additionally, you need to configure Sulu to use the XKey feature of varnish:

sulu_http_cache:
proxy_client:

varnish:
enabled: true
servers:
- '%env(resolve:VARNISH_SERVER)%'

tag_mode: purgekeys

Optimal configuration

To get the most out of the Varnish cache you should enable the tags option in the configuration.

sulu_http_cache:
tags:

enabled: true

The tags option will automatically ensure that any changes you make in the admin interface are immediately available
on your website.

See the HttpCacheBundle document for more information.

The following is a full configuration example:

sulu_http_cache:
debug:

enabled: true
tags:

(continues on next page)
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enabled: true
cache:

max_age: 240 # 4 minutes
shared_max_age: 480 # 8 minutes

proxy_client:
symfony:

enabled: false
varnish:

enabled: true
servers: [ '127.0.0.1:80' ]

1.2.2 Maintenance Mode

When you need to deploy a new version of your project on a production environment it is often necessary to disable
your sulu-application and inform your users about it.

Sulu maintenance mode displays a simple holding page which can be easily customized.

Activate Maintenance Mode

Sulu is shipped with a simple maintenance page stored in public/maintenance.php file which can be changed for your
needs.

To activate the maintenance mode you need to set the environment variable SULU_MAINTENANCE to true. For
example, in your .htaccess file or vhost file for apache:

SetEnv SULU_MAINTENANCE true

For nginx you can configure the maintenance mode in the php part of your vhost by adding:

fastcgi_param SULU_MAINTENANCE true;

Configure Maintenance Mode

Allowed IP addresses

You may like to access your application while maintenance mode is active. Then you need to set the allowed IPs:

<?php
$allowedIPs = ['127.0.0.1'];

Translations

You can define translations for your template as follows:

<?php
$translations = [

'en' => [
'title' => 'Maintenance',
'heading' => 'The page is currently down for maintenance',

(continues on next page)
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'description' => 'Sorry for any inconvenience caused. Please try again shortly.
→˓',

],
];

Default locale

By default, maintenance.php is automatically detecting your browsers language. If no translation for this lan-
guage exists the default locale is being used. By default this is English:

<?php
define('DEFAULT_LOCALE', 'en');

1.2.3 Securing your application

Sulu is delivered with two different possibilities to protect parts of your application. The first is the permissions based
on security contexts, which allow you to restrict access to entire parts of your application or Sulu. The permissions for
this kind of security are managed on a roles level. In addition to that the localization for which these permissions are
valid has to be defined on the assignment of the role to the user.

The second way is to protect the access on a per-object basis. These permissions are set on the specific object. The
user still has to have the correct localizations assigned in order to gain access.

This tutorial will show how to use Sulu’s security functionality with your own application specific code.

Protect content using a security context

This section describes how to protect an entire part of your application (but not a specific object).

Define your security context

First of all you have to define the security context, which is represented by a simple string. This is done in the Admin
class of your Bundle:

<?php

namespace Acme\Bundle\ExampleBundle\Admin;

use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Component\Security\Authorization\PermissionTypes;

class AcmeExampleAdmin extends Admin
{

// ...

public function getSecurityContexts(): array
{

return [
self::SULU_ADMIN_SECURITY_SYSTEM => [

'Acme' => [
'sulu.acme.example' => [

(continues on next page)
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PermissionTypes::VIEW,
PermissionTypes::ADD,
PermissionTypes::EDIT,
PermissionTypes::DELETE,

],
],

],
];

}

// ...
}

This information is defined in the getSecurityContexts method, which should return an array. The first level
describes the system to which the security context applies - this would either be Sulu (for stuff in the administration)
or a different context that you have defined manually.

The second level just defines the title for another separation used in the administration interface. The third level
defines the name of the permissions themselves. This name follows a namespacing scheme based on the previously
used names. This value is the key for an array containing all the available permission types for this security context.

Note: Since the Admin class is registered as a service, you can make use of different services to define the available
security contexts. For example the SuluPageBundle uses a service to create an own security context for all available
webspaces in the system.

Protect your controller

After defining a security context, you can use it to protect the actions of one of your controllers. All you have to do
is to implement the SecuredControllerInterface telling the SuluSecurityListener which security
context and locale to use for the permission check:

<?php

namespace Acme\Bundle\ExampleBundle\Controller;

use FOS\RestBundle\Routing\ClassResourceInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Security\SecuredControllerInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpFoundation\Request;

class ExampleController implements ClassResourceInterface, SecuredControllerInterface
{

public function cgetAction()
{

// code for your get action
}

public function postAction()
{

// code for your post action
}

// ...

(continues on next page)
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public function getLocale(Request $request)
{

return $request->get('locale');
}

public function getSecurityContext(): string
{

return 'sulu.acme.example';
}

}

The getLocale method returns the locale, which is probably determined somehow by the request, and the
getSecurityContext method defines which security context is required to access this type of resource.

The SuluSecurityListener appends the information on which type of permission (view, add, edit, delete, . . . )
is required, and automatically takes care of the permission check and returns a page with a status code of 403 in case
the permissions for the currently logged in user where not sufficient.

Protecting specific objects

For some parts of your application you might want to protect specific objects. This section will describe how this is
done with the possibilities Sulu offers.

Adding the permission tab to your form

First of all you have to add the permission tab to your form to enable the user to set up the permissions accordingly.
The permission tab presents a list of the available user roles and a few permission icons, which can be activated.

Therefore the Admin class you have created for your own business objects needs some updating. You can add the
permission tab as shown below:

<?php

namespace Sulu\Bundle\ExampleBundle\Admin;

use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ToolbarAction;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewBuilderFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewCollection;

class ExampleAdmin extends Admin
{

public function __construct(private ViewBuilderFactoryInterface
→˓$viewBuilderFactory)

{
}

public function configureViews(ViewCollection $viewCollection): void
{

// ...
$viewCollection->add(

$this->viewBuilderFactory
->createFormViewBuilder('sulu_example.edit_form.permissions', '/

→˓permissions')

(continues on next page)
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->setResourceKey('permissions')
->setFormKey('permission_details')
->setRequestParameters(['resourceKey' => 'example'])
->setTabCondition('_permissions.security')
->setTabTitle('sulu_security.permissions')
->addToolbarActions([new ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.save')])
->setParent(static::EDIT_FORM_VIEW)

);
}

}

The important option here is set in the setRequestParameters call, which defines for which resource this per-
mission form is used. In order for that to work the relation between the resourceKey and the security context and
the security class has to be configured:

After this addition the permission tab should already be visible in the edit form.

Configure the controller

The second part is to implement the SecuredObjectControllerInterface in the Controller handling the specific type of
entities:

<?php

namespace Acme\Bundle\ExampleBundle\Controller;

use FOS\RestBundle\Routing\ClassResourceInterface;
use
→˓Sulu\Component\Security\Authorization\AccessControl\SecuredObjectControllerInterface;
→˓

use Sulu\Component\Security\SecuredControllerInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpFoundation\Request;

class ExampleController
implements ClassResourceInterface, SecuredControllerInterface,

→˓SecuredObjectControllerInterface
{

public function cgetAction()
{

$listBuilder = $factory->create($this->container->getParameter('sulu.model.
→˓example.class'));

$this->get('sulu_core.doctrine_rest_helper')->initializeListBuilder(
→˓$listBuilder, $this->getFieldDescriptors());

$listBuilder->setPermissionCheck($this->getUser(), PermissionTypes::VIEW);

$listResponse = $listBuilder->execute();

// Do something with $listResponse
}

public function postAction()
{

// code for your post action
}

(continues on next page)
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// ...

public function getLocale(Request $request)
{

return $request->get('locale');
}

public function getSecurityContext(): string
{

return 'sulu.acme.example';
}

public function getSecuredClass(): string
{

return Example::class;
}

public function getSecuredObjectId(Request $request)
{

return $request->get('id');
}

}

The SecuredObjectControllerInterface requires three different methods. The getLocale method is the same as in the
SecuredControllerInterface, and the implementation can be shared. The getSecuredClass method has to return the
same identifier for the type of object as used in the resources configuration. Finally the getSecuredObjectId receives
the request object, and has to return the id of the object from it.

The rest of the work will be done by the SuluSecurityListener in the same way as for the check of the security contexts.

Note that the cgetAction needs some special handling when the ListBuilder is used. The ListBuilder contains a set-
PermissionCheck method, which takes a user and a permission. If you pass these two, you will only receive rows for
which the given user has the given permission granted.

1.2.4 Pass additional data to your template using a custom controller

Templates include a controller tag that defines which controller is used for rendering pages of the template. Sulu
includes a DefaultController that resolves the data of the properties of the template and passes it to your twig
template. If you want to pass additional data to your twig template, you can configure a custom controller class that
provides this data.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

...
<controller>App\Controller\Website\CustomController::indexAction</controller>
...

</template>

Inside of your controller implementation, you are free to harness the full power of the Symfony framework. If you
want to access a service, you need to implement the getSubscribedServices method like described in the
Service Subscribers Documentation.
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In most cases, you want your custom controller to extend the functionality of the DefaultController of Sulu.
When extending the DefaultController, you only need to overwrite the getAttributes method to include
the data that should be passed to your twig template.

<?php

namespace App\Controller\Website;

use Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Controller\DefaultController;
use Sulu\Component\Content\Compat\StructureInterface;

class CustomController extends DefaultController
{

protected function getAttributes($attributes, StructureInterface $structure =
→˓null, $preview = false)

{
$attributes = parent::getAttributes($attributes, $structure, $preview);
$attributes['myData'] = $this->get('my_custom_service')->getMyData();

return $attributes;
}

public static function getSubscribedServices(): array
{

$subscribedServices = parent::getSubscribedServices();
$subscribedServices['my_custom_service'] = 'your_service_id_or_class';

return $subscribedServices;
}

}

1.2.5 Custom error page

With Sulu it is very easy to customize the error pages for your website users. You can define a template for each HTTP
status code.

Configuration

The following code block from the webspace configuration file shows a default configuration for the exception tem-
plates. If you want to add your own exception for example 404 you can simply add it to the list. You can specify that
for each theme.

<templates>
<template type="error">error/error</template>
<template type="error-404">error/error-404</template>

</templates>

The ErrorController uses the status code of the response to determine which template is responsible for the exception.
If no special template is defined it uses the template without an error code.

Twig Template

In the twig template you can use your website base template to reuse your style.
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{% extends "base.html.twig" %}

{% block title %}Error {{ status_code }}{% endblock %}

{% block content %}
<h1>Error {{ status_code }}</h1>
<p>{{ status_text }}</p>

<p>{{ exception.message }}</p>
{% endblock %}

Warning: Be careful which variables you use in your base.html.twig. If you use variables which are not defined
in the error template, the error page cannot be rendered.

The following variables are available inside the exception template.

Name Description
status_code http-status-code
status_text http-status-code message
exception complete exception object
urls localized urls to start page (e.g. for language-switcher)
request.webspaceKey key of the current webspace
request.defaultLocale default locale of current portal
request.locale current locale
request.portalUrl url of current portal
request.resourceLocatorPrefix prefix for resourcelocators of current portal
request.resourcelocator current resourcelocator
request.get array of get parameter
request.post array of post parameter
request.analyticsKey analytics key of current webspace

Test it

To test your error pages you can use the following routes:

{portal-prefix}/_error/{statusCode}

Note: If you are not sure about your portal configuration you can get the routes with this bin/websiteconsole de-
bug:router | grep _error command

Examples:

sulu.lo/ch._twig_error_test ANY ANY sulu.lo /ch/_error/{code}.{_format}
sulu.lo/en._twig_error_test ANY ANY sulu.lo /en/_error/{code}.{_format}
sulu.lo/fr._twig_error_test ANY ANY sulu.lo /fr/_error/{code}.{_format}
sulu.lo/de._twig_error_test ANY ANY sulu.lo /de/_error/{code}.{_format}
sulu.lo._twig_error_test ANY ANY sulu.lo /_error/{code}.{_format}
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1.2.6 Extend Entities

Sulu allows to extend and replace the following internal entities.

• User

• Role

• Contact

• Account

• Category

• Media

• Tag

You can extend all of them in the same way. Therefore we explain it for User here.

Create a Entity

Create your own Entity that extends Sulu User class.

<?php

namespace App\Entity;

use Doctrine\ORM\Mapping as ORM;
use Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Entity\User as SuluUser;

/**
* The following annotations are required for replacing the table of the extended
→˓entity:

*
* @ORM\Table(name="se_users")

* @ORM\Entity

*/
class User extends SuluUser
{

/**
* @var string

*
* @ORM\Column(name="myProperty", type="string", length=255, nullable = true)

*/
private $myProperty;

/**
* Set myProperty

*
* @param string $myProperty

* @return User

*/
public function setMyProperty($myProperty)
{

$this->myProperty = $myProperty;

return $this;
}

(continues on next page)
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/**
* Get myProperty

*
* @return string

*/
public function getMyProperty()
{

return $this->myProperty;
}

}

Warning: Your Entity can have own properties, but they should have at least default values. Otherwise the normal
features of Sulu could crash (like the sulu:security:user:create command).

Warning: The @ORM\Table annotation on your entity must match the table of the extended entity. Otherwise,
doctrine might run into errors when querying data of the entity.

Configuration

Configure Sulu to use your own entity instead in the respective file in the config/packages/* folder. If the file
does not exist, you need to create it.

For the User entity (se_users):

# config/packages/sulu_security.yaml
sulu_security:

objects:
user:

model: App\Entity\User
repository: Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Entity\UserRepository

For the Role entity (se_roles):

# config/packages/sulu_security.yaml
sulu_security:

objects:
role:

model: Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Entity\Role
repository: Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Entity\RoleRepository

For the Contact entity (co_contacts):

# config/packages/sulu_contact.yaml
sulu_contact:

objects:
contact:

model: Sulu\Bundle\ContactBundle\Entity\Contact
repository: Sulu\Bundle\ContactBundle\Entity\ContactRepository

For the Account entity (co_accounts):
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# config/packages/sulu_contact.yaml
sulu_contact:

objects:
account:

model: Sulu\Bundle\ContactBundle\Entity\Account
repository: Sulu\Bundle\ContactBundle\Entity\AccountRepository

For the Category entity (ca_categories):

# config/packages/sulu_category.yaml
sulu_category:

objects:
category:

model: Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\Category
repository: Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\CategoryRepository

category_meta:
model: Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\CategoryMeta
repository:

→˓Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\CategoryMetaRepository
category_translation:

model:
→˓Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\CategoryTranslation

repository:
→˓Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\CategoryTranslationRepository

keyword:
model: Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\Keyword
repository: Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Entity\KeywordRepository

For the Media entity (me_media):

# config/packages/sulu_media.yaml
sulu_media:

objects:
media:

model: Sulu\Bundle\MediaBundle\Entity\Media
repository: Sulu\Bundle\MediaBundle\Entity\MediaRepository

For the Tag entity (ta_tags):

# config/packages/sulu_tag.yaml
sulu_tag:

objects:
tag:

model: Sulu\Bundle\TagBundle\Entity\Tag
repository: Sulu\Bundle\TagBundle\Entity\TagRepository

After changing the configuration of your project, use the following command to clear the Symfony cache:

$ php bin/adminconsole cache:clear

Warning: If you override entities in an existing project, you need to migrate the existing data to avoid data loss.
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1.2.7 How to implement an entity extensible?

Sulu uses the PersistenceBundle to provide an easy way to replace or extend entities. In this tutorial we will implement
our own extensible book entity.

1. Entity

We will start with the entity itself. Our extensible entity builds up upon two classes:

BookInterface

(Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\BookInterface, Interface)

Defines the Interface of our entity and is used as type for variables of the entity. Every entity which extends or replaces
our book entity must implement this interface to ensure compatibility with the rest of the system.

Book

(Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\Book, implements BookInterface)

Implements the book entity and is the base class for extending the entity. This class is our default entity implementation
and is mapped as mapped-superclass in Book.orm.xml.

Note: To ensure full exchangeability, it is mandatory to use BookInterface as type of every variable, doctrine rela-
tionship and other usage of our book entity.

2. Repository

Additionally to our entity classes, we need two repository classes to handle our entities:

BookRepositoryInterface

(Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\BookRepositoryInterface, Interface, extends
RepositoryInterface)

Defines the Interface of our repository and is used as type for variables of the BookRepository. An interface for an
extensible entity extends the RepositoryInterface of the PersistenceBundle.

The RepositoryInterface defines a createNew() method which must be used to create new instances of an entity instead
of the constructor. It is necessary to use the method of the repository for instance creation, to avoid creating instances
of wrong entity implementations when the entity implementation is changed.

BookRepository

(Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\BookRepository, implements
BookRepositoryInterface, optionally extends EntityRepository)

Implements the concrete repository for our entity. It is recommended that this class extends the EntityRepository class
of the PersistenceBundle, which implements a dynamic createNew() method and will always return a new instance of
the currently configured entity implementation.
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Note: To ensure full exchangeability, it is mandatory to use BookRepositoryInterface as type of every variable which
holds an instance of our BookRepository.

3. Configuration

Finally we need to adjust three configuration files to register our entity as extensible.

After configuration, the PersistenceBundle will automatically set the following parameters/services to our container:

• sulu.model.book.class: currently set entity implementation (Parameter)

• sulu.repository.book: currently set repository implementation (Service)

• SuluBundleBookBundleEntityBookRepositoryInterface: alias for the currently set repository implementation
(Service)

DependencyInjection/Configuration.php

In the Configuration.php file we set our default entity and repository implementation. These implementations are used
if no other bundle replaces or extends our entity. We implemented the class Book as our default entity and the class
BookRepository as our default repository, therefore our configuration looks something like the following code block.

<?php
class Configuration implements ConfigurationInterface
{

public function getConfigTreeBuilder()
{

$treeBuilder = new TreeBuilder();
$rootNode = $treeBuilder->root('sulu_book')

(...)
->children()

->arrayNode('objects')
->addDefaultsIfNotSet()
->children()

->arrayNode('book')
->addDefaultsIfNotSet()
->children()

->scalarNode('model')->defaultValue(
→˓'Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\Book')->end()

->scalarNode('repository')->defaultValue(
→˓'Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\BookRepository')->end()

->end()
->end()

->end()
->end()

->end();

return $treeBuilder;
}
(...)

}

This results in the configuration path sulu_book.objects.book.model for the model class and
sulu_book.objects.book.repository for the repository class. These paths can be used to overwrite the used im-
plementations.
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DependencyInjection/SuluBookExtension.php

In the SuluBookExtension.php file we need to read the set configuration and define and map the respective services
to the container. Additionally, we add the repository interface as alias for the configured repository implementation
to make the repository autowireable. We use the already implemented configurePersistence() method of the Persis-
tenceExtensionTrait class and the and the addAliases() method of the ContainerBuilder to do this. Therefore our
SuluBookExtension.php will look something like this:

<?php
class SuluBookExtension extends Extension
{

use PersistenceExtensionTrait;

public function load(array $configs, ContainerBuilder $container)
{

$configuration = new Configuration();
$config = $this->processConfiguration($configuration, $configs);
(...)
$this->configurePersistence($config['objects'], $container);
$container->addAliases(

[
'Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\BookRepositoryInterface' => 'sulu.

→˓repository.book',
],

);
}
(...)

}

SuluBookBundle.php

In the SuluBookBundle.php file we need to add a compiler pass to automatically resolve our interface to the configured
entity implementation when used in a doctrine mapping. To do this, we use the already implemented buildPersistence()
method of the PersistenceBundleTrait class. After this our SuluBookBundle.php will look something like this:

<?php
class SuluBookBundle extends Bundle
{

use PersistenceBundleTrait;

public function build(ContainerBuilder $container)
{

(...)
$this->buildPersistence(

[
'Sulu\Bundle\BookBundle\Entity\BookInterface' => 'sulu.model.book.

→˓class',
],
$container

);
}
(...)

}
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1.2.8 Migrate existing content data on template change

Sulu uses PHPCR as a persistence layer for the data of the pages and snippets of an application. When a page or a
snippet is loaded from PHPCR, Sulu will use its template to resolve the existing data. Because of this, if you change
the name of a property in your template and want to keep the existing data for that property, you need to migrate the
data inside of PHPCR to match the new property name.

To preferred way for migrate existing data is creating a migration script using the dantleech/phpcr-migrations-bundle
package. Inside of such a migration, you are able to iterate over all properties of existing pages and snippets and
modify them to your needs.

If you want to use the bundle in your project, you need to configure a path that is scanned for migrations inside of your
project by adding a config/packages/phpcr_migrations.yaml file:

phpcr_migrations:
paths:

- '%kernel.project_dir%/phpcr-migrations'

Before creating a migration, it is helpful to inspect the existing properties of a page inside of PHPCR using the inter-
active shell of the phpcr/phpcr-shell package that can be started via bin/console doctrine:phpcr:shell.

The following example migration renames the oldPropertyName property into newPropertyName for all ex-
isting pages that use the my-template-key template. It must be stored in the configured phpcr-migrations
directory of your project and is executed when running bin/console phpcr:migrations:migrate.

<?php

namespace App;

use Jackalope\Query\Row;
use PHPCR\Migrations\VersionInterface;
use PHPCR\SessionInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Localization\Localization;
use Symfony\Component\DependencyInjection\ContainerAwareInterface;
use Symfony\Component\DependencyInjection\ContainerAwareTrait;

class Version202206091200 implements VersionInterface, ContainerAwareInterface
{

use ContainerAwareTrait;

public function up(SessionInterface $session)
{

$liveSession = $this->container->get('sulu_document_manager.live_session');
$localizations = $this->container->get('sulu_core.webspace.webspace_manager')-

→˓>getAllLocalizations();

/** @var Localization $localization */
foreach ($localizations as $localization) {

$this->upgrade($session,$localization);
$this->upgrade($liveSession,$localization);

}

$session->save();
$liveSession->save();

}

public function down(SessionInterface $session)

(continues on next page)
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{
$liveSession = $this->container->get('sulu_document_manager.live_session');
$localizations = $this->container->get('sulu_core.webspace.webspace_manager')-

→˓>getAllLocalizations();

/** @var Localization $localization */
foreach ($localizations as $localization) {

$this->downgrade($session,$localization);
$this->downgrade($liveSession,$localization);

}

$session->save();
$liveSession->save();

}

/**
* Upgrade all nodes in given session.

*/
private function upgrade(SessionInterface $session, Localization $localization)
{

/** @var Row $row */
foreach ($this->getRowsToMigrate($session, $localization) as $row) {

$node = $row->getNode();
$localizedOldPropertyName = \sprintf('i18n:%s-oldPropertyName',

→˓$localization->getLocale());
$localizedNewPropertyName = \sprintf('i18n:%s-newPropertyName',

→˓$localization->getLocale());

if ($node->hasProperty($localizedOldPropertyName)) {
$node->setProperty($localizedNewPropertyName, $node->getPropertyValue(

→˓$localizedOldPropertyName));
$node->setProperty($localizedOldPropertyName, null);

}
}

}

/**
* Downgrades all nodes in given session.

*/
private function downgrade(SessionInterface $session, Localization $localization)
{

/** @var Row $row */
foreach ($this->getRowsToMigrate($session, $localization) as $row) {

$node = $row->getNode();
$localizedOldPropertyName = \sprintf('i18n:%s-oldPropertyName',

→˓$localization->getLocale());
$localizedNewPropertyName = \sprintf('i18n:%s-newPropertyName',

→˓$localization->getLocale());

if ($node->hasProperty($localizedNewPropertyName)) {
$node->setProperty($localizedOldPropertyName, $node->getPropertyValue(

→˓$localizedNewPropertyName));
$node->setProperty($localizedNewPropertyName, null);

}
}

}

(continues on next page)
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/**
* Creates a generator that generates all rows that have to be migrated.

*
* @return \Generator

*/
private function getRowsToMigrate(SessionInterface $session, Localization

→˓$localization)
{

$queryManager = $session->getWorkspace()->getQueryManager();

$pageCondition = '([jcr:mixinTypes] = "sulu:page" OR [jcr:mixinTypes] =
→˓"sulu:home")';

$templateCondition = \sprintf('([i18n:%s-template] = "my-template-key")',
→˓$localization->getLocale());

$query = 'SELECT * FROM [nt:unstructured] WHERE (' . $templateCondition . 'AND
→˓' . $pageCondition . ')';

yield from $queryManager->createQuery($query, 'JCR-SQL2')->execute();
}

}

1.2.9 Using Jackrabbit

If you maintain a bigger website, it might make sense to use Jackrabbit instead of the doctrine-dbal implemen-
tation of Jackalope. Jackrabbit performs better in many cases, and as a bonus it also supports Versioning of content.

Installation

Use the following command to install the jackrabbit adapter:

composer require jackalope/jackalope-jackrabbit

In addition to the previous command you also have to make sure that Jackrabbit is running on your server.

Configuration

Change the config/packages/sulu_document_manager.yaml file to something similar as below. Mind
that it is recommended to pass the URL via an environment variable, which can e.g. be set in your .env file.

parameters:
env(PHPCR_WORKSPACE): 'default'
env(JACKRABBIT_URL): 'http://localhost:8080/server/'
env(PHPCR_USER): 'admin'
env(PHPCR_PASSWORD): 'admin'
env(JACKRABBIT_VERSION): '2.20.1'

sulu_document_manager:
sessions:

default:
backend:

type: jackrabbit

(continues on next page)
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url: "%env(JACKRABBIT_URL)%"
parameters:

"jackalope.jackrabbit_version": "%env(JACKRABBIT_VERSION)%"
workspace: "%env(PHPCR_WORKSPACE)%"
username: "%env(PHPCR_USER)%"
password: "%env(PHPCR_PASSWORD)%"

live:
backend:

type: jackrabbit
url: "%env(JACKRABBIT_URL)%"
parameters:

"jackalope.jackrabbit_version": "%env(JACKRABBIT_VERSION)%"
workspace: "%env(PHPCR_WORKSPACE)%_live"
username: "%env(PHPCR_USER)%"
password: "%env(PHPCR_PASSWORD)%"

Note: The PHPCR_WORKSPACE is something similar as a database name so it is best practice to have a similar value
for it, for example: su_myproject in your .env files.

The JACKRABBIT_URL needs to point to your jackrabbit backend. Depending on your OS and jackrabbit version,
the default should be http://127.0.0.1:8080/server/ or http://127.0.0.1:8080/jackrabbit/server/.

The JACKRABBIT_VERSION allows to enable additional functionality such as UTF-8 support for storing emoticons
. You can use the following curl request to gather the version of your jackrabbit backend:

curl -XGET http://127.0.0.1:8080/server/

Migration

In order to migrate from doctrinedbal to jackrabbit you have to export your data before changing the con-
figuration:

bin/adminconsole doctrine:phpcr:workspace:export -p /cmf cmf.xml
bin/websiteconsole doctrine:phpcr:workspace:export -p /cmf cmf_live.xml
bin/adminconsole doctrine:phpcr:workspace:export -p /jcr:versions jcr.xml

Then change the configuration as explained in the above Configuration section, and then execute the following com-
mand to initialize the jackrabbit workspaces for sulu:

bin/adminconsole cache:clear
bin/adminconsole sulu:document:initialize

Now executed these commands to clear any previously existing data (first you should make sure that you really don’t
need this data anymore).

bin/adminconsole doctrine:phpcr:node:remove /cmf
bin/websiteconsole doctrine:phpcr:node:remove /cmf
# the following command can fail if the node not exist ignore the error then:
bin/adminconsole doctrine:phpcr:node:remove /jcr:versions

After that you can import the exported data from doctrinedbal into jackrabbit by running the following
commands:
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bin/adminconsole doctrine:phpcr:workspace:import -p / cmf.xml
bin/websiteconsole doctrine:phpcr:workspace:import -p / cmf_live.xml
bin/adminconsole doctrine:phpcr:workspace:import -p / jcr.xml

1.2.10 Using Elasticsearch

By default Sulu uses Zend Lucene for its search in the administration and on the website. But since Sulu uses the
MassiveSearchBundle it supports the same range of different search implementations, including Elasticsearch.

The MassiveSearchBundle Documentation describes how to setup Elasticsearch, the steps explained there also work
in combination with Sulu.

1.2.11 DataProvider for SmartContent

DataProviders are used to load data for SmartContent. It returns data filtered by a configuration array. This array can
be configured with an overlay in the backend form.

This configuration array includes following values:

Name Description
dataSource Additional constraint - like page-“folder”.
tags Multiple selection of tags, which a item should have.
tagOperator The item has any or all of the selected tags.
categories Multiple selection of categories, which a item should have.
categoryOperator The item has any or all of the selected categories.
types Multiple selection of types (e.g. templates), which a item should have

Tags (websiteTags) and Categories (websiteCategories) can also be “injected” by GET parameters from the website.
This can be handled separately from the admin-selected. Also different operators (websiteTagsOperator and website-
CategoryOperator) are available.

Additional features, which can be provided with a DataProvider:

Name Description
presentAs Value can be used in the website for display options - like one or two column - these values can be

freely configured by developers.
page & pa-
geSize

Pagination of items.

limit Maximum items for (if pagination is active) over all pages or overall.

How to create a custom DataProvider?

To create a custom data provider you have to create a service which implements the Interface DataProviderInterface.
This Interface provides functions to resolve the configured filters for the backend API with standardized objects and
for the website with array and entity access. Additionally the DataProvider returns a configuration object to enable or
disable features.

There exists an abstraction layer for ORM DataProviders. This layer provides the implementation of basic Dat-
aProvider functionality and Database query.

If you want to create a DataProvider for the ExampleEntity you have todo following steps.
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1. Repository

The repository has to implement the DataProviderRepositoryInterface and provide the findByFilters function. If the
default implementation is good enough, you can include the trait DataProviderRepositoryTrait, which needs the func-
tions createQueryBuilder (is default in repositories) and appendJoins where you are able to configure eager loading
for the entity.

The rest of the functionality and Query generation is done in the Trait.

<?php

use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\Orm\DataProviderRepositoryInterface;
use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\Orm\DataProviderRepositoryTrait;

/**
* Repository for the ExampleEntities.

*/
class ExampleRepository extends EntityRepository implements
→˓DataProviderRepositoryInterface
{

use DataProviderRepositoryTrait;

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function appendJoins(QueryBuilder $queryBuilder, $alias, $locale)
{

$queryBuilder->addSelect('type')->leftJoin($alias . '.type', 'type');
}

}

Note: Be sure that the returned entities has valid serialization configuration for JMSSerializer.

There are the following hooks to influence the query generation. These are functions which are optional to override in
the repository.

Name Description
append(QueryBuilder $query-
Builder, $alias, $locale, $options =
[])

Additional select, where or joins can be added to the query to match given
options. The options can be generated by the data-provider and can contain
for example additional filter parameter.

appendTagsRelation(QueryBuilder
$queryBuilder, $alias)

If your entity is not directly connected to the tags (entity.tags) you can ap-
pend here all needed joins and return the path to the tag relation.

appendCategoriesRela-
tion(QueryBuilder $queryBuilder,
$alias)

Same as tags.

appendTypeRelation(QueryBuilder
$queryBuilder, $alias)

Same as tags.

appendDatasource($datasource,
$includeSubFolders, QueryBuilder
$queryBuilder, $alias)

If your dataprovider can handle datasources you can add the functionality
to filter by the datasource here.
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2. DataItem

The DataItem will be used in the backend to display the filtered items. This class implements the Interface ItemInter-
face.

<?php

use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\ItemInterface;

/**
* Represents example item in example data provider.

*
* @ExclusionPolicy("all")

*/
class ExampleDataItem implements ItemInterface
{

public function __construct(private Example $entity)
{
}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*
* @VirtualProperty

*/
public function getId()
{

return $this->entity->getId();
}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*
* @VirtualProperty

*/
public function getTitle()
{

return $this->entity->getTitle();
}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*
* @VirtualProperty

*/
public function getImage()
{

return $this->entity->getImage();
}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function getResource()
{

return $this->entity;
}

}
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Note: If you return an image within the getImage function it will be displayed in the admin ui. You should be sure
that the image is not bigger than 50x50.

3. DataProvider

The DataProvider is mostly abstracted by the SmartContent component. For further optimization, you can disable or
enable the form-elements in the configuration to avoid filtering for these values.

<?php

use Sulu\Component\Serializer\ArraySerializerInterface;
use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\Orm\BaseDataProvider;
use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\Orm\DataProviderRepositoryInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpFoundation\RequestStack;
use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\ItemInterface;

/**
* Example DataProvider for SmartContent.

*/
class ExampleDataProvider extends BaseDataProvider
{

public function __construct(
DataProviderRepositoryInterface $repository,
ArraySerializerInterface $serializer,
private RequestStack $requestStack

) {
parent::__construct($repository, $serializer);

}

public function getConfiguration()
{

if (!$this->configuration) {
$this->configuration = self::createConfigurationBuilder()

->enableLimit()
->enablePagination()
->enablePresentAs()
->enableSorting([

['column' => 'firstname', 'title' => 'sort-translation-key-1'],
['column' => 'address.country', 'title' => 'sort-translation-key-2

→˓'],
])
->enableTypes([

['type' => 'example-type-1', 'title' => 'type-translation-key-1'],
['type' => 'example-type-2', 'title' => 'type-translation-key-2'],

])
->enableView('example.edit_form', ['id' => 'id', 'properties/

→˓webspaceKey' => 'webspace'])
->getConfiguration();

}

return $this->configuration;
}

/**
(continues on next page)
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* Decorates result as data item.

*
* @param array $data

*
* @return ItemInterface[]

*/
protected function decorateDataItems(array $data)
{

return array_map(
function ($item) {

return new ExampleDataItem($item);
},
$data

);
}

/**
* Returns additional options for query creation.

*
* @param PropertyParameter[] $propertyParameter

* @param array $options

*
* @return array

*/
protected function getOptions(array $propertyParameter, array $options = []) {

$request = $this->requestStack->getCurrentRequest();

$result = [
'type' => $request->get('type'),

];

return array_filter($result);
}

}

Note: The ConfigurationBuilder also has a enableDatasource function, which allows to choose a
source for the request. This is very useful in tree structures, because it allows to filter e.g. only for pages below a
certain page.

There are multiple enable. . . calls, which allow you to enable certain features in the administration interface:
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Name Description
enableTags(bool
$enable = true)

Enables the tag filtering functionality.

enableTypes(array
$types = [])

Enables the type filtering functionality. The selectable types have to be passed into this
method.

enableCate-
gories(bool $enable
= true)

Enables the category filtering functionality.

enableLimit(bool
$enable = true)

Allows to limit the output items to a specified number.

enablePagina-
tion(bool $enable =
true)

Allows to enable pagination and specify items per page.

enablePresen-
tAs(bool $enable =
true)

Allows to enable multiple options for the view. These options can be configured in the xml
configuration of the SmartContent.

enableData-
source(string
$resourceKey,
string $listKey,
string $adapter)

Allows to choose a source for the request. This is useful in tree structures, because it allows
to filter e.g. for pages below a certain parent page.

enableAudienceTar-
geting(bool $enable
= true)

Enables the filtering through the audience targeting.

enableSorting(array
$sorting)

Enables sorting functionality. The sorting options have to be passed into this method.

enableView(string
$view, array $re-
sultToView)

Allows you to define to which View the application should navigate, when clicking on a
resulting item. The first parameter describes the view defined in an Admin class and the
second parameter is a mapping from a json pointer. The mapping defines how the values of
the clicked item should be sent to the View’s path.

4. Service Definition

Define a service with your Repository and DataProvider and add the tag sulu.smart_content.data_provider with an
alias to your DataProvider service definition.

<service id="sulu_example.example_repository" class=
→˓"Sulu\Bundle\ExampleBundle\Entity\ExampleRepository"

factory-method="getRepository" factory-service="doctrine">
<argument>%sulu_example.example.entity%</argument>

</service>

<service id="sulu_example.smart_content.data_provider.example" class=
→˓"Sulu\Bundle\ExampleBundle\SmartContent\ExampleDataProvider">

<argument type="service" id="sulu_example.example_repository"/>
<argument type="service" id="sulu_core.array_serializer"/>
<argument type="service" id="request_stack"/>

<tag name="sulu.smart_content.data_provider" alias="example"/>
</service>

Afterwards you can use your new DataProvider within a normal SmartContent property.
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Note: Mind that the class property should set to a sensible value, but it has no influence in the actual result (see the
Factory service documentation of Symfony for more details). So it is very important to set the repository class correct
in the doctrine metadata for this to work.

1.2.12 Filter pages by a property using a custom SmartContent DataProvider

The smart_content content type allows for the configuration of a provider param, which is used for gathering
the items that are passed to the twig template. As described in Smart content, Sulu comes with a few included providers
and also allows to implement new ones to load custom entities.

In some cases, it might be useful to register an additional provider, which only returns pages including a property with a
specific value. This is possible by registering a new instance of the PageDataProvider included in Sulu that uses a
custom implementation of the QueryBuilder. In the following example a custom AuthorPageDataProvider
is implemented, which filters the pages for a specific author:

1. Implement a custom QueryBuilder class that adds conditions

<?php
// src/SmartContent/AuthorPageQueryBuilder.php

namespace App\SmartContent;

use Sulu\Bundle\ContactBundle\Entity\ContactRepositoryInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Content\Compat\StructureManagerInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Content\Extension\ExtensionManagerInterface;
use Sulu\Component\Content\SmartContent\QueryBuilder;
use Sulu\Component\PHPCR\SessionManager\SessionManagerInterface;

class AuthorPageQueryBuilder extends QueryBuilder
{

public function __construct(
StructureManagerInterface $structureManager,
ExtensionManagerInterface $extensionManager,
SessionManagerInterface $sessionManager,
$languageNamespace,
private ContactRepositoryInterface $contactRepository

)
{

parent::__construct($structureManager, $extensionManager, $sessionManager,
→˓$languageNamespace);

}

protected function buildWhere($webspaceKey, $locale)
{

// reuse existing functionality of the default QueryBuilder implementation
$sql2Where = explode(' AND ', parent::buildWhere($webspaceKey, $locale));

// Find authors by firstName and lastName
$authors = $this->contactRepository->findBy(['firstName' => 'Adam', 'lastName

→˓' => 'Ministrator']);
// Get the first author
$author = reset($authors);

// add custom condition to check the author of the page to the query
$sql2Where[] = "(page.[i18n:" . $locale . "-author] = " . $author->getId() .

→˓")"; (continues on next page)
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// optional: add custom condition to check the value of a specific property
→˓of the page to the query

// $sql2Where[] = "(page.[i18n:" . $locale . "-propertyName] = 'propertyValue
→˓')";

return implode(' AND ', $sql2Where);
}

}

2. Register PageDataProvider service that uses custom QueryBuilder implementation

# config/services.yaml
services:

app.smart_content.author_page_query_builder:
class: App\SmartContent\AuthorPageQueryBuilder
arguments:

- '@sulu.content.structure_manager'
- '@sulu_page.extension.manager'
- '@sulu.phpcr.session'
- '%sulu.content.language.namespace%'
- '@sulu.repository.contact'

app.smart_content.data_provider.author_pages:
class: Sulu\Component\Content\SmartContent\PageDataProvider
arguments:

- '@app.smart_content.author_page_query_builder'
- '@sulu.content.query_executor'
- '@sulu_document_manager.document_manager'
- '@sulu_page.smart_content.data_provider.content.proxy_factory'
- '@sulu_document_manager.default_session'
- '@sulu_page.reference_store.content'
- '%sulu_document_manager.show_drafts%'
- '%sulu_security.permissions%'
- '@=container.hasParameter(\'sulu_audience_targeting.enabled\')'
- '@sulu_admin.form_metadata_provider'
- '@security.token_storage'

tags:
- { name: 'sulu.smart_content.data_provider', alias: 'author_pages' }

3. Use registered author_pages DataProvider in the template

<property name="authorPages" type="smart_content">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Author Pages</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="provider" value="author_pages"/>

</params>
</property>

Adding custom sorting

You can implement custom sorting criteria by creating a new DataProvider class that extends from the
PageDataProvider class and using it instead. That way, you can sort by a property that isn’t provided by the
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PageDataProvider. When a lot of business logic it is probably better to create a custom entity instead.

1. Create a custom DataProvider class that overrides the PageDataProvider configuration.

<?php
// src/SmartContent/CustomPageDataProvider.php

namespace App\SmartContent;

use Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Admin\PageAdmin;
use Sulu\Component\Content\SmartContent\PageDataProvider;
use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\Configuration\ProviderConfiguration;
use Sulu\Component\SmartContent\Configuration\ProviderConfigurationInterface;

class EventPageDataProvider extends PageDataProvider
{

public function getConfiguration(): ProviderConfigurationInterface
{

return $this->initConfiguration();
}

private function initConfiguration(): ProviderConfigurationInterface
{

/** @var ProviderConfiguration $configuration */
$configuration = parent::getConfiguration();

$configuration->setSorting([
...$configuration->getSorting(),
['column' => 'datetimeFrom', 'title' => 'sulu_admin.datetime_from'],

]);

return $configuration;
}

}

Other configuration settings can be overriden as well. The available options are:

Method Parameters Description
setTags bool Enable tags to be selecteable for smart_content.
setTags bool Enable categories.
setLimit bool Enable limit.
setPagi-
nated

bool Enable pagination.

setPre-
sentAs

bool Enable present as.

setAudi-
enceTar-
geting

bool Enable audience targeting.

setSort-
ing

collection Accepts a nested array of two-dimensional arrays. Each two-dimensional array
should include a column key with the property to sort by, and a title key with the
label to display in the sorting dropdown menu.

setView ar-
ray<string, string> $re-
sultToView

Defines where the deep link when clicking on a smart content item should navigate
to.

2. Use the custom DataProvider in the services.yaml .
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app.smart_content.data_provider.author_pages:
class: App\SmartContent\EventPageDataProvider

All other parameters remain the same as you would register a PageDataProvider service that uses a custom
QueryBuilder implementation.

1.2.13 System-Collections

System-Collections are special collections which are not editable, deletable or movable. Apart from that they can be
used like all other collections.

The System takes care of creating and upgrading them. Each bundle can request them, to save there images like avatar
or logos in the contact section.

Because of the usage of the configuration tree also the App itself can register system collection and use them.

sulu_media:
system_collections:

# system collection
my_key:

meta_title:
en: 'My Collection'
de: 'Meine Sammlung'

# optional you can also configure sub collections
collections:

my_child_key:
meta_title:

en: 'Child Collection'
de: 'Kindsammlung'

This structure will be used to create a Collection Structure like this:

System
|--> My Collection
| |--> Child Collection

If you want to register a system collection in a bundle, you can use the PrependExtensionInterface of Symfony to
prepend the respective configuration:

<?php

class ClientWebsiteExtension extends Extension implements PrependExtensionInterface
{

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function prepend(ContainerBuilder $container)
{

if ($container->hasExtension('sulu_media')) {
$container->prependExtensionConfig(

'sulu_media',
[

'system_collections' => [
'my_key' => [

'meta_title' => [

(continues on next page)
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'en' => 'Bundle Collection',
'de' => 'Bundle Sammlung',

],
'collections' => [

'my_child' => [
'meta_title' => [

'en' => 'Child Collection',
'de' => 'Kindsammlung',

],
],

],
],

],
]

);
}

}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function load(array $configs, ContainerBuilder $container)
{

...
}

}

To use this new Collection you can use the sulu_media.system_collections.manager (SuluComponentMediaSystem-
CollectionsSystemCollectionManagerInterface) service. The service will create the new collection on the first access
of the collection.

<?php

// to get id of system collection
$systemCollectionManager->getSystemCollection('my_key');

// to get id of a child system collection
$systemCollectionManager->getSystemCollection('my_key.my_child_key');

// to determine if id is a system collection (e.g. validation)
$systemCollectionManager->isSystemCollection(1);

Note: The key of sub collection is a combination with the parent key so its parent_key.child_key e.g.:
my_key.my_child_key.

1.2.14 Adding new Webspace

To create a new webspace you have to create a new file within the config/webspaces directory. The content of the file
should be quite similar to the example.xml file in this folder.

Note: The key of the webspace has to be the same as the filename without the xml extension.
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To activate the webspace within sulu you have to clear the cache with the command:

php bin/adminconsole cache:clear
php bin/websiteconsole cache:clear

Afterwards you will need to initialize the new webspace, to do so run the following command:

php bin/adminconsole sulu:document:initialize

Note: To allow users to see the new webspace you also have to add the permissions for the webspace to the respective
roles.

After this few steps you are able to administrate and view your new webspace.

If you have any error you can use the following command to validate your webspace:

php bin/adminconsole sulu:content:validate:webspaces

1.2.15 How to manage analytics?

Sulu gives the content-manger an easy way to manage analytic-codes and appends them automatically to the website
output without any changes in the twig-template. You can find the list of analytics under the webspace section.

The analytics consist of:

Title To identify it.
Domains On which domain this analytics should be appended.
All Domains Should it appended to all domains.
Type The type (google, google_tag_manager, matomo, custom).
Content The code or key of the analytic.

Sulu can handle different types of analytic-systems like google or matomo. This codes will be automatically added
with the given key and site-id (for matomo). To add other systems simply choose type custom and copy and paste the
code into the textarea.

Warning: Be aware that custom analytics will not be evaluated and appended without validation - therefore it
could break the website directly after saving.

Override analytics template

You are able to override the analytics template with the symfony template overriding mechanism.

There are three relevant templates folders:

• SuluWebsiteBundle:Analytics/type/google

• SuluWebsiteBundle:Analytics/type/google_tag_manager

• SuluWebsiteBundle:Analytics/type/matomo

• SuluWebsiteBundle:Analytics/type/custom

Each of these folders can contain multiple templates according to the desired position of its content:
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• body-open.html.twig

• body-close.html.twig

• head-open.html.twig

• head-close.html.twig

You can access the following information in the twig variable analytics.

Name Type Description
id int A unique identifier of the analytics.
title string The title of the analytics.
allDomains boolean Indicates whether the analytics is on all domains or only a specific one.
content mixed Differs for the type.
type string google / google_tag_manager / matomo / custom
domains array Array of associated domains.

Note: The content property contains for type google / google_tag_manager the key, for matomo an associated
array of url and siteId and for the custom type the whole script (except the <script> tag).

1.2.16 How to change the default locale provider?

Perhaps we should explain the purpose of a DefaultLocaleProvider first. A DefaultLocaleProvider
is used to determine the locale of a request if the request does not already contain the information. E.g. if you open
http://sulu.io Sulu doesn’t know which localization should be displayed, because an english and a german version of
the homepage is available. In this case the DefaultLocaleProvider is called to provide a default locale which
is used to redirect to http://sulu.io/en.

Currently two providers are available. One makes use of the portal default localization configuration. The other tries
to find the best matching locale based on the preferred language of the HTTP request.

You can provide an own DefaultLocaleProvider which has to implement the
DefaultLocaleProviderInterface.

Available default locale providers:

Service ID Description
sulu_website.default_locale.portal_provider Use portal default localization configuration
sulu_website.default_locale.request_provider Use preferred language of the HTTP request

Configuration

Change the default locale provider service ID to the provider which fulfills your needs.

sulu_website:
default_locale:

provider_service_id: sulu_website.default_locale.request_provider
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1.2.17 Using default snippets for managing page-independent data

The snippet feature of Sulu allows to create and manage reusable pieces of content. These pieces of content cannot
only be assigned to a page using the snippet_selection content type, but they can also be associated to a
webspace.

To do this, Sulu allows to define snippet areas which then can be assigned to a default snippet on the Default
Snippets tab of the webspace in the administration interface. After assigning default snippets to snippet areas
via the administration interface, Sulu provides different solutions for loading the data of the configured snippet for a
specific area and webspace.

This functionality is especially helpful to allow the content manager to managing webspace-wide data such as social
media links or contact information.

Defining possible areas for a snippet type

Each snippet template can define multiple snippet areas. All defined snippet areas will be displayed on the Default
Snippets tab of the webspace in the administration interface and can be assigned to a snippet that uses the respective
template.

Note: If no snippet template of the application defines an area, Sulu automatically creates an area for each snippet
template using the title and key of the template.

<key>social_media_links</key>

<meta>
<title lang="en">Social Media Links</title>

</meta>

<areas>
<area key="menu_social_media_links">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Menu Social Media Links</title>

</meta>
</area>

<area key="footer_social_media_links">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Footer Social Media Links</title>
</meta>

</area>
</areas>

Loading the default snippet inside of a twig template

Sulu includes a sulu_snippet_load_by_area twig function that allows to load the content of the default snip-
pet for a given area. The usage of the function is documented in sulu_snippet_load_by_area.

Using the default snippet as fallback value in a snippet_selection

The snippet_selection content type can be configured to use the default snippet of a specific area as fallback
value when no snippet is selected. To do this, the default param needs to be set as described in Snippet Selection.
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1.2.18 How to Override Sulu’s default Directory Structure

As Sulu is Symfony based you can read about overriding the default structure in the Symfony documentation. Keep in
mind that the cache folder of Sulu needs to be different for Kernel::getContext() website and admin.

Override admin js/css build basePath

If you not only want to override the public-dir but also the path where the js/css for the admin is built, you need to
change the following in your webpack configuration:

const webpackConfig = require('./vendor/sulu/sulu/webpack.config.js');

module.exports = (env, argv) => {
if (!env) {

env = {};
}

env.base_path = 'your/new/path';

return webpackConfig(env, argv);
};

Also you need to tell the framework bundle where it will find the new manifest.json after you generated it with
npm install and npm run build into your new directory.

# config/packages/framework.yaml
framework:

assets:
packages:

sulu_admin:
json_manifest_path: "%kernel.project_dir%/public/your/new/path/

→˓manifest.json"

Overwrite templates configuration files path

To use another directory then the default config/templates/pages. You need to create a sulu_core.yaml
file in config/packages and add the following parameters. (Subdirectories are not included by design, this allows
the use of subdirectories for something else like <xi:include .../> see Creating a Page Template.)

# config/packages/sulu_core.yaml
sulu_core:

content:
structure:

paths:
page_projectA:

path: '%kernel.project_dir%/config/templates/pages/projectA'
type: page

page_projectB:
path: '%kernel.project_dir%/config/templates/pages/projectB'
type: page

Or use the environment variable SITE for the active Webspace.
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# config/packages/sulu_core.yaml
sulu_core:

content:
structure:

paths:
page_site:

path: '%kernel.project_dir%/config/sites/%env(SITE)%/templates'
type: page

Overwrite Webspaces config file path

# config/packages/sulu_core.yaml
sulu_core:

webspace:
config_dir: '%kernel.project_dir%/config/sites/%env(SITE)%'

1.2.19 How to deactivate the RequestAnalyzer?

The RequestAnalyzer has the very important task of recognizing e.g. at which webspace and locale the current
request is targeted. It also recognizes if the current request is not valid based on some rules, e.g. if there is no webspace
available at the requested URL. In this case the RequestAnalyzer throws an exception, which makes it quite easy
to find about errors in your webspace configuration.

However, this behavior might be disturbing for requests in which you are fully aware that there is no webspace available
and you also do not need one. For these special requests the RequestAnalyzer can be easily turned off.

This is achieved using the request attributes from Symfony. Sulu scans this property for field called
_requestAnalyzer, and avoids calling it when this attribute is set to false. The easiest way to achieve this is
using the routing configuration file, which might look something like this:

sulu_example.route:
path: /some-url
defaults:

_controller: SuluExampleBundle:Controller:index
_requestAnalyzer: false

1.2.20 How to use the RequestAnalyzer with ESI requests?

The symfony documentation already describes how to use edge side includes to cache parts of pages with different
life times. However, if you are using the render_esi function in combination with the controller function as
shown in the following code, you might encounter issues:

{{ render_esi(controller('AppBundle:News:latest', { 'maxPerPage': 5 })) }}

This will probably work for most controllers, but if the latestAction of the NewsController makes use of
the RequestAnalyzer it might fail, because the RequestAnalyzer can’t analyze the request. This is caused
by the fact that Symfony generates a special URL for this render_esi call.

The solution to this problem is to also pass the portal and the locale (if the rendered content should not have the same
locale as the rest of the page) to the options:

{{ render_esi(controller('AppBundle:News:latest', { 'maxPerPage': 5, _portal: request.
→˓portalKey, _locale: request.locale })) }}
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1.2.21 Server Configuration

The preferred way to develop your Sulu application is to use PHP’s built-in web server.

In a production system, you will run Sulu on a web server such as Apache 2 or Nginx. Read the following articles to
learn more about the configuration of these tools.

Apache

The Apache HTTP Server is the world’s most used web server (according to Wikipedia). It is open source, mature and
reliable.

To serve a Sulu website with Apache, you need to adapt your hosts file, create a virtual host configuration file and
restart your server.

Host Name Configuration

Add the domain of your site to the hosts file. Depending on your operating system, this file can be found in different
places:

• Unix: /etc/hosts

• Windows: %SystemRoot%\System32\drivers\etc\hosts

On a development machine, we could use the domain sulu.lo (“lo” stands for “local”). Add that domain to the end of
the hosts file:

# ...

127.0.0.1 sulu.lo

When you type the URL http://sulu.lo in your browser, the browser will now load the page from your computer.

Note: You may need to restart your browser after changing the hosts file.

But before it works, we need to tell Apache what to do when that URL is loaded.

Virtual Host Configuration

Let’s add the Apache configuration file for the sulu.lo domain.

<VirtualHost *:80>
DocumentRoot "/var/www/sulu.lo/public"
ServerName sulu.lo
<Directory "/var/www/sulu.lo/public">

Options Indexes FollowSymLinks
AllowOverride All
Require all granted
# For Apache 2.2 instead of 'Require all granted' the following is needed:
# Order allow,deny
# Allow from all

<IfModule mod_expires.c>
ExpiresActive On

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

ExpiresByType image/gif "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/png "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/svg+xml "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/svg "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/jpeg "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/jpg "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/webp "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/x-icon "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType image/vnd.microsoft.icon "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType application/javascript "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType text/javascript "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType text/css "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType font/woff2 "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType font/woff "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType font/eot "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType font/ttf "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType video/mp4 "access plus 1 year"

</IfModule>

<IfModule mod_headers.c>
<filesMatch ".(ico|css|js|gif|webp|jpe?g|png|svg|woff|woff2|eot|ttf|mp4)$

→˓">
Header set Cache-Control "public, max-age=31536000, immutable"

</filesMatch>

# recommended security headers
Header set X-Content-Type-Options "nosniff"
Header set X-Frame-Options "sameorigin"
Header set X-XSS-Protection "1; mode=block"

</IfModule>

<IfModule mod_deflate.c>
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/html
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/atom+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/javascript
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/json
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/rss+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/vnd.ms-fontobject
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-opentype
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-truetype
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-ttf
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-javascript
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/xhtml+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/eot
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/opentype
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/otf
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/truetype
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE image/svg+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE image/vnd.microsoft.icon
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE image/x-icon
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE image/x-win-bitmap
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/css
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/javascript
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/plain
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/xml

</IfModule>
(continues on next page)
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</Directory>
</VirtualHost>

Note: It is a good practice to create a virtual host for each of your Sulu projects. They are separated by domain and
you’ll got full control on what you expose.

MAMP Pro

In general you should configure your vHost like the Apache paragraph above describes it.

File Permissions

Finally, we need to fix the permissions of our project so that the web server is able to read and write them.
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Linux

Run the following commands on Linux:

HTTPDUSER=`ps axo user,comm | grep -E '[a]pache|[h]ttpd|[_]www|[w]ww-data|[n]ginx' |
→˓grep -v root | head -1 | cut -d\ -f1`
sudo setfacl -R -m u:"$HTTPDUSER":rwX -m u:`whoami`:rwX var public/uploads
sudo setfacl -dR -m u:"$HTTPDUSER":rwX -m u:`whoami`:rwX var public/uploads

Mac OSX

Or these commands for Mac OSX:

HTTPDUSER=`ps axo user,comm | grep -E '[a]pache|[h]ttpd|[_]www|[w]ww-data|[n]ginx' |
→˓grep -v root | head -1 | cut -d\ -f1`
sudo chmod +a "$HTTPDUSER allow delete,write,append,file_inherit,directory_inherit"
→˓var public/uploads
sudo chmod +a "`whoami` allow delete,write,append,file_inherit,directory_inherit" var
→˓public/uploads

Windows

Or these commands for Windows (with IIS web server):

$rule = New-Object System.Security.AccessControl.FileSystemAccessRule -ArgumentList @(
→˓"IUSR","FullControl","ObjectInherit, ContainerInherit","None","Allow")
$folders = "var", "public\uploads"
foreach ($f in $folders) { $acl = Get-Acl $f; $acl.SetAccessRule($rule); Set-Acl $f
→˓$acl; }

Nginx

The Nginx configuration could look something like.

server {
listen 80;
listen [::]:80;

server_name sulu.lo;
root /var/www/sulu.lo/public;

error_log /var/log/nginx/sulu.lo.error.log;
access_log /var/log/nginx/sulu.lo.at.access.log;

# recommended security headers
add_header X-Frame-Options sameorigin;
add_header X-Content-Type-Options nosniff;
add_header X-XSS-Protection "1; mode=block";

location / {
# try to serve file directly, fallback to index.php
try_files $uri /index.php$is_args$args;

(continues on next page)
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}

# expire
location ~* \.(?:ico|css|js|gif|webp|jpe?g|png|svg|woff|woff2|eot|ttf|mp4)$ {

# try to serve file directly, fallback to index.php
try_files $uri /index.php$is_args$args;
access_log off;
expires 1y;
add_header Pragma public;
add_header Cache-Control "public, immutable";

}

# pass the PHP scripts to FastCGI server from upstream phpfcgi
location ~ ^/(index|config)\.php(/|$) {

fastcgi_pass unix:/var/run/php/php8.1-fpm.sock;
fastcgi_split_path_info ^(.+\.php)(/.*)$;
include fastcgi_params;
fastcgi_param SCRIPT_FILENAME $realpath_root$fastcgi_script_name;
fastcgi_param DOCUMENT_ROOT $realpath_root;
internal;

}
}

In your /etc/nginx/nginx.conf we recommend to enable gzip:

gzip on;

gzip_vary on;
gzip_proxied any;
gzip_comp_level 6;
gzip_buffers 16 8k;
gzip_http_version 1.1;
gzip_types

# text/html is always compressed by HttpGzipModule
# Source: https://github.com/google/ngx_brotli#sample-configuration
application/atom+xml
application/javascript
application/json
application/rss+xml
application/vnd.ms-fontobject
application/x-font-opentype
application/x-font-truetype
application/x-font-ttf
application/x-javascript
application/xhtml+xml
application/xml
font/eot
font/opentype
font/otf
font/truetype
image/svg+xml
image/vnd.microsoft.icon
image/x-icon
image/x-win-bitmap
text/css
text/javascript
text/plain

(continues on next page)
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text/xml

# Additional:
application/xml+rss
font/ttf
text/x-component

;

# if your nginx supports brotli you can do same for brotli
# see: https://github.com/google/ngx_brotli#sample-configuration

Warning: Be sure to also configure your local host-file, if running Sulu locally.

File upload

By default nginx has a file limit of 2MB when uploading files. To increase this add the following to your nginx.
conf:

# ...

http {
client_max_body_size 512m;

# ...
}

Don’t forget to also increase the post_max_size and upload_max_filesize in your php.ini.

File Permissions

Finally, we need to fix the permissions of our project so that the web server is able to read and write them.

Linux

Run the following commands on Linux:

HTTPDUSER=`ps axo user,comm | grep -E '[a]pache|[h]ttpd|[_]www|[w]ww-data|[n]ginx' |
→˓grep -v root | head -1 | cut -d\ -f1`
sudo setfacl -R -m u:"$HTTPDUSER":rwX -m u:`whoami`:rwX var public/uploads
sudo setfacl -dR -m u:"$HTTPDUSER":rwX -m u:`whoami`:rwX var public/uploads

Mac OSX

Or these commands for Mac OSX:
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HTTPDUSER=`ps axo user,comm | grep -E '[a]pache|[h]ttpd|[_]www|[w]ww-data|[n]ginx' |
→˓grep -v root | head -1 | cut -d\ -f1`
sudo chmod +a "$HTTPDUSER allow delete,write,append,file_inherit,directory_inherit"
→˓var public/uploads
sudo chmod +a "`whoami` allow delete,write,append,file_inherit,directory_inherit" var
→˓public/uploads

Windows

Or these commands for Windows (with IIS web server):

$rule = New-Object System.Security.AccessControl.FileSystemAccessRule -ArgumentList @(
→˓"IUSR","FullControl","ObjectInherit, ContainerInherit","None","Allow")
$folders = "var", "public\uploads"
foreach ($f in $folders) { $acl = Get-Acl $f; $acl.SetAccessRule($rule); Set-Acl $f
→˓$acl; }

How to Use PHP’s built-in Web Server

Note: Symfony provides a more feature rich web server for development. Read the Symfony documentation on the
symfony server to learn more about.

PHP (>= 5.4) comes with a built-in web server. This server can be used to run your Sulu application during develop-
ment. This way, you don’t have to bother configuring a full-featured web server such as Apache or Nginx.

Caution: The built-in web server is meant to be run in a controlled environment. It is not designed to be used on
public networks.

The server can be started with the following command.

php -S localhost:8000 -t public/ config/router.php

These commands will start a server listening on http://127.0.0.1:8000, resp. the first free port after 8000.

You can change the IP and port of the web servers by passing them as argument:

php -S 192.168.0.1:8080 -t public/ config/router.php

1.2.22 How to add localizations with the localization provider?

If you are creating a bundle that has its own localizations they should be registered in the Sulu system. Otherwise you
won’t be able to use Sulu’s security features, for example.

It’s possible to add locales by simple defining a service with the LocalizationProvider and pass your custom locales as
arguments.
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Example

<service id="sulu_product.localization_provider" class=
→˓"Sulu\Component\Localization\Provider\LocalizationProvider">

<argument>%sulu_product.locales%</argument>

<tag name="sulu.localization_provider"/>
</service>

1.2.23 Provider for custom link type

LinkProvider services are used to resolve data for different types of internal links. The services are used in
different parts of the system, including the Link content-type (see Link), the internal link plugin of the CKEditor and
the <sulu-link> tag inside of twig-templates (see sulu-link).

The LinkProvider::preloadmethod is responsible for resolving an array of LinkItem instances for the given
arguments. Each LinkItem consists of the following properties:

• id

• title

• url

• published

Example

To register a LinkProvider service for a custom link type, you create a service that implements the
LinkProviderInterface and tag it with the respective resource key: <tag name="sulu.link.
provider" alias="{resourceKey}"/>

If the entities of the new link type should be selected via a list in the administration interface, the
LinkProvider::getConfiguration method must return the configuration that is used for the list.

<?php

namespace AppBundle\Link;

use Sulu\Bundle\MarkupBundle\Markup\Link\LinkConfigurationBuilder;
use Sulu\Bundle\MarkupBundle\Markup\Link\LinkItem;
use Sulu\Bundle\MarkupBundle\Markup\Link\LinkProviderInterface;

class LinkProvider implements LinkProviderInterface
{

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function getConfiguration()
{

return LinkConfigurationBuilder::create()
->setTitle($this->translator->trans('sulu_page.pages', [], 'admin'))
->setResourceKey('...') // the resourceKey of the entity that should be

→˓loaded
->setListAdapter('column_list')
->setDisplayProperties(['title'])

(continues on next page)
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->setOverlayTitle($this->translator->trans('sulu_page.single_selection_
→˓overlay_title', [], 'admin'))

->setEmptyText($this->translator->trans('sulu_page.no_page_selected', [],
→˓'admin'))

->setIcon('su-document')
->getLinkConfiguration();

}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function preload(array $hrefs, $locale, $published = true)
{

if (0 === count($hrefs)) {
return [];

}

$items = ...; // load items by id
foreach ($items as $item) {

$result[] = new LinkItem(...); // create link-item foreach item
}

return $result;
}

}

If the entities of the new link type cannot be selected via a list, the LinkProvider::getConfiguration
method of your service must return null and you need to register a custom overlay via the linkTypeRegistry
Javascript service:

import linkTypeRegistry from 'sulu-admin-bundle/containers/Link/registries/
→˓linkTypeRegistry';

linkTypeRegistry.add('custom_resource_key', CustomLinkTypeOverlay, translate('app.
→˓custom_translation_key'));

1.2.24 Provider for XML-Sitemap

SitemapProvider are used to load data for the XML-Sitemap. It returns an array of SitemapUrl instances. This API
has to be paginated because Google only allows 50000 urls in a single Sitemap. The SitemapController takes care of
generating a sitemapindex if more than one Provider or more than one pages are available. Otherwise it will deliver a
the Sitemap of the first Provider.

The SitemapUrl consists of the following properties:

• loc - Url to page.

• locale - Locale of the page

• defaultLocale - Default locale of the page

• lastmod (optional) - Latest modification datetime.

• changefreq (optional) - Frequency of change (see SitemapUrl::CHANGE_FREQUENCY_* constants)

• priority (optional) - Priority of page in relation to other pages.

• alternateLinks (optional) - Alternate links like other representations or translations
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The Sulu core provides a single Provider for pages (including homepage). Custom modules can provide their own
Providers that this URLs also will be published over the sitemap.xml.

Example

This is a simple example which assumes that the logic to load entities is implemented in the Repository.

<?php

namespace AppBundle\Sitemap;

use AppBundle\Entity\ExampleRepository;
use Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Sitemap\Sitemap;
use Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Sitemap\SitemapProviderInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Sitemap\SitemapUrl;

class SitemapProvider implements SitemapProviderInterface
{

public function __construct(private ExampleRepository $repository)
{
}

public function build($page, $scheme, $host)
{

$result = [];
foreach ($this->repository->findAllForSitemap($page, self::PAGE_SIZE) as

→˓$item) {
$result[] = new SitemapUrl(

$scheme . '://' . $host . $item->getUrl(),
$item->getLocale(),
$item->getDefaultLocale(),
$item->getChanged()

);
}

return $result;
}

public function getAlias()
{

return 'myalias';
}

public function createSitemap($scheme, $host)
{

return new Sitemap($this->getAlias(), $this->getMaxPage($scheme, $host));
}

public function getMaxPage($scheme, $host)
{

if ($host !== 'example.org') {
// If the pages are only for a specific
return 0;

}

return ceil($this->repository->countForSitemap() / self::PAGE_SIZE);
}

(continues on next page)
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}

If you are not using autowiring you need to tag the service with sulu.sitemap.provider.

1.2.25 Improve Sitemap Speed

The sitemap of Sulu is based on small pieces, which are generated by so called SitemapProvider (see Provider for
XML-Sitemap). Each provider returns mostly 50000 links which can return many links, which would take a bigger
amount of time. The Google bot does not wait a long time for the sitemap to be returned.

To improve the speed of the sitemap page, Sulu provides a command for pre-generating the page and cache it on the
filesystem. The should be called in a cron-job to keep the pre-generated sitemap up to date.

Note: This is a performance optimization for very big websites. In 99% of the cases, the optimization is not necessary
and the sitemap can be generated on the fly.

bin/websiteconsole sulu:website:dump-sitemap

If you use the {host} replacer in your webspace url configuration, you need to set the Symfony default_uri
config option for generating the URLs of your sitemap items via a command. Have a look at the official Symfony
Documentation about Generating URLs in Commands for more information.

# config/packages/framework.yaml
framework:

router:
default_uri: 'https://example.org'

Tip: You can use %env(DEFAULT_URI)% to set the configuration via an environment variables.

If you are using a Symfony version before 5.1, you need to configure the router context parameters instead of the
default_uri option:

# config/services.yaml
parameters:

router.request_context.scheme: 'https'
router.request_context.host: 'example.org'

Switch back to on the fly generation

If you want to switch back to on the fly generation, you need to remove the exist pre-generated sitemaps from the var
directory.

By default, pre-generated sitemaps are stored in the following directory in the prod environment:

rm -rf var/cache/website/prod/sulu/sitemaps/
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1.2.26 HTTPS

Sulu generates URLs in the same way as Symfony does. If the requested protocol is https it will use automatically
https to generate its URLs.

If this does not work propertly, your setup probably includes some kind of proxy, e.g. a load balancer or a HTTP cache
like Varnish. In that case you should add the IP address of your trusted proxy as explained in the Symfony Proxy
Documentation.

If it still doesn’t work you should debug the Symfony Request::isSecure method, which represents which protocol is
used by Symfony in its Request::getScheme method.

It is also possible to force the protocol in your vhost of your websebserver:

Apache

Add the following to your apache vhost:

SetEnv HTTPS on

Nginx

Add the following to your nginx vhost php-fpm param configuration:

fastcgi_param HTTPS on;

1.2.27 Generating thumbnails for video files with ffmpeg

FFmpeg is a library to process video files. Sulu is able to use this libraries to generate thumbnail images for video
files.

1. Install ffmpeg-bundle:

composer require php-ffmpeg/php-ffmpeg

2. Add configuration config/packages/sulu_media.yml:

sulu_media:
ffmpeg:

ffmpeg_binary: /usr/local/bin/ffmpeg # path to ffmpeg
ffprobe_binary: /usr/local/bin/ffprobe # path to ffprobe

1.2.28 Generating thumbnails for pdf files with ghostscript

Ghostscript (gs) is a PostScript and PDF language interpreter and previewer. Sulu is able to use the gs commandline
program to generate thumbnail/preview images for pdf files. The location of the gs program depends on your system
and needs to be configurated for Sulu to find it.

Add configuration config/packages/sulu_media.yml:

sulu_media:
ghost_script:

path: /usr/bin/gs
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Common locations are:

• /usr/bin/gs

• /usr/local/bin/gs

You can also try to use the which gs command to get the location.

1.2.29 Store Media in an external Storage

Sulu is able to upload newly created media files directly to an external storage provider (such as AWS S3 or Google
Cloud Storage).

AWS-S3

First install dependencies.

composer require "league/flysystem:^1.0" "league/flysystem-aws-s3-v3:^1.0.1"

Configure the storage with following yaml-snippet:

sulu_media:
storage: s3
storages:

s3:
key: 'your aws s3 key'
secret: 'your aws s3 secret'
bucket_name: 'your aws s3 bucket name'
path_prefix: 'optional path prefix'
region: 'eu-west-1'

If you use s3 compatible services (e.g. minio) you can pass additional arguments and endpoint to the configura-
tion.

Google Cloud-Storage

First follow this the Google Cloud Documentation to setup a System-Account and download the json-key.

{
"type": "service_account",
"project_id": "project-id",
"private_key_id": "some_number",
"private_key": "-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----\n....
=\n-----END PRIVATE KEY-----\n",
"client_email": "<api-name>api@project-id.iam.gserviceaccount.com",
"client_id": "...",
"auth_uri": "https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth",
"token_uri": "https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/token",
"auth_provider_x509_cert_url": "https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v1/certs",
"client_x509_cert_url": "https://www.googleapis.com/...<api-name>api%40project-id.

→˓iam.gserviceaccount.com"
}

Install the dependencies:
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composer require "league/flysystem:^1.0" "superbalist/flysystem-google-storage:^7.1"

Dump this file to a readable folder on your machine and configure the storage with following yaml-snippet:

sulu_media:
storage: google_cloud
storages:

google_cloud:
key_file_path: '/path/to/key.json'
bucket_name: 'sulu-bucket'
path_prefix: 'optional path prefix'

Azure Blob Storage

First install dependencies.

composer require "league/flysystem:^1.0" "league/flysystem-azure-blob-storage:^0.1"

Configure the storage with following yaml-snippet:

sulu_media:
storage: azure_blob
storages:

azure_blob:
connection_string: 'DefaultEndpointsProtocol=https;AccountName={YOUR_

→˓ACCOUNT_NAME};AccountKey={YOUR_ACCOUNT_KEY};'
container_name: 'container-name'
path_prefix: 'optional path prefix'

1.2.30 Using Webpack Encore for your website assets

Webpack Encore is a tool to manage your javascript and css assets. It seamlessly integrates webpack into your symfony
application.

Installation

First add the WebpackEncoreBundle as a dependency to your composer.json file.

composer require symfony/webpack-encore-bundle

To enable it, add the following line to the config/bundles.php file, if that has not been done already for you by
Symfony Flex:

return [
...
Symfony\WebpackEncoreBundle\WebpackEncoreBundle::class => ['all' => true],

];

Configuration

There are several files and directories added to your project by Symfony Flex:
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• assets/controllers/

• assets/styles/

• assets/app.js

• assets/bootstrap.js

• assets/controllers.json

• assets/controllers/hello_controller.js

• assets/styles/app.css

• config/packages/assets.yaml

• config/packages/prod/webpack_encore.yaml

• config/packages/test/webpack_encore.yaml

• config/packages/webpack_encore.yaml

• package.json

• webpack.config.js

In a normal Symfony application, that would already work fine, but to use Webpack Encore with Sulu, some configu-
ration has to be adjusted, because there is an additional Javascript application for Sulu’s admin interface.

To continue, create a directory assets/website/ and move the newly added files and directories from assets/
into assets/website.

Next, add the following changes to webpack.config.js:

Encore
// directory where compiled assets will be stored

- .setOutputPath('public/build/')
+ .setOutputPath('public/build/website/')

// public path used by the web server to access the output path
- .setPublicPath('/build')
+ .setPublicPath('/build/website')

// only needed for CDN's or sub-directory deploy
//.setManifestKeyPrefix('build/')

/*
* ENTRY CONFIG

*
* Add 1 entry for each "page" of your app

* (including one that's included on every page - e.g. "app")

*
* Each entry will result in one JavaScript file (e.g. app.js)

* and one CSS file (e.g. app.css) if your JavaScript imports CSS.

*/
- .addEntry('app', './assets/app.js')
+ .addEntry('app', './assets/website/app.js')

// enables the Symfony UX Stimulus bridge (used in assets/bootstrap.js)
- .enableStimulusBridge('./assets/controllers.json')
+ .enableStimulusBridge('./assets/website/controllers.json')

Because of the above changes, you also have to change the following configuration files:

• config/packages/assets.yaml
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framework:
assets:

- json_manifest_path: '%kernel.project_dir%/public/build/manifest.json'
+ json_manifest_path: '%kernel.project_dir%/public/build/website/manifest.json'

• and config/packages/webpack_encore.yaml

webpack_encore:
# The path where Encore is building the assets - i.e. Encore.setOutputPath()

- output_path: '%kernel.project_dir%/public/build'
+ output_path: '%kernel.project_dir%/public/build/website'

# If multiple builds are defined (as shown below), you can disable the default
→˓build:

# output_path: false

Luckily, Webpack Encore provides a deadly simple way to link to your built assets inside your html. Therefore, change
the following lines in your base template at templates/base.html.twig:

<head>
- {% block style %}{% endblock %}
+ {% block style %}
+ {{ encore_entry_link_tags('app') }}
+ {% endblock %}
</head>

<body>
- {% block javascripts %}{% endblock %}
+ {% block javascripts %}
+ {{ encore_entry_script_tags('app') }}
+ {% endblock %}
</body>

And that’s it!

Build

Now you are ready to add your scripts and styles in assets/website. When you finished your changes, open your
terminal in the root directory and run the following command:

npm install
npm run build

Now you should be able to see the outcome in the browser.

Note: If the website assets were accidentally build before changing the public/build to public/website/build it could
happen that all admin assets were removed. Use git checkout public/build/admin or the bin/console sulu:admin:update-
build command to restore the admin build files: Building the administration interface frontend application

Optional: Install Web-JS

In order to install the UI-Library web-js you have to remove the stimulus library from the generated files.

Remove the following files / directories:
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• assets/website/bootstrap.js

• assets/website/controllers/

• assets/website/controllers.json

And remove following lines from assets/website/app.js:

- // start the Stimulus application
- import './bootstrap';

And comment out the following line in webpack.config.js:

// enables the Symfony UX Stimulus bridge (used in assets/bootstrap.js)
- .enableStimulusBridge('./assets/website/controllers.json')
+ // .enableStimulusBridge('./assets/website/controllers.json')

After that you are able to install web-js via the documentation of the web-js repository.

Customization

For further customization of your frontend setup, follow the Webpack Encore Documentation.

1.2.31 Adding tabs to Sulu’s Admin UI

Note: It is recommended to read Extend Admin UI beforehand to get a better understandig of how Sulu admin classes
work.

This tutorial will walk you through the process of adding an extra tab to the administration interface.

This could be useful in many different situations, like e.g. adding an extra tab for social media information to pages
or contacts.

In this example we’ll be adding a “Socials” tab to the page form of Sulu.

Create the form for this view

You have to create the form that is rendered in this view. Therefore create a form at config/forms/
page_socials.xml.

Note: Note how we use slashes in the names of the properties, this returns the values in the given hierarchy.

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<form xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.sulu.

→˓io/template/form-1.0.xsd"
>

<key>page_socials</key>

<properties>
<section name="twitter">

(continues on next page)
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<meta>
<title lang="en">Twitter</title>

</meta>
<properties>

<property name="ext/social/twitter_title" type="text_line">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Twitter title</title>
</meta>

</property>
<property name="ext/social/twitter_description" type="text_line">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Twitter description</title>

</meta>
</property>
<property name="ext/social/twitter_image" type="single_media_selection

→˓">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Twitter image</title>
</meta>
<params>

<param name="types" value="image"/>
<param name="formats" type="collection">

<param name="og_image" />
</param>

</params>
</property>

</properties>
</section>

</properties>
</form>
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Register the view in your admin class

We’ll create a class src/Admin/SocialAdmin which extends Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin.

In the Admin we need to implement configureViews. For our example we need the webspace_manager in
combination with security_checker to check if the logged in user has permission to edit pages.

Note the setParent call adding the view as a child to PageAdmin::EDIT_FORM_VIEW. This will result in a
new tab in the edit form for pages.

The setFormKey takes a string reference, which should be the same as the key tag in the above form XML.

class SocialAdmin extends Admin
{

public function __construct(
private ViewBuilderFactoryInterface $viewBuilderFactory,
private WebspaceManagerInterface $webspaceManager,
private SecurityCheckerInterface $securityChecker

) {
}

public function configureViews(ViewCollection $viewCollection): void
{

$formToolbarActionsWithoutType = [
new ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.save_with_publishing'),

];

$routerAttributesToFormRequest = ['parentId', 'webspace'];
$routerAttributesToFormMetdata = ['webspace'];

$previewCondition = 'nodeType == 1';

if ($this->hasSomeWebspacePermission()) {
$viewCollection->add(

$this->viewBuilderFactory
->createPreviewFormViewBuilder('sulu_page.page_edit_form.socials',

→˓ '/socials')
->disablePreviewWebspaceChooser()
->setResourceKey('pages')
->setFormKey('page_socials')
->setTabTitle('Socials')
->setTabPriority(256)
->addToolbarActions($formToolbarActionsWithoutType)
->addRouterAttributesToFormRequest($routerAttributesToFormRequest)
->setPreviewCondition($previewCondition)
->setTitleVisible(true)
->setTabOrder(1536)
->setParent(PageAdmin::EDIT_FORM_VIEW)

);
}

}

private function hasSomeWebspacePermission(): bool
{

foreach ($this->webspaceManager->getWebspaceCollection()->getWebspaces() as
→˓$webspace) {

$hasWebspacePermission = $this->securityChecker->hasPermission(
PageAdmin::SECURITY_CONTEXT_PREFIX . $webspace->getKey(),
PermissionTypes::EDIT

(continues on next page)
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);

if ($hasWebspacePermission) {
return true;

}
}

return false;
}

}

We can register this class as a service and give it a sulu.admin tag, then it will be picked up by Sulu.

app.social_admin:
class: App\Admin\SocialAdmin
arguments:

- '@Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewBuilderFactoryInterface'
- '@sulu_core.webspace.webspace_manager'
- '@sulu_security.security_checker'

tags:
- { name: 'sulu.admin'}
- { name: 'sulu.context', context: 'admin' }

When you debug the container right now your should see your own Admin class show up.

$ php bin/console debug:container --tag=sulu.admin

Service ID Class name
sulu_contact.admin Sulu\Bundle\ContactBundle\Admin\ContactAdmin
sulu_preview.admin Sulu\Bundle\PreviewBundle\Admin\PreviewAdmin
sulu_custom_urls.admin Sulu\Bundle\CustomUrlBundle\Admin\CustomUrlAdmin
sulu_website.admin Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Admin\WebsiteAdmin
sulu_tag.admin Sulu\Bundle\TagBundle\Admin\TagAdmin
sulu_page.admin Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Admin\PageAdmin
sulu_snippet.admin Sulu\Bundle\SnippetBundle\Admin\SnippetAdmin
sulu_category.admin Sulu\Bundle\CategoryBundle\Admin\CategoryAdmin
sulu_security.admin Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Admin\SecurityAdmin
sulu_media.admin Sulu\Bundle\MediaBundle\Admin\MediaAdmin
sulu_search.admin Sulu\Bundle\SearchBundle\Admin\SearchAdmin
app.social_admin App\Admin\SocialAdmin

You should now see the tab in the administration interface, but the data of the form is not saved yet.

Persist the data of the form

In the final step, we need to persist the data of the added tab. In the case of the pages, we can utilize the existing pages
API by registering a new StructureExtension. In other cases, we would need to implement our own API endpoint for
the tab as shown in the Extend Admin UI chapter.

<?php

class SocialStructureExtension extends AbstractExtension implements
→˓ExportExtensionInterface
{

/**
(continues on next page)
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* name of structure extension.

*/
const SOCIAL_EXTENSION_NAME = 'social';

protected $properties = [
'twitter_title',
'twitter_description',
'twitter_image',

];

protected $name = self::SOCIAL_EXTENSION_NAME;

protected $additionalPrefix = 'social';

public function save(NodeInterface $node, $data, $webspaceKey, $languageCode)
{

$this->setLanguageCode($languageCode, 'i18n', null);

$data = $this->encodeImages($data);

$this->saveProperty($node, $data, 'twitter_title');
$this->saveProperty($node, $data, 'twitter_description');
$this->saveProperty($node, $data, 'twitter_image');

}

public function load(NodeInterface $node, $webspaceKey, $languageCode)
{

$twitterImageNode = $this->loadProperty($node, 'twitter_image');
$twitterImage = null;
if ($twitterImageNode) {

$twitterImage = json_decode($twitterImageNode, true);
}

return [
'twitter_title' => $this->loadProperty($node, 'twitter_title'),
'twitter_description' => $this->loadProperty($node, 'twitter_description

→˓'),
'twitter_image' => $twitterImage,

];
}

public function export($properties, $format = null)
{

$data = [];
foreach ($properties as $key => $property) {

$value = $property;
if (\is_bool($value)) {

$value = (int) $value;
}

$data[$key] = [
'name' => $key,
'value' => $value,
'type' => '',

];
}

(continues on next page)
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return $data;
}

public function import(NodeInterface $node, $data, $webspaceKey, $languageCode,
→˓$format)

{
$this->setLanguageCode($languageCode, 'i18n', null);

$this->save($node, $data, $webspaceKey, $languageCode);
}

public function getImportPropertyNames()
{

return $this->properties;
}

private function encodeImages(array $data)
{

if ($data['twitter_image']) {
$data['twitter_image'] = json_encode($data['twitter_image']);

}

return $data;
}

}

This class needs to be registered as a service with the tag sulu.structure.extension.

app.social_structure_extension:
class: App\Structure\SocialStructureExtension
tags: { name: 'sulu.structure.extension' }

1.2.32 Display values from a service in a select

Sulu allows to set the value of a param of a property with the type expression via the Symfony expression
language. This makes it possible to display values returned by a service in the case of the Select and Single Select
content-type.

Note: Be aware that the provided expression is only evaluated during the initial request to the administration
interface. If you want to provide a selection for your custom entity, you should configure the selection or
single_selection field-type as described in Extend Admin UI.

A service for returning the values for these content types could look something like this:

<?php

namespace App\Content\Select;

class EventTypeSelect {
/**
* @return array<int, array{name: string, title: string}>

*/
public function getValues(string $locale): array

(continues on next page)
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{
return [

[
'name' => 'concert',
'title' => 'Concert',

],
[

'name' => 'movie',
'title' => 'Movie',

],
];

}

/**
* Optional default value for a single select.

*/
public function getSingleSelectDefaultValue(): string
{

return 'concert';
}

/**
* Optional default value for a multi select.

*
* @return array<int, array{name: string}>

*/
public function getMultiSelectDefaultValue(): array
{

return [
['name' => 'concert'],

];
}

}

The service need to be marked as public. This is possible by adding the following lines to the config/services.
yaml:

App\Content\Select\:
resource: '../src/Content/Select/'
public: true

When your service is marked as public, you can access it in your template like this:

<property name="eventType" type="single_select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Event Type</title>
<title lang="de">Event Typ</title>

</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_value" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getSingleSelectDefaultValue()"/>
<param name="values" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getValues(locale)"/>
</params>

</property>
(continues on next page)
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<property name="eventTypes" type="select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Event Type</title>
<title lang="de">Event Typ</title>

</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_values" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getMultiSelectDefaultValue()"/>
<param name="values" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getValues(locale)"/>
</params>

</property>

1.2.33 Provide Sulu twig template attributes in your controller

In order to use the base template that is used for pages on custom routes, you need to provide the correct attributes
to your template. To do this, you can use the‘‘TemplateAttributeResolver‘‘ service in your controller:

<?php

namespace App\Controller\Website;

use Sulu\Bundle\HttpCacheBundle\Cache\SuluHttpCache;
use Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Resolver\TemplateAttributeResolverInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpFoundation\Response;
use Symfony\Component\HttpKernel\Attribute\AsController;
use Symfony\Component\Routing\Annotation\Route;
use Twig\Environment;

#[AsController]
class StaticController
{

/**
* @Route("/custom", name="app_custom")

*/
public function indexAction(

TemplateAttributeResolverInterface $resolver,
Environment $twig

): Response {
$response = new Response($twig->render(

'static/custom.html.twig',
$resolver->resolve([

'customAttribute' => 'parameter',
])

));

// Cached response:
$response->setPublic();
$response->setMaxAge(240);
$response->setSharedMaxAge(240);

// Server Cache Lifetime (how long the server should cache the page in
→˓seconds)

(continues on next page)
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$response->headers->set(SuluHttpCache::HEADER_REVERSE_PROXY_TTL, '604800'); //
→˓ 604800 seconds = 1 week

// Uncached response private response (for controller containing user
→˓specific data):

// $response->setPrivate();
// $response->setMaxAge(0);
// $response->setSharedMaxAge(0);
// $response->headers->addCacheControlDirective('no-cache', true);
// $response->headers->addCacheControlDirective('must-revalidate', true);
// $response->headers->addCacheControlDirective('no-store', true);

return $response;
}

}

Now your templates/static/custom.html.twig can use the same base template as your pages:

{% extends "base.html.twig" %}

{% block content %}
{{ customAttribute }}

{% endblock %}

1.2.34 User context caching

HTTP caching does not work out of the box when a session comes into play. Fortunately the FOSHttpCacheBundle
has a feature called User Context.

In this document we will quickly go through the steps necessary to activate the User Context feature in Sulu.

Note: For more information about this topic visit the User Context page in the FOSHttpCacheBundle documentation.

1. Uncomment the user_context_hash route in config/routes/fos_http_cache.yaml

user_context_hash:
path: /_fos_user_context_hash

2. Uncomment the user_context session in config/packages/fos_http_cache.yaml

fos_http_cache:
user_context:

enabled: true
role_provider: true
hash_cache_ttl: 0

3. Uncomment the registration of the UserContextListener in src/Kernel.php

<?php

class Kernel extends SuluKernel implements HttpCacheProvider
{

public function getHttpCache()
{

(continues on next page)
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if (!$this->httpCache) {
$this->httpCache = new SuluHttpCache($this);
// Activate the following for user based caching see also:
// https://foshttpcachebundle.readthedocs.io/en/latest/features/user-

→˓context.html
//
$this->httpCache->addSubscriber(

new \FOS\HttpCache\SymfonyCache\UserContextListener([
'session_name_prefix' => 'SULUSESSID',

])
);

}

return $this->httpCache;
}

}

4. Uncomment the security configuration in config/packages/security.yaml

Note: The Symfony Security component is used here, which has its own, very detailed, documentation.

security:
encoders:

Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Entity\User: bcrypt

providers:
sulu:

id: sulu_security.user_provider

firewalls:
website:

pattern: ^/
anonymous: true # only required for Symfony 5 projects in Symfony 6 this

→˓can be removed
lazy: true
provider: sulu
form_login:

login_path: login
check_path: login

logout:
path: logout
target: /

remember_me:
secret: "%kernel.secret%"
lifetime: 604800 # 1 week in seconds
path: /

sulu_security:
checker:

enabled: true

5. Make sure that Symfony’s SecurityBundle is registered for all contexts (by default it is only registered for
the admin context) in config/bundles.php
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Symfony\Bundle\SecurityBundle\SecurityBundle::class => ['all' => true],

6. Add the login and logout routes to config/routes_website.yaml

login:
path: /login
controller: Symfony\Bundle\FrameworkBundle\Controller\TemplateController
defaults:

template: static/login.html.twig

logout:
path: /logout

7. Implement the template for the login form in templates/static/login.html.twig

<form action="{{ path('login') }}" method="post">
<label for="username">Username:</label>
<input type="text" id="username" name="_username" />

<label for="password">Password:</label>
<input type="password" id="password" name="_password" />

<button type="submit">login</button>
</form>

Note: The previous two steps could also be replaced by the SuluCommunityBundle, which helps you with creating
login and registration forms. Additionally it helps you with creating opt-in emails and other tasks.

8. Activate Permission Check for pages (optional)

If you want to allow the content manager to restrict pages to specific roles, you need to enable permission checks in
your webspace configuration:

<security permission-check="true">
<system>example</system>

</security>

Note: Make sure to create the anonymous role for the webspace by running the bin/console
sulu:security:init command after enabling permission checks in your webspace configuration.

1.2.35 Building the administration interface frontend application

The administration interface of Sulu is implemented as a single page application using React. The code of this appli-
cation is built using webpack and stored in the public/build/admin directory of the project. If you update your Sulu
version or add custom Javascript code to your project, you need to update the build in the public/build/admin directory.
There are different ways to do this:

Solution 1: Update Command (Recommended way)

Sulu is shipped with a build in command to update the build.

1. Run Update Build command
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bin/adminconsole sulu:admin:update-build

Note: The update build command will download the build for your project from the sulu/skeleton repository if
possible. If you have added custom Javascript code in your project, the command will automatically cleanup leftovers
from previous builds and build the Javascript code manually on your system. Make sure that you have installed node
if your project requires a manual build.

Solution 2: Build manually with docker

1. Start a node container with the desired version and map the the current directory into the /var/project folder in
the container

docker run --rm --interactive --tty --volume ${PWD}:/var/project node:14.16.0 /bin/
→˓bash

# for completion: using another node version is possible by adjusting the tag of the
→˓node image
# docker run --rm --interactive --tty --volume ${PWD}:/var/project node:12.21.0 /bin/
→˓bash

2. Cleanup previously created node_modules folders and package-lock.json files

cd /var/project
rm -rf assets/admin/node_modules && rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/node_modules && rm -rf
→˓vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/*/Resources/js/node_modules
rm -rf assets/admin/package-lock.json && rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/package-lock.json &&
→˓rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/*/Resources/js/package-lock.json

3. Create the administration interface build

cd /var/project/assets/admin
npm install
npm run build

Solution 3: Build manually locally

1. Install Node

If not yet installed on your computer you would need to install node on your computer.

2. Cleanup previously created node_modules folders and package-lock.json files

cd /var/project
rm -rf assets/admin/node_modules && rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/node_modules && rm -rf
→˓vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/*/Resources/js/node_modules
rm -rf assets/admin/package-lock.json && rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/package-lock.json &&
→˓rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/*/Resources/js/package-lock.json

3. Create the administration interface build

cd /var/project/assets/admin
npm install
npm run build
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Common errors

If the installation of the npm dependencies or the webpack build fails, you might want to try the following things:

1. Check your Node.js and npm version

You can check the officially supported and tested Node.js and npm version by looking at the Test Application workflow
of the sulu/sulu package. At the time of writing, this includes Node.js 12, Node.js 14 and npm 6.

Warning: Because of a breaking change for linked packages, Sulu is not compatible with npm v7 at the moment.
Have a look at the issue in the sulu/skeleton repository for more information about this..

2. Clear the npm cache on your machine

The webpack build might fail because of leftovers from previous builds our outdated packages. To prevent this, you
should remove all the package-lock.json files and node_modules directories below your project root before
installing the npm dependencies:

rm -rf assets/admin/node_modules && rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/node_modules && rm -rf
→˓vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/*/Resources/js/node_modules
rm -rf assets/admin/package-lock.json && rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/package-lock.json &&
→˓rm -rf vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/*/Resources/js/package-lock.json

If this does not solve the problem, you can try to clean the npm cache on your machine to prevent installing cached
packages:

npm cache clean --force

1.2.36 Running Sulu in a Multi-Server Setup

Sulu is built with horizontal scaling in mind and allows to distribute the load of your application between multiple
servers. In such a setup, it is important to configure your application to use centralized solutions for session manage-
ment, cache management, search indexes and media storage.

Media Storage

Media files that are uploaded in the media section of the Sulu administration interface are stored in the filesystem of
the current server by default. If your application runs on multiple servers, you need to configure an external storage
adapter for your media files.

# config/packages/sulu_media.yaml
sulu_media:

storage: s3
storages:

s3:
key: 'your aws s3 key'
secret: 'your aws s3 secret'
bucket_name: 'your aws s3 bucket name'
path_prefix: 'optional path prefix'
region: 'eu-west-1'
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HTTP Cache

Sulu utilizes the FOSHttpCacheBundle to improve response times by caching rendered pages. This cache is automat-
ically invalidated when the content of a page is changed. To prevent different cache entries on different servers, you
need to configure Varnish as a centralized caching proxy.

# config/packages/sulu_http_cache.yaml
sulu_http_cache:

proxy_client:
symfony:

enabled: false
varnish:

enabled: true
servers: [ '192.168.0.10:80' ]

Application Cache

The Symfony cache improves the speed of your application by caching metadata, doctrine results and PHPCR data.
If your application runs on multiple servers, you need to configure a centralized caching adapter like redis for your
app cache. Additionally, if the application runs in different directories on different servers, you need to set a static
prefix_seed:

# config/packages/cache.yaml
framework:

cache:
app: cache.adapter.redis
default_redis_provider: 'redis://192.168.0.10:6379'

# Set "prefix_seed" to use same cache namespace independent of project
→˓location:

# https://symfony.com/doc/current/reference/configuration/framework.html
→˓#prefix-seed

prefix_seed: your_vendor_name/app_name

Search Index

Sulu uses the MassiveSearchBundle for its search functionality on the website and in the administration interface. By
default the bundle creates an optimized search index in the filesystem of the current server. To prevent outdated search
results, you need to configure Elasticsearch as a centralized search adapter.

# config/packages/massive_search.yaml
massive_search:

adapter: elastic
adapters:

elastic:
version: 7.13
hosts: [ '192.168.0.10:9200' ]

Session Management

By default, Symfony stores active sessions in the filesystem of the current server. To prevent random logouts between
requests, you need to manage your sessions in a centralized storage that is accessed by all your servers. Have a
look at the Store Sessions in a Database section of the Symfony documentation to find out how to store sessions in a
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database like Redis or MySQL. Alternatively, you can set a centralized session.save_handler directly in your
php.ini:

session.save_handler = redis
session.save_path = "tcp://192.168.0.10:6379"

It is possible to work through the recipes, although most of the people will pick the ones, which are most similar to
their own tasks. We’re open to suggestions.

1.3 Reference

In our reference we’ll describe how to configure stuff and how to use existing things. You can find list of functionality
we put in Sulu and how you could use it. At the moment there are components like e.g. Document Manager, Content
Types and Twig Extensions. The Reference aims to developers who already worked through the introduction and know
how Sulu works.

What you can find in the Reference

1.3.1 System Requirements for Running Sulu

Sulu is built on the shoulders of Giants. This page describes the requirements your system needs to fulfill when you
run a Sulu application.

Mandatory Requirements

The following requirements must be met to run Sulu:

• Mac OSX, Linux or Windows

• Apache or Nginx with enabled URL rewriting

• PHP 8.0 or higher

• the intl_extension for PHP

• the fileinfo extension for PHP

• the gd, imagick_extension or vips_extension for PHP

• a database management system supported by Doctrine

• Composer

Recommended Requirements

The following requirements are optional, but recommended for using Sulu in production:

• Apache Jackrabbit

Development Requirements

If you want to build parts of the system on your own, you will additionally need:

• Node.js

• npm 5 or higher
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1.3.2 Content Type Reference

As already described in Creating a Page Template a template consists of multiple content types, which enable the user
to manage content in a semantic way.

The simplest template possible looks something like the this:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">
<key>default</key>

<view>ClientWebsiteBundle:templates:default</view>
<controller>Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\Controller\DefaultController::indexAction</

→˓controller>
<cacheLifetime>2400</cacheLifetime>

<meta>
<title lang="en">Default</title>

</meta>

<properties>
<property name="title" type="text_line" mandatory="true">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Title</title>

</meta>

<tag name="sulu.rlp.part"/>
</property>

<property name="url" type="resource_locator" mandatory="true">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Resourcelocator</title>
</meta>

<tag name="sulu.rlp"/>
</property>

</properties>
</template>

This chapter will describe which types you can insert within the properties tag. Every content type in the docu-
mentation comes with an example property tag to clarify the usage.

This documentation also specifies the available parameters and tags for each content type:

Account selection

Description

Let you assign multiple account from the account section to the page.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

sortable bool Defines if the user should be able to sort the selected items. Default value is
true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

min string The minimum number of selected accounts
max string The maximum number of selected accounts

Return value

See the Account for available variables and functions.

Example

<property name="accounts" type="account_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Accounts</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{% for account in content.accounts %}
<h3>{{ account.name }}</h3>

{% endfor %}

Block

Description

The block content type allows to group an arbitrary amount of other content types. Each block can define multiple
types with with different content types included. These blocks can then be repeated and ordered by the content manager
in the Sulu-Admin.

A quite common use case is to combine a text editor with a media selection. This way a text can be directly linked to
an image via the assignment to the same block. This approach has its biggest benefit over putting images into the text
editor when used in combination with responsive design. When using multiple content types in a block the template
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developer has the freedom to place the image where and in which format it makes sense. In contrast, adding images
to the text editor would make it quite hard to adapt the format and placement in the twig template.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
add_button_text Allows to adjust the text of the add button that is displayed in the administration interface.
paste_button_textAllows to adjust the text of the paste button that is displayed in the administration inter-

face.
collapsable booleanIf set to true blocks can be collapsed, otherwise they are always expanded. Defaults to

true.
movable booleanIf set to true the position of blocks can be changed by using drag&drop, otherwise they

have a fixed position. Default to true.
settings_form_keystring Key of the form that should be opened in an overlay when the settings icon is clicked.

Will be set to page_block_settings per default for pages.

Example

Please note that the configuration of the block content type differs from the other content types.

Instead of a property-tag a block-tag is used. The default-type-attribute is mandatory and describes which
of the types are used by default.

The other essential attribute is the types-tag, which contains multiple type-tags. A type defines some titles and its
containing properties, whereby all the available Content Type Reference can be used. These types are offered to
the content manager via dropdown.

If collapsed the system will show the content of three properties in the block by default, in order to give the content
manager an idea which block they are seeing. The sulu.block_preview tag can be used to manually choose
which properties should be shown as a preview in collapsed blocks. These tags additionally take a priority at-
tribute, which can alter the order of the property previews.

The example only shows a single type, combining a media selection with a text editor as described in the description.

<block name="blocks" default-type="editor_image" minOccurs="0">
<meta>

<title lang="de">Inhalte</title>
<title lang="en">Content</title>

</meta>

<params>
<param name="add_button_text">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Add track</title>
<title lang="de">Track hinzufügen</title>

</meta>
</param>

</params>

<types>
<type name="editor_image">

<meta>
<title lang="de">Editor mit Bild</title>
<title lang="en">Editor with image</title>

(continues on next page)
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</meta>

<properties>
<property name="images" type="media_selection" colspan="3">

<meta>
<title lang="de">Bilder</title>
<title lang="en">Images</title>

</meta>

<tag name="sulu.block_preview" priority="512"/>
</property>

<property name="article" type="text_editor" colspan="9">
<meta>

<title lang="de">Artikel</title>
<title lang="en">Article</title>

</meta>

<tag name="sulu.block_preview" priority="1024"/>
</property>

</properties>
</type>

</types>
</block>

Twig

A reusable way for rendering blocks is having a separate template file per type:

{% for block in content.blocks %}
{% include 'includes/blocks/' ~ block.type ~ '.html.twig' with {

content: block,
view: view.blocks[loop.index0],

} %}
{% endfor %}

This way, its possible to access the properties of the block type via the content and view variable in the
rendered block template.

Extending default block settings for pages

If you want to add a custom field to the block settings for pages, you can extend the page_block_settings form
by creating a config/forms/page_block_settings:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<form xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/form-1.0.xsd"
>

<key>page_block_settings</key>

<properties>
(continues on next page)
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<section name="custom">
<properties>

<property name="theme" type="single_select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Block Theme</title>
<title lang="de">Block Theme</title>

</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_value" value=""/>

<param name="values" type="collection">
<param name="">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Default</title>
<title lang="de">Standard</title>

</meta>
</param>

<param name="highlight">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Highlight</title>
<title lang="de">Highlight</title>

</meta>
</param>

</param>
</params>

</property>
</properties>

</section>
</properties>

</form>

The value of your field can be accessed in twig over the settings variable:

{% for block in content.blocks %}
<div class="blocks__item{% if block.settings.theme|default %} block__item--{{

→˓block.settings.theme }}{% endif %}">
{# ... #}

</div>
{% endfor %}

Category selection

Description

Shows a list of all available categories. The user can select with a checkbox which ones to assign to the page.
Categories can be managed in the settings section of Sulu. The selection will be saved as an array.

Note: This content type is rarely needed because the Excerpt and Taxonomies allows to assign categories to
pages.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
request_parameters col-

lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

min string The minimum number of selected categories
max string The maximum number of selected categories

Example

<property name="categories" type="category_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Category Selection</title>
</meta>

</property>

Extended Example

Following example defines an entry category for the selection tree.

<property name="categories" type="category_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Category Selection</title>
</meta>
<params>

<param name="request_parameters" type="collection">
<param name="rootKey" value="my_category_key"/>

</param>
</params>

</property>

Twig

{% for category in content.categories %}
<h3>{{ category.name }}</h3>

{% endfor %}

If you want to list all categories in your template you can use the sulu_categories twig extension for it.

Checkbox
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Description

Shows a simple checkbox, the value of the checkbox can be null (not changed yet and no default value), false or
true.

Parameters

Param-
eter

Type Description

type string Defines the look of the checkbox, can either be “checkbox” or “toggler”. Be aware of the
difference between property type and parameter type.

de-
fault_value

bool Defines the default value of the checkbox. When not set the initial value of the checkbox is null.

label Defines the label of the checkbox. This is recommended if the meta title should be next to the
toggler instead of above it.

Examples

<property name="available" type="checkbox">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Available</title>
</meta>

</property>

<property name="available" type="checkbox">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Show Author</title>
</meta>
<params>

<param name="type" value="toggler"/>
<param name="default_value" value="true"/>

</params>
</property>

<property name="available" type="checkbox">
<params>

<param name="type" value="toggler"/>
<param name="label">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Show Author</title>

</meta>
</param>

</params>
</property>

Twig

{% if content.available %}
{# ... #}

{% endif %}
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Collection selection

Description

Let you assign multiple collections from the media section.

Note: This content type passes an array of Collection entities to the twig template. It does not provide the media
entities inside of the selected collections. If you want to access the media entities of a collection, you should use a
smart_content property with the media data provider or load the matching media entities in a custom controller or in
a custom twig extension.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

sortable bool Defines if the user should be able to sort the selected items. Default value is
true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

Return value

See the Collection class for available variables and functions.

Example

<property name="collections" type="collection_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Collections</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{% for collection in content.collections %}
<h3>{{ collection.title }}</h3>

{% endfor %}
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Color

Description

Shows a text line with an attached color picker, the inserted content will be saved as simple string.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="color" type="color">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Color</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

<div style="background-color: {{ content.color }};">
Block with specified background color

</div>

Contact account selection

Description

Shows a list with the possibility to assign some people or organizations from the contact section to a page. Also allows
to define a position, which can be handled later in the template.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="contacts" type="contact_account_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Contacts / Accounts</title>
</meta>

</property>
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Twig

<ul>
{% for contact in content.contacts %}

<li>
{{ contact.fullName|default(contact.name) }}
(
{% for email in contact.contactDetails.emails %}

<a href="mailto:{{ email.email }}">{{ email.email }}</a>
{% if not loop.last %}&nbsp;|&nbsp;{% endif %}

{% endfor %}
)

</li>
{% endfor %}

</ul>

Contact selection

Description

Let you assign multiple contacts from the contact section to the page.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

sortable bool Defines if the user should be able to sort the selected items. Default value is
true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

min string The minimum number of selected contacts
max string The maximum number of selected contacts

Return value

See the ContactInterface for available variables and functions.

Example
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<property name="contacts" type="contact_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Contacts</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{% for contact in content.contacts %}
<h3>{{ contact.fullName }}</h3>

{% endfor %}

Date

Description

Shows an input field with an attached date picker for selecting a date.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="date" type="date">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Date</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.date }}

Datetime

Description

Shows an input field with an attached date picker for selecting a date with a time.

Parameters

No parameters available
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Example

<property name="datetime" type="datetime">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Datetime</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.date.format('Y-m-d') }}

Email

Description

Shows a text line, the inserted content will be validated against a email regex and saved as a simple string.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="email" type="email">
<meta>

<title lang="en">E-Mail</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.email }}

ImageMap

Description

The image map content type allows to assign an arbitrary amount of hotspots to an image. These hotspots can be either
circles, rectangles or points. It’s possible to define multiple types with different content types included. Every hotspot
needs to be one of the defined types.

A quite common use case is to create a type containing a text editor. Then it’s possible to describe different parts of
an image using text. In the front-end this could be implemented using hover areas. If the user hovers over a hotspot,
the corresponding text could be shown in a popover.
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Parameters

No parameters available

Example

XML

<property name="image_map" type="image_map" default-type="basic">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Image-Map</title>
<title lang="de">Image-Map</title>

</meta>

<types>
<type name="basic">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Basic</title>
<title lang="de">Grundlegend</title>

</meta>
<properties>

<property name="title" type="text_line">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Title</title>
<title lang="de">Titel</title>

</meta>
</property>
<property name="description" type="text_area">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Description</title>
<title lang="de">Beschreibung</title>

</meta>
</property>

</properties>
</type>

<type name="advanced">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Advanced</title>
<title lang="de">Erweitert</title>

</meta>
<properties>

<property name="text" type="text_editor">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Text</title>
<title lang="de">Text</title>

</meta>
</property>

</properties>
</type>

</types>
</property>
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Twig

<style>
.imageMap__container {

display: inline-block;
max-width: 800px;
position: relative;

}
.imageMap__img {

display: block;
max-width: 100%;
width: auto;

}
.imageMap__hotspot {

position: absolute;
}
.imageMap__hotspot--rectangle {

border: 2px solid white;
background-color: rgba(0,0,0,.5);

}
.imageMap__hotspot--circle {

border: 2px solid white;
border-radius: 100%;
background-color: rgba(0,0,0,.3);
transform: translate(-50%, -50%);

}
.imageMap__hotspot--point {

background-color: white;
border-radius: 100%;
width: 30px;
height: 30px;
transform: translate(-50%, -50%);

}
.imageMap__hotspot-text {

position: absolute;
display: block;
left: 50%;
top: 50%;
transform: translate(-50%, -50%);
color: white;
font-weight: bold;
font-family: sans-serif;

}
.imageMap__hotspot--point > .imageMap__hotspot-text {

color: black;
}

</style>

<div class="imageMap__container">
<img class="imageMap__img" src="{{ image_map.image.url }}"/>

{% for index, hotspot in image_map.hotspots %}
{% set left = hotspot.hotspot.left * 100 %}
{% set top = hotspot.hotspot.top * 100 %}

{% if hotspot.hotspot.type == 'rectangle' %}
{% set width = hotspot.hotspot.width * 100 %}

(continues on next page)
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{% set height = hotspot.hotspot.height * 100 %}

<div class="imageMap__hotspot imageMap__hotspot--rectangle"
style="left: {{ left }}%; top: {{ top }}%; width: {{ width }}%;

→˓height: {{ height }}%;">
<span class="imageMap__hotspot-text">{{ index + 1 }}</span>

</div>
{% elseif hotspot.hotspot.type == 'circle' %}

{% set diameter = hotspot.hotspot.radius * 100 * 2 %}

<div class="imageMap__hotspot imageMap__hotspot--circle"
style="left: {{ left }}%; top: {{ top }}%; width: {{ diameter }}%;

→˓padding-top: {{ diameter }}%;">
<span class="imageMap__hotspot-text">{{ index + 1 }}</span>

</div>
{% elseif hotspot.hotspot.type == 'point' %}

<div class="imageMap__hotspot imageMap__hotspot--point"
style="left: {{ left }}%; top: {{ top }}%;">
<span class="imageMap__hotspot-text">{{ index + 1 }}</span>

</div>
{% endif %}

{% endfor %}
</div>

{% for index, hotspot in image_map.hotspots %}
<h2>#{{ index + 1 }}</h2>

{% if hotspot.type == 'basic' %}
<b>{{ hotspot.title|default }}</b>
<p>{{ hotspot.description|default }}</p>

{% elseif hotspot.type == 'advanced' %}
<p>{{ hotspot.text|default|raw }}</p>

{% endif %}
{% endfor %}

Link

Description

The link content type allows to select different type of links, including links to internal entities like pages and external
URLs. The content type can be limited to allow only specific link types and configured to show an anchor and a
target field.

The link content type can be extended with additional link types by implementing a custom LinkProvider service.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
enable_anchor bool Enables the anchor input field in the overlay. Default: false
en-
able_attributes

bool Enables the target, title and rel input fields in the overlay. Default: false

types collec-
tion

List of available types in the dropdown. Default: All registered link types

excluded_types collec-
tion

List of types that should be excluded in the dropdown. Default: empty array

Example

<property name="link" type="link">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Link</title>
<title lang="de">Link</title>

</meta>
</property>

Twig

<a href="{{ content.link }}">Click me</a>

Complex Example

<property name="link" type="link">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Link</title>
<title lang="de">Link</title>

</meta>

<params>
<param name="enable_anchor" value="true"/>
<param name="enable_attributes" value="true"/>
<param name="types" type="collection">

<param name="page"/>
<param name="external"/>
<param name="media"/>

</param>
</params>

</property>

Complex Twig
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<a href="{{ content.link }}" target="{{ view.link.target }}" rel="{{ view.link.rel }}
→˓">

{{ view.link.title }}
</a>

Location

Description

Shows a map to assign geographic coordinates. If you want to search for coordinates using an address in the adminis-
tration interface, you need to setup a geolocator in the LocationBundle configuration.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="location" type="location">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Location</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.location.latitude }} <br>
{{ content.location.longitude }} <br>
{{ content.location.street }} <br>
{{ content.location.streetNumber }} <br>
{{ content.location.zip }} <br>
{{ content.location.city }} <br>
{{ content.location.country }}

Media selection

Description

Shows a list with the possibility to assign some assets from the media section to a page. Also allows to define a
position, which can be handled later in the template.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
types string A comma separated list of available asset types to assign. Each item in the list must be

one of document, image, video or audio.
displayOp-
tions

col-
lec-
tion

A collection of booleans, which defines to which positions the assets can be assigned
(leftTop, top, rightTop, . . . )

defaultDis-
playOption

string Defines which of the displayOptions is the default one

min string The minimum number of selected media
max string The maximum number of selected media
sortable bool Defines if the user should be able to sort the selected items. Default value is true.

Example

<property name="images" type="media_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Images</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="types" value="image,video"/>
<param name="displayOptions" type="collection">

<param name="leftTop" value="true"/>
<param name="top" value="true"/>
<param name="rightTop" value="true"/>
<param name="left" value="true"/>
<param name="middle" value="false"/>
<param name="right" value="true"/>
<param name="leftBottom" value="true"/>
<param name="bottom" value="true"/>
<param name="rightBottom" value="true"/>

</param>

<param name="defaultDisplayOption" value="left"/>
</params>

</property>

Twig

{% for image in content.images %}
<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['400x400'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}" title="{{

→˓image.description|default(image.title) }}">
{% endfor %}

If your property defines displayOptions, you can access the selected displayOption via view.
<property_name>.displayOptions:

<div class="position-{{ view.images.displayOption }}">
{% for image in content.images %}

(continues on next page)
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<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['400x400'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}" title="{
→˓{ image.description|default(image.title) }}">

{% endfor %}
</div>

If you want to provide a link for downloading a document, you can use .url attribute or wrap it with the
sulu_get_media_url to control which disposition header the target url should use:

<ul>
{% for document in content.documents %}

<li>
<a href="{{ document.url }}">

{{ document.title }}
</a>

</li>
{% endfor %}

</ul>

Note: For performance reasons you should never use the .url attribute to render images on your website. Always
use thumbnails and configure your image formats to provide fast optimized cacheable images.

Number

Description

Shows a number input field, the inserted content will be saved as number.

Parameters

Param-
eter

Type Description

min num-
ber

The minimum number that can be entered

max num-
ber

The maximum number that can be entered

step num-
ber

The allowed steps between minium and maximum number

multi-
ple_of

num-
ber

If set, the input value needs to be a multiple of this parameter. Setting this to 1 ensures, that
the inputted value is an integer.

Example

<property name="number" type="number">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Number</title>
</meta>

(continues on next page)
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<params>
<param name="min" value="0"/>
<param name="max" value="100"/>
<param name="step" value="2"/>
<param name="multiple_of" value="1"/>

</params>
</property>

Twig

{{ content.number }}

Page Selection

Description

Shows a list with the possibility to add links to other pages managed in Sulu. Additionally it populates all the fields
defined in the template configuration to the HTML template. The content is stored as an array of references.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
properties col-

lec-
tion

Defines with which key which property of the linked page should be populated
to the HTML template.

item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as
disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.

al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

sortable bool Defines if the user should be able to sort the selected items. Default value is
true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

min string The minimum number of selected pages
max string The maximum number of selected pages

Example

<property name="links" type="page_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Links</title>
</meta>

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

<params>
<param name="properties" type="collection">

<param name="title" value="title"/>
<param name="article" value="article"/>
<param name="excerptTitle" value="excerpt.title"/>
<param name="excerptDescription" value="excerpt.description"/>

</param>
</params>

</property>

Twig

{% for page in content.pages %}
<a href="{{ sulu_content_path(page.url) }}">

<h3>
{{ page.excerptTitle|default(page.title) }}

</h3>

{{ page.excerptDescription|default(page.article) }}
</a>

{% endfor %}

Phone

Description

Shows a text line, the inserted content will be saved as a simple string.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="phone" type="phone">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Phone number</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.phone }}
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Resource locator

Description

Shows a text line with a non-editable prefix, which represents the routes to this position in the content tree. The part
of the current page can be edited in the available text line. Additionally there is a button with the URL history of the
current page, where parts of the history can also be deleted or reactivated.

Tags

Tag Description
sulu.rlp The resource locator with this tag defines the URL to a specific page.
sulu.rlp.partFields marked with this tag are used to generate the URL for a specific page. If more than one field ist

marked, the values of these fields will be concatenated into the resource locator.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="title" type="text_line">
<tag name="sulu.rlp.part"/>

</property>

<property name="subtitle" type="text_line">
<tag name="sulu.rlp.part"/>

</property>

<property name="url" type="resource_locator">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Resource locator</title>
</meta>

<tag name="sulu.rlp"/>
</property>

Twig

You need to use the sulu_content_path twig extension to render the full url.

{{ sulu_content_path(content.url) }}

Route
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Description

The route content type allows to generate urls for custom entities. Have a look at RouteBundle to see how to
implement routing for your custom entity.

Note: The route content type should not be used on page templates. For pages, use the Resource locator content
type instead.

Parameters

Parame-
ter

Type Description

mode string Defines the mode of the input field, can either be “full” or “leaf”. Default value is “full”.
en-
tity_class

string Class that is used for loading the history urls of entity. If not set, the RouteBundle mapping for
the resource key of the form is used.

route_schemastring Route schema that is used for generating the url. If not set, the RouteBundle mapping for the
resource key of the form is used.

Example

<property name="title" type="text_line">
<tag name="sulu.rlp.part"/>

</property>

<property name="subtitle" type="text_line">
<tag name="sulu.rlp.part"/>

</property>

<property name="routePath" type="route">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Resource locator</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="mode" value="full"/>
<param name="entity_class" value="App\Entity\Event"/>
<param name="route_schema" value="/events/{implode('-', object)}"/>

</params>
</property>

Twig

You need to use the sulu_content_path twig extension to render the full url.

{{ sulu_content_path(content.routePath) }}

Select
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Description

Adds the possibility to choose multiple values from a given list of values.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
values collection A collection of values to choose from.
default_values collection A collection of default values which are activated by default.

Example

<property name="list" type="select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Select</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_values" type="collection">

<param name="option1"/>
<param name="option2"/>

</param>

<param name="values" type="collection">
<param name="option1">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Option 1</title>

</meta>
</param>

<param name="option2">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Option 2</title>
</meta>

</param>

<param name="option3">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Option 3</title>
</meta>

</param>
</param>

</params>
</property>

Expression Example

By using a param with the type expression, it is also possible to display the values returned by a service (Display
values from a service in a select).

Note: Be aware that the provided expression is only evaluated during the initial request to the administration interface.
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If you want to provide a selection for your custom entity, you should configure the selection field-type as described
in Extend Admin UI.

<property name="list" type="select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Select</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_values" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getDefaultValue()"/>
<param name="values" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getValues(locale)"/>
</params>

</property>

Twig

{% for item in content.list %}
<span class="icon-{{ item }}">

Icon {{ item }}
</span>

{% endfor %}

Single Account selection

Description

Let you assign one account from the account section to the page.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

Return value

See the Account for available variables and functions.
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Example

<property name="account" type="single_account_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Account</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

You need to use the sulu_resolve_media if you want to render the account logo image.

{% set account = content.account %}
{{ account.name }}

{% if account.logo %}
{% set image = sulu_resolve_media(account.logo, app.request.locale) %}

<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['80x80'] }}" alt="{{ account.name }}">
{% endif

Single Category selection

Description

Let you assign one category. Categories can be managed in the settings section of Sulu. The selection will be saved as
a single id.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

Example

<property name="category" type="single_category_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Single Category Selection</title>
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

</meta>
</property>

Extended Example

Following example defines an entry category for the selection tree.

<property name="category" type="single_category_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Single Category Selection</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="request_parameters" type="collection">

<param name="rootKey" value="my_category_key"/>
</param>

</params>
</property>

Twig

{{ content.category.name }}

Single Collection selection

Description

Let you assign one collection from the media section.

Note: This content type passes a Collection entity to the twig template. It does not provide the media entities inside
of the selected collections. If you want to access the media entities of a collection, you should use a smart_content
property with the media data provider or load the matching media entities in a custom controller or in a custom twig
extension.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

Return value

See the Collection class for available variables and functions.

Example

<property name="collection" type="single_collection_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Collection</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.collection.fullName }}

Single Contact selection

Description

Let you assign one contact from the contact section to the page.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

Return value

See the ContactInterface for available variables and functions.

Example

<property name="contact" type="single_contact_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Contact</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

You need to use the sulu_resolve_media if you want to render the contact avatar image.

{% set contact = content.contact %}
{{ contact.fullName }}

{% if contact.avatar %}
{% set image = sulu_resolve_media(contact.avatar, app.request.locale) %}

<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['80x80'] }}" alt="{{ contact.fullName }}">
{% endif %}

Single Media selection

Description

Shows a list with the possibility to assign a single asset from the media section to a page. Also allows to define a
position, which can be handled later in the template.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
types string A comma separated list of available asset types to assign. Each item in the list must be

one of document, image, video or audio.
displayOp-
tions

col-
lec-
tion

A collection of booleans, which defines to which positions the assets can be assigned
(leftTop, top, rightTop, . . . )

defaultDis-
playOption

string Defines which of the displayOptions is the default one

Return value

See the Media object for available variables and functions.

Example

<property name="document" type="single_media_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Document</title>
</meta>

</property>

Extended Example

<property name="image" type="single_media_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Image</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="types" value="image,video"/>

<param name="displayOptions" type="collection">
<param name="leftTop" value="true"/>
<param name="top" value="true"/>
<param name="rightTop" value="true"/>
<param name="left" value="true"/>
<param name="middle" value="false"/>
<param name="right" value="true"/>
<param name="leftBottom" value="true"/>
<param name="bottom" value="true"/>
<param name="rightBottom" value="true"/>

</param>

<param name="defaultDisplayOption" value="left"/>
</params>

</property>
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Twig

{% set image = content.image %}
<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['400x400'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}" title="{{ image.
→˓description|default(image.title) }}">

If your property defines displayOptions, you can access the selected displayOption via view.
<property_name>.displayOptions:

{% set image = content.image %}

<div class="position-{{ view.image.displayOption }}">
<img src="{{ image.thumbnails['400x400'] }}" alt="{{ image.title }}" title="{{

→˓image.description|default(image.title) }}">
</div>

If you want to provide a link for downloading a document, you can use .url attribute or wrap it with the
sulu_get_media_url to control which disposition header the target url should use:

<a href="{{ sulu_get_media_url(document.url, 'inline') }}">
{{ document.title }}

</a>

Note: For performance reasons you should never use the .url attribute to render images on your website. Always
use thumbnails and configure your image formats to provide fast optimized cacheable images.

Single page selection

Description

Shows a field, on which exactly one link to another page can be assigned.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.
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Example

<property name="link" type="single_page_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Link</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

The content type only returns the UUID of the target page at the moment. If you want to render a link to the page, you
can use the sulu-link tag:

<sulu-link href="{{ content.link }}">Link Text</sulu-link>

If you need to load additional data of the target page, you can use the sulu_content_load twig extension:

{% set target = sulu_content_load(content.link, {'title': 'title', 'excerptTitle':
→˓'excerpt.title'}) %}

Single Select

Description

Adds the possibility to choose a single value from a given list of values.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
values collection A collection of values to choose from.
default_value string The name of the param which should be set as default.

Example

<property name="single" type="single_select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Single Select</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_value" value="option1"/>

<param name="values" type="collection">
<param name="option1">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Option 1</title>

</meta>
</param>

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

<param name="option2">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Option 2</title>
</meta>

</param>
</param>

</params>
</property>

Expression Example

By using a param with the type expression, it is also possible to display the values returned by a service (Display
values from a service in a select).

Note: Be aware that the provided expression is only evaluated during the initial request to the administration interface.
If you want to provide a selection for your custom entity, you should configure the single_selection field-type
as described in Extend Admin UI.

<property name="single" type="single_select">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Single Select</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="default_value" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getDefaultValue()"/>
<param name="values" type="expression" value="service(

→˓'App\\Content\\Select\\EventTypeSelect').getValues(locale)"/>
</params>

</property>

Twig

<span class="icon-{{ content.single }}">
Icon {{ content.single }}

</span>

Single Snippet Selection

Description

Allows to select a single snippet. Snippets are reusable pieces of content that can be included on multiple pages.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description
types string If set, only snippets of the type can be selected.
default string If set, the default snippet of the given area will be used as fallback value if no

snippet is selected.
loadExcerpt boolean If set to true, the taxonomies information of the snippet is loaded into a “tax-

onomies” property.
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

Example

<property name="snippet" type="single_snippet_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Snippet</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="types" value="default"/>
<param name="default" value="footer_social_media_links"/>
<param name="loadExcerpt" value="true"/>

</params>
</property>

Twig

{{ content.snippet.title }}

Smart content

Description

Shows a list of items, which depend on a configurable filter. Depending on the DataProvider you can define where the
items come from (Datasource), what tags the filtered items must have, how they are sorted, and how many results you
want to get. Additionally you can define some presentation types, so that the content manager can decide if the items
should be displayed e.g. in one column or two columns. The filter is saved as a JSON string in the database.

The DataProviders are backend modules which handle the selected filters and return the items which fit to this filters.
There are some predefined ones but you can add your own DataProvider easily. How you can do this is described in
DataProvider for SmartContent
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A very important feature is the exclude_duplicates parameter which offers the possibility to filter already used
items on a website. If this parameter is set to true the smart-content uses the Reference Store to detect already used
items and filters them.

Parameters

Parame-
ter

Type Description

provider string DataProvider alias for content of SmartContent. Default: pages
max_per_pagein-

te-
ger

Limits the results per page. Omit this parameter to disable pagination.

page_parameterstring Defines the page number key to be used in the website query string. Default: p
tags_parameterstring Defines the tags key to be used in the website query string. This comma separated list of tag

names will be combined (AND) with the selected tags from the backend. Default: tags
cate-
gories_parameter

string Defines the categories key to be used in the website query string. This comma separated list
of category ids will be combined (AND) with the selected tags from the backend. Default:
categories

web-
site_tags_operator

string OR or AND to define how the tags will be combined in the query. Default: OR

web-
site_categories_operator

string OR or AND to define how the categories will be combined in the query. Default: OR

properties col-
lec-
tion

Defines the property names which will be exposed in the HTML template.

present_as col-
lec-
tion

A collection of strings, which can be configured for different presentation modes. If more
than one element is given, the user can choose between the elements in this collection. The
selected value is also passed to the HTML template.

cate-
gory_root

string Root category (key) to display category-tree.

ex-
clude_duplicates

bool If the provider is able to detect duplicates the content-type filters already loaded records.
Default: false

Return Value

This values are available in the view variable in the twig templates.
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Name Type Description
dataSource string Uuid of data-source
includeSubFolders bool Is TRUE if subfolders will be crawled
categories string[] Selected categories
categoryOperator string Operator which combines selected categories
tags string[] Selected tags
tagOperator string Operator which combines selected tags
types string[] Selected types
websiteCategories string[] Selected categories over GET parameter
websiteCategoryOperator string Operator which combines GET parameter categories
websiteTags string[] Selected tags over GET parameter
websiteTagOperator string Operator which combines GET parameter tags
sortBy string Selected sort column
sortMethod string Selected sort method - ASC or DESC
presentAs string selected present as value
limitResult string Selected limit for result
page int Current page number
hasNextPage bool Is TRUE if another page exists

The “content” values depends on the DataProvider.

Note: You can determine content properties with the twig function dump.

DataProvider

These providers are predefined for Sulu-Entities.

Content Pages

Alias: “pages”

This provider filters content pages. You can choose a parent page as data source, whose child pages will be filtered by
the DataProvider.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
properties collection Defines the property names which will be exposed in the HTML template.

Note: “properties” can include structure properties or extension data:

• title - is a property of the structure

• excerpt.title - is a property of the excerpt structure extension with the name title

For an example see Example for “pages” DataProvider
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Snippet

Alias: “snippets”

This provider filters snippets.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
type string If defined only snippets from this type will be returned
properties collection Defines the property names which will be exposed in the HTML template.

Contact - People

Alias: “contacts”

This provider filters the contacts.

Account - Organization

Alias: “accounts”

This provider filters the accounts.

Media

Alias: “media”

This provider filters the media.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
mimetype_parameter string name of mime-type GET parameter (default: mimetype)
type_parameter string name of media-type GET parameter (default: type)

Additionally the provider provides some additional filter for the website. With the PropertyParameter mime-
type_parameter and type_parameter the name of the GET parameter can be specified.

For example the MimeType can be filtered by adding ?mimetype=application/pdf to the content URL. Same takes
effect for ?type=image with the media type (which is basically a group of mime-types).

Example for “pages” DataProvider

Page template

<property name="pages" type="smart_content">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Smart Content</title>
</meta>

(continues on next page)
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<params>
<param name="provider" value="pages"/>
<param name="max_per_page" value="5"/>
<param name="page_parameter" value="p"/>

<param name="properties" type="collection">
<param name="article" value="article"/>
<param name="excerptTitle" value="excerpt.title"/>
<param name="excerptTags" value="excerpt.tags"/>
<param name="excerptImages" value="excerpt.images"/>
<param name="excerptDescription" value="excerpt.description"/>

</param>

<param name="present_as" type="collection">
<param name="two">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Two columns</title>

</meta>
</param>

<param name="one">
<meta>

<title lang="en">One column</title>
</meta>

</param>
</param>

</params>
</property>

Twig template

<ul class="pagination">
{% set page = view.pages.page %}

{% if page-1 >= 1 %}
<li><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(content.url) }}?p={{ page-1 }}">&laquo;</a>

→˓</li>
{% endif %}

{% if view.pages.hasNextPage %}
<li><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(content.url) }}?p={{ page+1 }}">&raquo;</a>

→˓</li>
{% endif %}

</ul>

<div property="pages">
{% for page in content.pages %}

<div class="col-lg-{{ view.pages.presentAs == 'two' ? '6' : '12' }}">
<h2>

<a href="{{ sulu_content_path(page.url) }}">{{ page.title }}</a>
</h2>

<p>
<i>{{ page.excerptTitle }}</i> | <i>{{ page.excerptTags|join(', ') }}

→˓</i>
(continues on next page)
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</p>

{% if page.excerptImages|length > 0 %}
<img src="{{ page.excerptImages[0].thumbnails['50x50'] }}" alt="{{

→˓page.excerptImages[0].title }}"/>
{% endif %}

{{ page.article|raw }}
</div>

{% endfor %}
</div>

Note: If you have not defined the parameter max_per_page you can omit the pagination.

Snippet Selection

Description

Allows to select an arbitrary number of snippets. Snippets are reusable pieces of content that can be included on
multiple pages. The assigned snippets will be saved as an array of references.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
types string If set, only snippets of the type can be selected.
default string If set, the default snippet of the given area will be used as fallback value if no

snippet is selected.
loadExcerpt boolean If set to true, the taxonomies information of the snippet is loaded into a “tax-

onomies” property.
item_disabled_condition string Allows to set a jexl expression that evaluates if an item should be displayed as

disabled. Disabled items cannot be selected.
al-
low_deselect_for_disabled_items

bool Defines if the user should be able to deselect an item that is disabled. Default
value is true.

sortable bool Defines if the user should be able to sort the selected items. Default value is
true.

request_parameters col-
lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selection.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.

min string The minimum number of selected snippets
max string The maximum number of selected snippets
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Example

<property name="snippets" type="snippet_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Snippets</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="types" value="sidebar"/>
<param name="default" value="footer_social_media_links"/>
<param name="loadExcerpt" value="true"/>

</params>
</property>

Twig

{% for snippet in content.snippets %}
{{ snippet.title }}

{% endfor %}

Tag Selection

Description

Shows a simple text line with an autocomplete feature for the available Tags in the system. Tags can be managed in
the settings section of Sulu. The assigned tags will be saved as an array.

Note: Tags which do not already exist will be created.

Note: This content type is rarely needed because the Excerpt and Taxonomies allows to assign tags to pages.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
min string The minimum number of selected tags
max string The maximum number of selected tags
request_parameters col-

lec-
tion

Collection of parameters that are appended to the requests sent by the selec-
tion.

re-
source_store_properties_to_request

col-
lec-
tion

Collection of property names. The value of the respective properties are ap-
pended to the requests sent by the selection.
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Example

<property name="tags" type="tag_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Tags</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{% for tag in content.tags %}
{{ tag }}

{% endfor %}

Teaser Selection

The “teaser_selection” content type is used for displaying teasers to other content in your website. These teasers could
be arranged as list or grid, like in this example:

In the administration interface, the widget is displayed as a selector for the teasers. Content managers can choose a
number of target contents. By default, the text from the “Excerpt & Categories” tab of the target content is shown.
You can however customize the text of the teaser if you like.
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Configuration

Add a field of type “teaser_selection” to your page template:

<!-- config/templates/pages/overview.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<property name="teasers" type="teaser_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Teasers</title>
</meta>

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

Twig

In Twig, the field contains an array of teasers. Iterate the array and format the teasers as you like:
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<div>
{% for teaser in content.teasers %}

<article>
<h3>

{{ teaser.title }}
</h3>

{% set teaserImage = sulu_resolve_media(teaser.mediaId, app.request.
→˓locale) %}

{% if teaserImage %}
<img src="{{ teaserImage.formats['300x'] }}" alt="{{ teaserImage.

→˓title }}">
{% endif %}

<div>
{{ teaser.description|raw }}

</div>

<a href="{{ sulu_content_path(teaser.url) }}">
{{ teaser.moreText|default('Read more') }}

</a>
</article>

{% endfor %}
</div>

Each teaser is an object with the following properties:

Property Type Description
id string The ID of the teaser
type (e.g. con-
tent or article)

string The type of the teaser

locale string The locale, e.g. “de_AT”
title string The title of the teaser. This is usually taken from the “Excerpt & Categories” tab of the

target content, but can be changed for each teaser
description string The description of the teaser. This is usually taken from the “Excerpt & Categories” tab

of the referenced content, but can be changed for each teaser
moreText string The text of the “More” link
mediaId string The ID of the image displayed with the teaser. Defaults to the first image in the tab

“Excerpt & Categories”, but can be changed for each teaser
url string The relative URL of the target content

Parameters

The following parameters can be used to customize the field in the page template:
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Pa-
rame-
ter

Type Description

present_ascol-
lec-
tion

A collection of strings. Each string is typically a CSS class that is used to render the teaser list.
You can configure the <title> of each entry that is shown in the admin

min string The minimum number of selected teasers
max string The maximum number of selected teasers

Configurable Presentation

Sometimes, a content manager wants to control exactly how a list of teasers is presented. You can plan for different
rendering variants in your design and let the content manager choose one variant in the administration interface.

Use the present_as option to configure the rendering variants:

<!-- config/templates/pages/overview.xml -->
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<!-- ... -->

<properties>
<!-- ... -->

<property name="teasers" type="teaser_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Teasers</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="present_as" type="collection">

<param name="three-columns">
<meta>

<title lang="en">3 Columns</title>
</meta>

</param>
<param name="five-columns">

<meta>
<title lang="en">5 Columns</title>

</meta>
</param>

</param>
</params>

</property>

<!-- ... -->
</properties>

</template>

The content manager can choose one of these variants in the administration interface:
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The selected value can be used to set the CSS class of the teaser element in Twig:

<ul property="teasers" class="{{ view.teasers.presentAs|default('') }}">
{% for teaser in content.teasers %}

<li><a href="{{ sulu_content_path(teaser.url) }}">{{ teaser.title }}</a></li>
{% endfor %}

</ul>

Custom Content with Teaser Providers

If you want to display teasers of custom data, create an implementation of TeaserProviderInterface. For
example, we’ll make it possible to select from a list of recipes:

<?php

namespace AppBundle\Teaser;

use Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Teaser\Configuration\TeaserConfiguration;
use Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Teaser\Provider\TeaserProviderInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Teaser\Teaser;

class RecipeTeaserProvider implements TeaserProviderInterface
{

/**
* Returns the configuration for rendering the teaser provider in the

* administration interface

*
* @return TeaserProvider

*/
public function getConfiguration()
{

return new TeaserConfiguration(
'Recipe', // The title in the dropdown of the administration interface
'recipes', // The resourceKey of the entities to load for this type of

→˓teaser
'table', // The list adapter in which the entities should be shown
['title'], // The properties which should be shown
'Recipe', // The title of the overlay that shows when this entity is

→˓assigned
'app.recipe_edit_form', // The view to which a click on an item in the

→˓Admin UI will navigate (optional)
['id' => 'id'], // The mapping of the teaserItem to the path parameters

→˓of the above view (optional)
);

}

/**
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

* Returns the actual teaser data.

*
* @return Teaser[] The teasers

*/
public function find(array $ids, $locale)
{

if (0 === count($ids)) {
return [];

}

$items = ...; // load items by id

foreach ($items as $item) {
$result[] = new Teaser(...);

}

return $result;
}

}

Register the provider in Symfony’s service container and tag it with sulu.teaser.provider to make it func-
tional:

<service id="recipe_teaser_provider" class="AppBundle\Teaser\RecipeTeaserProvider">
<tag name="sulu.teaser.provider" alias="{your teaser-type}"/>

</service>

Text area

Description

Shows a simple text area, the inserted content will be saved as simple string.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
soft_max_length string Soft limit for maximum number of characters. Will show a character counter (replaces

max_characters)
min_length string The minimum number of characters
max_length string The maximum number of characters
pattern string A regex pattern the must be fulfilled by the entered data (e.g. “^[a-zA-Z]*$” will only

allow letters)

Example

<property name="description" type="text_area">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Description</title>
</meta>

</property>
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Twig

{{ content.description }}

Text editor

Description

Shows a rich text editor, capable of formatting text as well. The output of the editor will be stored as HTML in a string
field.

Example

<property name="description" type="text_editor">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Description</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

When outputting the text editor field in twig the raw filter need to be used:

{{ content.description|raw }}

Text line

Description

Shows a simple text line, the inserted content will be saved as simple string.

Parameters

Parameter Type Description
headline boolean If true the height and font size of the text line get increased.
soft_max_length string Soft limit for maximum number of characters. Will show a character counter (replaces

max_characters)
max_segments string Soft limit for maximum number of segments. Will show a segment counter.
seg-
ment_delimiter

string The delimiter used to split the value into segments (required to use max_segments)

min_length string The minimum number of characters
max_length string The maximum number of characters
pattern string A regex pattern the must be fulfilled by the entered data (e.g. “^[a-zA-Z]*$” will only

allow letters)
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Example

<property name="title" type="text_line">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Title</title>
</meta>
<params>

<param name="headline" value="true"/>
</params>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.title }}

Time

Description

Shows a text line, the inserted content will be validated against a localized time string and saved as a simple string.

Parameters

No parameters available

Example

<property name="time" type="time">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Time</title>
</meta>

</property>

Twig

{{ content.time }}

URL

Description

Shows a text line, the inserted content will be validated against an URL regex and saved as a simple string.
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Parameters

Param-
eter

Type Description

defaults collec-
tion

Default values for input (scheme and specificPart).

schemes collec-
tion

List of available schemes in dropdown and validation. Defaults are: https://, http://,
ftp://, ftps, mailto:, tel:.

Example

<property name="url" type="url">
<meta>

<title lang="en">URL</title>
</meta>

</property>

Extended Example

<property name="url" type="url">
<meta>

<title lang="en">URL</title>
</meta>

<params>
<param name="defaults" type="collection">

<param name="scheme" value="http://"/>
<param name="specific_part" value="www.google.at"/>

</param>

<param name="schemes" type="collection">
<param name="http://"/>
<param name="https://"/>

</param>
</params>

</property>

Twig

The content type returns the full url which can be rendered directly:

<a href="{{ content.url }}">
{{ content.url }}

</a>

1.3.3 Twig Extensions

Sulu provides its own Twig functions and filters In addition to the standard set of Twig functions which you can use in
website templates.
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CoreBundle

Functions

sulu_breadcrumb

Returns the breadcrumb for a given node UUID

Example:

{% for item in sulu_breadcrumb(uuid) %}
<a href="{{ sulu_content_path(item.url) }}">{{ item.title }}</a>

{% endfor %}

Arguments:

• uuid: string - UUID of page node for which to show the breadcrumb

Returns:

• array

– id: ID of page

– title: Title of page

– url: URL for page

– nodeType: Type of node

– excerpt: Excerpt

sulu_content_load

Returns a Structure for the given UUID

{% set page = sulu_content_load('1234-1234-1234-1234', {
'title': 'title',
'excerptTitle': 'excerpt.title',
'url': 'url',

}) %}

Arguments:

• uuid: string - UUID of structure

• properties: array - Array of properties of the structure that should be loaded

Returns:

• array

– content: Content of page

– view: View of page

– extension: Extensions of page

– uuid: UUID of page

– template: Template name of page

– changed: Changed date of page
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– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– urls: Urls of page (Deprecated)

– published: Publish date of page

– shadowBaseLocale: Shadow locale of page

Note: Calling the sulu_content_load twig extension without the properties argument loads and resolves
all properties of the target. This is an expensive operation that has a negative impact on the performance and therefore
is deprecated.

sulu_content_load_parent

Return the parent of the Structure with the given UUID

{% set page = sulu_content_load_parent('1234-1234-1234-1234', {
'title': 'title',
'excerptTitle': 'excerpt.title',
'url': 'url',

}) %}

Arguments:

• uuid: string - UUID of child structure

• properties: array - Array of properties of the structure that should be loaded

Returns:

• array

– content: Content of page

– view: View of page

– extension: Extensions of page

– uuid: UUID of page

– template: Template name of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– urls: Urls of page (Deprecated)

– published: Publish date of page

– shadowBaseLocale: Shadow locale of page
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Note: Calling the sulu_content_load_parent twig extension without the properties argument loads and
resolves all properties of the target. This is an expensive operation that has a negative impact on the performance and
therefore is deprecated.

sulu_content_path

Returns the absolute URL for the content at the given path. The domain is taken from config/webspaces/*.
xml and your current environment. In case you have multiple URLs in one environment, you can prioritize one by
giving it <url main="true">.

<ul class="nav nav-justified">
{% for item in content.snippets[0].internalLinks %}

<li>
<a href="{{ sulu_content_path(item.url, item.webspaceKey) }}" title="{{

→˓item.title }}">{{ item.title }}</a>
</li>

{% endfor %}
</ul>

Arguments:

• url: string - Url to get path

• webspaceKey string - If item is not in the same webspace as current content (optional)

• locale string - If item is not in the same locale as current content (optional)

• domain string - If a specific domain should be used to generate the url (optional)

• scheme string - If a different scheme (as the current scheme) should be used to generate the url (optional)

Returns: string - Absolute URL

sulu_content_root_path

Returns the absolute URL for the content root of the current webspace.

<a href="{{ sulu_content_root_path() }}">Home</a>

Returns: string - Absolute URL

sulu_meta_alternate

Note: This documentation is incomplete.

Note: This method is deprecated, use sulu_seo instead

Return alternate links for the given URLs

Arguments:
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• urls: string - Urls

Returns:

Alternate links

sulu_meta_seo

Note: This documentation is a incomplete.

Note: This method was replaced by sulu_seo, which is also already deprecated. Use the predefined template as
described in Rendering Pages with Twig.

Return SEO metatags with fallbacks

Arguments:

• extension: array

• content: array

Returns:

Seo fallbacks

sulu_navigation_flat

Returns navigation from the given page in a flat list data-structure.

Arguments:

• uuid: string The uuid for which the navigation should be loaded

• context: string - optional: context to filter navigation

• depth: integer - optional: depth to load (1 - one level deep, 2 - two levels deep, . . . )

• loadExcerpt: boolean - optional: load data from excerpt tab

Returns:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– title: Title of page

– url: URL for page

– template: Template name of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– nodeType: Type of node
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– excerpt: Excerpt (if load-excerpt is true)

sulu_navigation_root_flat

Returns navigation from root in a flat list data-structure.

Arguments:

• context: string - optional: context to filter navigation

• depth: integer - optional: depth to load (1 - one level deep, 2 - two levels deep, . . . )

• loadExcerpt: boolean - optional: load data from excerpt tab

Returns:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– title: Title of page

– url: URL for page

– template: Template name of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– nodeType: Type of node

– excerpt: Excerpt (if load-excerpt is true)

sulu_navigation_root_tree

Returns navigation from root in a tree data-structure.

Arguments:

• context: string - optional: context to filter navigation

• depth: integer - optional: depth to load (1 - one level deep, 2 - two levels deep, . . . )

• loadExcerpt: boolean - optional: load data from excerpt tab

Returns:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– title: Title of page

– url: URL for page

– template: Template name of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer
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– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– nodeType: Type of node

– excerpt: Excerpt (if load-excerpt is true)

sulu_navigation_tree

Returns navigation from the given page in a tree data-structure.

Arguments:

• uuid: string The uuid for which the navigation should be loaded

• context: string - optional: context to filter navigation

• depth: integer - optional: depth to load (1 - one level deep, 2 - two levels deep, . . . )

• loadExcerpt: boolean - optional: load data from excerpt tab

Returns:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– title: Title of page

– url: URL for page

– template: Template name of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– nodeType: Type of node

– excerpt: Excerpt (if load-excerpt is true)

sulu_seo

Note: This method is deprecated. Use the predefined template as described in Rendering Pages with Twig.

Returns all the SEO related HTML tags as one string, including:

• Title

• Description

• Keywords

• Alternate links

• Canonical tag
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{{ sulu_seo(extension.seo, content, urls, shadowBaseLocale) }}

Arguments:

• extension: array - The values of the SEO extension

• content: array - The values of the actual content

• urls: array - All urls in all localizations for this page

• shadowBaseLocale: string - The locale the page shadows to, in case the page is a shadow page

Returns:

All HTML strings as a simple string

sulu_sitemap

Returns sitemap for given Webspace and Locale (or default is the current locale and webspace).

Arguments:

• locale string - locale for determine sitemap (optional)

• webspaceKey string - webspace for determine sitemap (optional)

sulu_sitemap_url

Returns url for given Webspace and locale.

Arguments;

• url string - The uuid of the current content

• locale string - optional: locale for determine url

• webspaceKey string - optional: webspace for determine url

Returns:

Url for a given webspace and locale

Filters

sulu_util_multisort

Allows arrays of arrays or objects to be sorted by any properties which are accessible via. the Symfony PropertyAc-
cessor path(s).

{% for content in content.smartcontent|sulu_util_multisort('[title]', 'asc') %}
{# ... #}

{% endfor %}

You can specify an array of paths to enable cascading sorting, for example
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{% for content in content.smartcontent|sulu_util_multisort(['[title]', '[description]
→˓'], 'asc') %}

{# ... #}
{% endfor %}

Arguments:

• path: Property path

• direction: Direction to sort, either ASC or DESC

SnippetBundle

sulu_snippet_load

Returns content array for given snippet uuid.

{% set snippet = sulu_snippet_load('1234-1234-1234-1234-1234') %}
{{ snippet.content.title }}

Arguments:

• uuid: string - The uuid of requested content.

• locale: string - optional: Locale to load snippet.

Returns:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– content: Snippet content data

– view: Snippet view data

sulu_snippet_load_default

Note: This method is deprecated, use sulu_snippet_load_by_area instead.

Returns the content of the default snippet for the given snippet type.

{% set snippets = sulu_snippet_load_default('default') %}
{{ snippets[0].content.title }}

Note: The system currently only support one default per type.

Arguments:
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• snippetType: string - The type to search for default snippets.

• webspaceKey: string - optional: The webspace to get default snippet settings.

• locale: string - optional: The locale to load snippet.

Returns:

An array of:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– content: Snippet content data

– view: Snippet view data

sulu_snippet_load_by_area

Returns the content of the default snippet for the given snippet area.

{% set snippets = sulu_snippet_load_by_area('sidebar_overview') %}
{{ snippets.content.title }}

Arguments:

• area: string - The area to search for snippet.

• webspaceKey: string - optional: The webspace to get area snippet settings.

• locale: string - optional: The locale to load snippet.

Returns:

• array

– uuid: UUID of page

– changed: Changed date of page

– changer: User ID of changer

– created: Date of creation

– creator: User ID of creator

– content: Snippet content data

– view: Snippet view data

MediaBundle

sulu_get_media_url

Returns relative URL to the given media.
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{% set url = sulu_get_media_url(media, 'inline') %}

Configuration:

Following configuration is optional and means, that the default dispositionType is “attachment” for each file and only
if the mimeTypes of a file match “application/pdf” or “image/jpeg” it’s the “inline” dispositionType.

If the default dispositionType would be “inline” and some files should be “attachment”, than the configuration of
“mime_types_attachment” should be filled and “mime_types_inline” should be empty.

sulu_media:
disposition_type:
default: "attachment"
mime_types_inline: ["application/pdf", "image/jpeg"]
mime_types_attachment: []

Arguments:

• media: object - The media object

• dispositionType: string - override default configuration (‘inline’, ‘attachment’) (optional)

Returns: string - Relative URL

sulu_resolve_media

Returns resolved media with needed properties for a given media object.

{% set media = sulu_resolve_media(contact.avatar, 'de') %}
<img src="{{ media.thumbnails['100x100'] }}" title="{{ media.title }}" />

Arguments:

• media: object|int - The media object or media id.

• locale: string - Locale to resolve metadata.

Returns: object - Object with all needed properties, like thumbnails, title, description and url.

sulu_resolve_medias

Returns resolved medias with needed properties for a given media array.

{% set medias = sulu_resolve_medias(contact.medias, 'de') %}
{% for media in medias %}

<img src="{{ media.thumbnails['100x100'] }}" title="{{ media.title }}" />
{% endfor %}

Arguments:

• media: object[]|int[] - The media objects or media ids.

• locale: string - Locale to resolve metadata.

Returns: object[] - Object with all needed properties, like thumbnails, title, description and url.
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TagBundle

sulu_tags

Returns all tags in the system.

<ul>
<li><a href="{{ sulu_tag_url_clear() }}">None</a></li>
{% for tag in sulu_tags() %}

<li><a href="{{ sulu_tag_url(tag) }}">{{ tag.name }}</a></li>
{% endfor %}

</ul>

Returns: array - array of serialized Tag instances

sulu_tag_url

Returns current URL with the given tag as GET parameter.

Arguments:

• tag: array - Serialized Tag instance to determine value

• tagsParameter: string - optional “tags”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL with given tag in tags parameter

sulu_tag_url_append

Returns current URL and append given tag to GET parameter.

Arguments:

• tag: array - Serialized Tag instance to determine value

• tagsParameter: string - optional “tags”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL with given tag in tags parameter

sulu_tag_url_clear

Returns current URL and clear the given GET parameter.

Arguments:

• tagsParameter: string - optional “tags”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL removed tags parameter

CategoryBundle

sulu_categories

Returns all categories in the system.
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<ul>
<li><a href="{{ sulu_category_url_clear() }}">None</a></li>
{% for category in sulu_categories('en', 'category_key') %}

<li id="{{ category.key }}">
<a href="{{ sulu_category_url(category) }}">{{ category.name }}</a>

</li>
{% endfor %}

</ul>

Arguments:

• locale: If item is not in the same locale as current content (optional)

• parentKey: If only specific categories should be loaded set a parent category key (optional)

Returns: array - array of serialized Category instances

sulu_category_url

Returns current URL with the given category as GET parameter.

Arguments:

• category: array - Serialized Category instance to determine value

• categoryParameter: string - optional “category”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL with given category in categories parameter

See also:

• sulu_category_url_append

• sulu_category_url_remove

• sulu_category_url_toggle

• sulu_category_url_clear

sulu_category_url_append

Returns current URL and append given category to GET parameter.

Arguments:

• category: array - Serialized Category instance to determine value

• categoryParameter: string - optional “category”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL with given category in categories parameter

See also:

• sulu_category_url

• sulu_category_url_remove

• sulu_category_url_toggle

• sulu_category_url_clear
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sulu_category_url_remove

Returns current URL and removes given category from GET parameters.

Arguments:

• category: array - Serialized Category instance to determine value

• categoryParameter: string - optional “category”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL without given category in categories parameter

See also:

• sulu_category_url

• sulu_category_url_append

• sulu_category_url_toggle

• sulu_category_url_clear

sulu_category_url_toggle

Returns current URL and adds given category as GET parameter, if it’s not already there or removes given category
from GET parameters, if it is.

Arguments:

• category: array - Serialized Category instance to determine value

• categoryParameter: string - optional “category”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL with or without given category in categories parameter

See also:

• sulu_category_url

• sulu_category_url_append

• sulu_category_url_remove

• sulu_category_url_clear

sulu_category_url_clear

Returns current URL and clear the given GET parameter.

Arguments:

• categoryParameter: string - optional “category”: parameter name

Returns: string - current URL removed category parameter

See also:

• sulu_category_url

• sulu_category_url_append

• sulu_category_url_remove

• sulu_category_url_toggle
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ContactBundle

sulu_resolve_contact

Returns user entity.

{{ sulu_resolve_contact(contactId).fullName }}

Arguments:

• id: int - Id of the requested contact.

Returns: Contact - Object with all needed properties.

SecurityBundle

sulu_resolve_user

Returns user entity.

{{ sulu_resolve_user(changer).contact.fullName }}

Arguments:

• id: int - Id of the requested user.

Returns: User - Object with all needed properties.

1.3.4 Document Manager

Sulu Document Manager

The Sulu Document Manager is a layer which sits between the PHPCR repository and the application model. It
provides a layer of domain abstraction on top of the raw PHPCR session, workspace, query manager, etc.

It is similar in concept to a typical ORM (for example Doctrine ORM) with some differences.

The following is an example:

<?php
// find a document in a specific locale and set a new title
$document = $documentManager->find('/cmf/contents/foobar', 'de');
$document->setTitle('Hello');

// persist the document then flush the changes
$documentManager->persist($document);
$documentManager->flush();

If you are familiar with Doctrine this will seem very familiar. There are some differences however:

• Persist commits the changes to the node immediately, changes made to the document later on will not be taken
into account on flush(). It is better to think of persist() as a function which prepares a snapshot of the current
state of the document to be persisted.

• The document manager is localization aware by default.

Some other things to note:
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• The Document Manager is 100% event based. This makes it very extensible, all of the functionality is provided
by Event Subscribers.

• Documents are defined with “Behavior” interfaces, which the event subscribers use to determine if and how the
document should be handled.

Using the Document Manager

Finding documents

Documents can be located using either their UUID or their path:

<?php
$document = $documentManager->find('/path/to/document');
$document = $documentManager->find('842e61c0-09ab-42a9-87c0-308ccc90e6f4');

To find a localized document:

$germanDocument = $documentManager->find('842e61c0-09ab-42a9-87c0-308ccc90e6f4', 'de
→˓');

Additionally, options can be specified:

<?php
$fooDocument = $documentManager->find('842e61c0-09ab-42a9-87c0-308ccc90e6f4', 'de',
→˓array(

'my_option' => 'foobar',
));

Persisting documents

The Sulu Document Manager requires that you persist() documents and then flush the document manager.

Note: The persist operation, unlike other document/object managers, takes a snapshot of the document in its
current state and maps the data to the PHPCR node.

Changes made to the document after calling persist will not be taken in to account when flush is called.

Below is a simple persist operation:

<?php
$document = new MyDocument();
$document->setTitle();

$documentManager->persist($document, 'fr', array(
'path' => '/path/to/persist/to',

));

$documentManager->flush();

This persists the document in the French language at the path. The path is given as an option. The path option comes
from the ExplicitPathSubscriber subscriber. The amount of options available depends on which subscribers
you have registered.

See the Behaviors chapter for more information.
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The Path Builder

The structure of the Sulu content repository is configurable. This means that if you hard code a path /cmf/sulu_io/
contents then your code could break, as both the cmf and contents segments of this path are configurable.

The path builder provides a way to elegantly compose content repository paths by passing an array of path segments:

$pathBuilder = $container->get('sulu_document_manager.path_builder');
$path = $pathBuilder->build(array('%base%', 'sulu_io', '%content%', 'path/to/article
→˓');

The above code would produce the path /cmf/sulu_io/contents/path/to/article using the default con-
figuration.k

Path segments enclosed within % characters are resolved by the PathSegmentRegistry, which uses configuration
to map path segment names to values. Other segments are interpreted literally.

Creating Documents

The Sulu Document Manager uses interfaces to determine how a document is handled. These interfaces are known as
behaviors. Behaviors act upon documents.

Note: It is equally possible to implement what is now the conventional mapping pattern using XML, YAML, annota-
tion, etc. But for now only behavioral interfaces are supported.

The Document

<?php

namespace Acme\Bundle\FooBundle\Document;

use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\NodeNameBehavior;
use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\PathBehavior;
use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\UuidBehavior;

class SomeDocument implements
NodeNameBehavior,
PathBehavior,
UuidBehavior,

{
private $nodeName;
private $path;
private $uuid;
private $targetDocument;

public function getNodeName()
{

return $this->nodeName;
}

public function getPath()
{

return $this->path;

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

}

public function getUuid()
{

return $this->uuid;
}

}

The above document will have the nodes path, UUID and node name populated. The properties are mandatory and the
behaviors will expect them to be there, if they are not then an exception will be thrown explaining which properties
need to be added.

Note: The behaviors will often use Reflection to set the value of an objects properties, bypassing any protection that
property may have.

Note: Because the Document Manager uses interfaces and does not depend on metadata mapping you can put your
document anywhere you want without changing any configuration.

Defining the alias and type

In order for the document manager to recognize existing managed documents and persist new ones, you must add
some mapping to your configuration.

The following configuration should be added to the config/packages/sulu_document_manager.yaml
file:

sulu_document_manager:
mapping:

# ...
my_new_document:

phpcr_type: acme:somedocument
class: Acme\Bundle\FooBundle\Document\SomeDocument

Above we define three things:

1. The alias of the document as my_new_document. This alias can be used instead of the long class name when
managing the document.

2. A PHPCR type which will be used to map the document to the class name.

3. The class which should be managed.

Data Fixtures

The Sulu DocumentManager integration includes a fixture loader which allows you to load static data into your content
repository.

Getting Started

Shown below is an example that creates a simple data fixture.
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<?php
namespace YourBundle\DataFixtures\Document;

use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\DocumentManager;
use Sulu\Bundle\DocumentManagerBundle\DataFixtures\DocumentFixtureInterface;
use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Exception\MetadataNotFoundException;

class SomeFixture implements DocumentFixtureInterface
{

/**
* Simple local string with two chars.

*/
const LOCALE = 'en';

/**
* All fixtures will be sorted in regards of the returned integer. This

* "weight" will let a fixture run later if the integer is higher.

*
* @return int

*/
public function getOrder()
{

return 10;
}

/**
* Load fixtures.

*
* Use the document manager to create and save fixtures.

* Be sure to call DocumentManager#flush() when you are done.

*
* @param DocumentManager $documentManager

*
* @throws MetadataNotFoundException

*/
public function load(DocumentManager $documentManager)
{

/**
* "page" is the base content of sulu. "article" for example would be used be

→˓the Article bundle.

*
* @var \Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Document\PageDocument $document

*/
$document = $documentManager->create('page');

// Set the local. Keep in mind that you have to save every local version
→˓extra.

$document->setLocale(static::LOCALE);

// The title of the page set in the template XML. Can not be set by
→˓getStructure()->bind();

$document->setTitle('foo bar page title');

// Use setStructureType to set the name of the page template.
$document->setStructureType('default');

// URL of the content with out any language prefix.

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

$document->setResourceSegment('/foo-bar-page');

// Data for all content types that this template uses.
$document->getStructure()->bind(

[
'article' => '<strong>Lore Ipsum Dolor</strong>',

]
);

// Data for the "Excerpt & Taxonomies" tab when editing content.
$document->setExtension(

'excerpt',
[

'title' => 'foo title',
'description' => 'bar description',
'categories' => [],
'tags' => [],

]
);

// Data for the "SEO" tab when editing content.
$document->setExtension(

'seo',
[

'title' => 'foo title',
]

);

// parent_path uses your webspace name. In this case "sulu_io"
$documentManager->persist(

$document,
static::LOCALE,
[

'parent_path' => '/cmf/sulu_io/contents',
]

);

// Optional: If you don't want your document to be published, remove this line
$documentManager->publish($document, static::LOCALE);

// Persist immediately to database.
$documentManager->flush();

}
}

Note: When not using the symfony autoconfigure feature the service need to be tagged with sulu.
document_manager_fixture

You can now execute your data fixture using the sulu:document:fixtures:load command.

$ php bin/console sulu:document:fixtures:load

By default this command will purge and re-initialize the workspace before loading all of the fixtures.
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Warning: Unless you use the –append option, your workspace will be purged!

Advanced Usage

You can define groups to run only specific fixtures:

<?php
namespace YourBundle\DataFixtures\Document;

use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\DocumentManager;
use Sulu\Bundle\DocumentManagerBundle\DataFixtures\DocumentFixtureInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\DocumentManagerBundle\DataFixtures\DocumentFixtureGroupInterface;
use Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Exception\MetadataNotFoundException;

class SomeFixture implements DocumentFixtureInterface, DocumentFixtureGroupInterface
{

// ...

public function getGroups(): array
{

return ['Group1'];
}

}

$ php bin/console sulu:document:fixtures:load --group=Group1

To load only a specific class you can use its classname as group:

$ php bin/console sulu:document:fixtures:load --group=SomeFixture

You can also specify if fixtures should be appended (i.e. the repository will not be purged) and if the initializer should
be executed.

Append fixtures:

$ php bin/console sulu:document:fixtures:load --append

Do not initialize:

$ php bin/console sulu:document:fixtures:load --no-initialize

Common mistakes

Sulu is very lenient in what data it accepts. This means that if the data for a property is missing Sulu will just assumed
that it is null. Furthermore, Sulu does not check the data for unknown properties and therefore data for properties that
dont exist is ignored. If you have created a document with fixtures and some part of the data is missing, it is a good
idea to check for spelling mistakes in the property names.

Behaviors

The document manager interacts with objects (documents) with event subscribers. The event subscribers use interfaces
to determine if they should apply themselves to a document. These interfaces are known as Behaviors.
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This chapter will explain all of the behaviors which are available in Sulu.

Each section will show, according to need, the behavior interface required to implement the behavior, the properties
which you MUST implement and any options which will be available.

Auditing

Auditing subscribers record and provide access to details of when the document was modified and the user that modi-
fied it.

Blame

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\BlameBehavior

This behavior will record the identifier of the user who created the object and when the document is updated, the user
who updated it.

The user identifier will be retrieved from the Symfony session, or can be explicitly specified with an option.

If no user identifier is available, no action will be taken.

Properties:

• $creator: The identifier of the user that created the object.

• $changer: The identifier the last user to have changed the object.

Options:

• blame.user_id: Specify or override the identifier which will be recorded.

Timestamp

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Audit\TimestampBehavior

Record the time when the object was created and the time when the object was updated.

Properties:

• $created: The date the object was created.

• $changed: The data the object was changed.

Mapping

Mapping subscribers set and provide access to properties in the document.

Children

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\ChildrenBehavior

Provides access from the document to the children of the document in the content tree. The property will be populated
with a collection object.

Note: Children documents are loaded lazily, so this behavior does not entail a performance penalty.
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Properties:

• $children: The children collection.

Locale

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\LocaleBehavior

Provides access to the documents Locale at the time the object was hydrated according to the DocumentRegistry.

Properties:

• $locale: The locale the document is currently loaded in.

NodeName

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\NodeNameBehavior

Maps the PHPCR node name.

Properties:

• $nodeName: The locale the document is currently loaded in.

Parent

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\ParentBehavior

Map and assign the parent document through getParent and setParent methods.

Unmanaged parent documents with a UUID will be returned UnknownDocument instances. Unmanaged parent
documents with no UUID will not be hydrated (they will be NULL).

Warning: This event currently incurs a performance penalty as it needs to eagerly load the parent PHPCR node.
This could potentially have a noticable impact when loading a large number of nodes.

Path

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\PathBehavior

Map the path of the document within the content repository.

Properties:

• $path: The path to the document.

Title

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\TitleBehavior

Map the title of the document.

Properties:

• $title: Title of the document.
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Uuid

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Mapping\UuidBehavior

Map the UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) of the document.

Properties:

• $uuid: The UUID of the document.

Path

Path subscribers affect the location of the document within the content repository.

AliasFiling

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Path\AliasFilingBehavior

This is a filing behavior which will automatically place the document at given path as a child of a node named after
the documents alias as defined in the configuraiton mapping.

For example, if the base path is /cms/content and the document has an alias of article and the name
my-article then the document will be stored at /cms/content/article/my-article.

AutoName

Behavior: Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Behavior\Path\AutoNameBehavior

The auto-name subscriber will automatically set the node name of the PHPCR node as a slugified version of its title
(the document must also implement the TitleBehavior).

Explicit

Behavior: None. This behavior is depends entirely on options.

This subscriber allows the path of the document to be set explicitly through the use of options. This subscriber requires
no interfaces, it is available on all documents automatically.

For example:

<?php
$documentManager->persist($document, 'de', array(

'path' => '/path/to/document'
));

Options:

• path: Absolute path to where the document should be stored.

• parent_path: Specify only the parent path (the node name could then be determined through another mech-
anism, e.g. the AutoName behavior.

• node_name: Specify only the node name

• auto_create: If any “missing” parent nodes should be automatically created.
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Sulu Specific

The following behaviors are specific to Sulu.

Content

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\ContentBehavior

Maps the structure content to the document. The content is mapped as a ContentContainer instance.

Properties:

• $content: The content container.

Extension

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\ExtensionBehavior

Sets and provides access to the extension data.

LocalizedContent

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\LocalizedContentBehavior

Allows the document to potentially have different structure type for each locale.

NavigationContext

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\NavigationContextBehavior

Enables the document to have navigation contexts assigned to it.

Order

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\OrderBehavior

Documents implementing this behavior will have a sulu:order property added to the PHP node which will enable
the document the order to remain constant in both the tree and in query results.

Page

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\PageBehavior

Documents implementing this behavior will be treated as “pages” - that is they are expected to represent a single
webpage with an associated route.

This behavior extends the Webspace behavior.
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RedirectType

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\RedirectTypeBehavior

Documents implementing this behavior are able to optionally redirect to either an internal or an external resource.

ResourceSegmentBehavior

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\ResourceSegmentBehavior

Maps a resource segment which will be used when generating the URI for the document.

Route

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\RouteBehavior

Documents implementing this behavior will act as routes. Routes are documents which are located at a path represent-
ing one of the URIs of a page document. The route contains a reference to the page.

ShadowLocale

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\ShadowLocaleBehavior

The implementing document will have the possibility to enable a “shadow locale” and load its content from a different
locale within the same document.

StructureTypeFiling

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\StructureTypeFilingBehavior

Implementing documents will be stored at a path depending on their structure type. Snippets implement this behavior.

Webspace

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\WebspaceBehavior

Provides access to the documents webspace name.

WorkflowStage

Behavior: Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Behavior\WorkflowStageBehavior

Documents implementing this interface can have a workflow stage applied to them. For example “test” and “published”
are workflow stages.

Debugging

One of the disadvantages of an event based system is that tracking what happens and when it happens can be tricky.
The Document Manager provides some tools to ameliorate this problem.
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Subscriber Debug Command

It is often useful to know which subscribers are being called and the order in which they are called. If you are using
Sulu, then this can be achieved via the following command:

$ php bin/console sulu:document:subscriber:debug remove
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
→˓--------+----------+
| Class | Method
→˓ | Priority |
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
→˓--------+----------+
| Sulu\Bundle\SearchBundle\EventListener\ContentSubscriber |
→˓handlePreRemove | 600 |
| Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Subscriber\ContentRemoveSubscriber |
→˓handleRemove | 550 |
| Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Subscriber\Phpcr\RemoveSubscriber |
→˓handleRemove | 500 |
| Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Subscriber\Compat\MapperRemoveSubscriber |
→˓handlePreRemove | 500 |
| Sulu\Component\DocumentManager\Subscriber\Core\RegistratorSubscriber |
→˓handleRemove | 490 |
| Sulu\Bundle\SearchBundle\EventListener\ContentSubscriber |
→˓handlePostRemove | -100 |
| Sulu\Component\Content\Document\Subscriber\Compat\MapperRemoveSubscriber |
→˓handlePostRemove | -100 |
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
→˓--------+----------+

Here we list all of the subscribers which will be executed when a remove event is fired.

A full list of events can be retrieved if you omit the argument:

$ php bin/console sulu:document:subscriber:debug
+----------------------+
| Event |
+----------------------+
| persist |
| hydrate |
| remove |
| refresh |
| copy |
| move |
| create |
| clear |
| find |
| reorder |
| flush |
| query.create |
| query.create_builder |
| query.execute |
| configure_options |
+----------------------+
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Logging

The Document Manager provides detailed logging about which subscribers are executed, the state of the event and the
time taken by each event to be executed, for example:

0.012195 S\C\C\D\S\ExtensionSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\C\D\S\WebspaceSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.076923 S\C\C\D\S\ContentSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\C\D\S\NavigationContextSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\C\D\S\RedirectTypeSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\C\D\S\WorkflowStageSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\C\D\S\OrderSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\C\D\S\RouteSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\D\S\B\A\BlameSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\D\S\B\A\TimestampSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\D\S\B\M\NodeNameSubscriber handleNodeName n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\D\S\B\M\UuidSubscriber handleUuid n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents
0.000000 S\C\D\S\B\M\ParentSubscriber handleChangeParent n:/cmf/sulu_io/
→˓contents/test1 d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en p:/cmf/sulu_io/contents

Have a closer look:

[1] [2] [3] [4]
0.012195 S\C\C\D\S\ExtensionSubscriber handlePersist n:/cmf/sulu_io/contents/test1
→˓d:0000000021b01e32000000005bcf8fba l:en

1. The time taken by the subscriber, expressed as a fraction of a second.

2. The class name. The namespace is compressed to allow for greater readability.

3. The method which handled the event

4. Event details, retrieved by the events getDebugMessage method.

The event details are context sensitive, the following lists all abbreviations:

• n: PHPCR Node path or UUID

• d: Document path or UUID

• p: Parent node path or UUID

• l: Locale

• i: Identifier (used for find events)

• did: Destination ID (used in copy/move events)

• dnam: Destination name (used in copy/move events)
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• after: If a node should be ordered after or not (only for reorder events)

Warning: Logging will slow down your application drastically. It should only be enabled in development envi-
ronments.

Extending the Document Manager

Where to put things?

Any classes which relate to the documents or the document manager should first, by convention, be placed within a
Document namespace.

Documents themselves should be placed directly under this namespace and other types of class should be placed in
sub namespaces with appropriate names. For example:

src/Bundle/MyBundle/Document/FooDocument.php
src/Bundle/MyBundle/Document/Initializer/FooInitializer.php
src/Bundle/MyBundle/Document/Subscriber/FooSubscriber.php

1.3.5 Glossary

A glossary is:

A list of terms in a particular domain of knowledge with their definitions.

This page aims to list all of the terminology used within Sulu both as a reference and as a guide to use when naming
things in the code-base.

Component Of a Structure – a named set of Properties. Used by blocks. ??

Document Documents are the domain representation of nodes from the PHPCR content repository. For example
“PageDocument”, or “SnippetDocument”.

The namespace used within components/bundles for all things relating to document the document manager
component.

Document type The short name for a class of document, for example “page” the name of the PageDocument class.

Locale Represents a linguistic region, for example de, de_at, en or en_us.

Localized Of a Property - the state of being localized, or capable of being translated.

Metadata Literally data about data. Typically a data structure with information such as field mappings which should
be applied to a different data structure.

In the context of Sulu this applied to Structures, Properties and Documents.

Non-localized Of a Property - the state of not being localized, not capable of being translated.

Path Always refers to the path of an object within the content repository, for example /cmf/sulu_io/
contents/animals/dog is a path.

Page A page is basic type of document. Pages are accessible directly with URLs and they represent pages of your
website.

Parameter In relation to Property and Structure items; a configuration parameter which relates to the configuration
of the content type.
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Prefix The former part of a web facing URL which is defined by the portal, it is followed by the resource locator. The
prefix may include the locale.

Property This term refers to the items in a Structure.

Property Type Property types are the way Sulu represents different types of “content”. For example, email, text and
smart_content are three examples of Sulu Property Types

Resource locator The later part of a web facing URL belonging to some document, excluding the host and prefix
segment. For example /articles/foo is a resource locator, however /de/articles/foo and http:/
/example.com/articles/foo are not. The resource locator will never include the locale.

Segment As applying to URLs and Paths - a section of a path or URL, presumably delimited by /.

Shadow Of a document. A localized document can specify that it should be loaded in a different locale. The target
locale is called the “shadow” locale.

Workflow Stage The stage of the workflow, for example “published” and “test” are stages.

Snippet Snippets are like pages except that they are not accessible directly with URLs. Snippets are typically aggre-
gated within pages.

Structure Structures represent dynamic content in Sulu. A structure is a collection of Properties.

Structure type The name of a given structure, e.g. overview, hotel or article.

Webspace In Sulu a webspace encapsulates all of the data of one or more domains which use the same data.

Webspace Document The document at the root of the webspace tree – the homepage.

Have fun with our Reference.

1.4 Bundles

The Sulu code is structured in Symfony Bundles. Some of them are more important to developers who work with Sulu
than others. In this documentation we documented the most important ones.

We documented the following bundles

1.4.1 ActivityBundle

The ActivityBundle is responsible for recording activities that happen in the application and allows developer to listen
for changes and other events that happen in the system.

Configuration

The ActivityBundle allows for the following configuration:

# config/packages/sulu_activity.yaml
sulu_activity:

storage:
adapter: 'doctrine' # can be set to null to not store activities
persist_payload: false # include payload of event in stored activity
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Listen for an event

Behind the scenes, the ActivityBundle uses events for recording activities that happen in the application. Each recorded
activity is created based on an event that was dispatched using the Symfony event dispatcher. This makes it possible
to listen and react to a specific event in a project. For example, the following code sends an email when a page with a
specific template is created in the application:

<?php

namespace App\EventSubscriber;

use Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\Domain\Event\PageCreatedEvent;
use Symfony\Component\EventDispatcher\EventSubscriberInterface;
use Symfony\Component\Mailer\MailerInterface;
use Symfony\Component\Mime\Email;

class SendPageCreatedMailSubscriber implements EventSubscriberInterface
{

public function __construct(private MailerInterface $mailer) { }

public static function getSubscribedEvents()
{

return [
PageCreatedEvent::class => 'sendPageCreatedMail',

];
}

public function sendPageCreatedMail(PageCreatedEvent $event): void
{

if ('product' === $event->getPageDocument()->getStructureType()) {
return;

}

$email = (new Email())
->from('from@example.com')
->to('to@example.com')
->subject('New product page created')
->text('Page Title: ' . $event->getPageDocument()->getTitle());

$this->mailer->send($email);
}

}

Store a custom activity

To store a custom activity in your project, you need to implement a respective event and dispatch it using the services
provided by the ActivityBundle. Your event needs to extend the DomainEvent class of the activity bundle and could
look like this:

<?php

namespace App\Event;

use Sulu\Bundle\ActivityBundle\Domain\Event\DomainEvent;
use App\Entity\Book;

(continues on next page)
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class BookCreatedEvent extends DomainEvent
{

public function __construct(
private Book $book

) {
parent::__construct();

}

public function getEventType(): string
{

return 'created';
}

public function getResourceKey(): string
{

return Book::RESOURCE_KEY;
}

public function getResourceId(): string
{

return (string) $this->book->getId();
}

public function getResourceTitle(): ?string
{

return $this->book->getTitle();
}

}

Have a look at the DomainEvent class of the ActivityBundle to see all methods that can be overwritten by your event.
After implementing your event, you can dispatch it in your code using one of the two options shown below:

<?php

namespace App\Service;

use App\Event\BookCreatedEvent;
use Doctrine\ORM\EntityManagerInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\ActivityBundle\Application\Dispatcher\DomainEventDispatcherInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\ActivityBundle\Application\Collector\DomainEventCollectorInterface;

class BookService
{

private EntityManagerInterface $entityManager;

private DomainEventDispatcherInterface $domainEventDispatcher;

private DomainEventCollectorInterface $domainEventCollector;

public function createBook(array $data): Book
{

// ...

// first option: use the DomainEventDispatcher service to immediately record
→˓the activity

$this->domainEventDispatcher->dispatch(new BookCreatedEvent($book));

(continues on next page)
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// second option: use the DomainEventCollector service to automatically
→˓record the activity after the

// EntityManager::flush() method was called
$this->domainEventCollector->collect(new BookCreatedEvent($book));
$this->entityManager->flush();

}
}

Configure description text for a custom activity

Activity descriptions that are displayed in the administration interface are generated using Symfony translations. Each
activity is mapped to a translation key with the format sulu_activity.description.%resourceKey%.%activityType%‘. For
example, the translation key for the activity shown above is sulu_activity.description.book.created:

{
"sulu_activity.description.book.created": "{userFullName} has created the Book \"

→˓{resourceTitle}\""
}

The translation text can include placeholders that are replaced with activity specific information. For example,
{resourceTitle} will be replaced with the title of the affected resource. Have a look at the implementation
of the ActivityController class of the ActivityBundle to find all available placeholders.

Configure permissions for custom activities

Activities are visible for all users that are allowed to see the activity list in the administration interface per default.
To restrict this, it is possible to return a security context from the getResourceSecurityContext method. An
activity that returns a security context from the getResourceSecurityContext method will only be visible for
users with a view permission for the context:

<?php

namespace App\Event;

use Sulu\Bundle\ActivityBundle\Domain\Event\DomainEvent;

class BookCreatedEvent extends DomainEvent
{

public function getResourceSecurityContext(): ?string
{

return BookAdmin::SECURITY_CONTEXT;
}

}

1.4.2 AudienceTargetingBundle

If you want to display different content on the same URL based on some characteristics of the visitor, you can use the
AudienceTargetingBundle for that.

It allows the content manager to define the audience target groups on his own. Each target group has one or multiple
rules, which are used to determine the target group of the visitor.
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Installation

Enable the bundle in config/bundles.php:

<?php
Sulu\Bundle\AudienceTargetingBundle\SuluAudienceTargetingBundle::class => ['all' =>
→˓true],

Add the routes for the administration interface to the routing configuration file (config/routes/sulu_admin.yaml):

# ...
sulu_audience_targeting_api:

type: rest
resource: "@SuluAudienceTargetingBundle/Resources/config/routing_api.yml"
prefix: /admin/api

And the routes for the website in the corresponding configuration file (config/routes/sulu_website.yaml):

# ...
sulu_audience_targeting:

resource: "@SuluAudienceTargetingBundle/Resources/config/routing_website.yml"

Finally the cache has to be correctly configured. You have the choice between the Symfony Cache and Varnish.

For the Symfony cache the audience targeting cache listener needs to be added. This is possible by adding a subscriber
in the getHttpCache() method of the src/Kernel.php:

public function getHttpCache()
{

if (!$this->httpCache) {
$this->httpCache = new SuluHttpCache($this);
$this->httpCache->addSubscriber(new AudienceTargetingCacheListener());

}

return $this->httpCache;
}

If you want to use the more powerful Varnish instead, you have to install it on your machine and configure it using a
VCL.

The following will add full caching support including audience targeting for Sulu:

# /etc/varnish/default.vcl
vcl 4.0;

include "<PATH-TO-SULU-MINIMAL>/vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/HttpCacheBundle/
→˓Resources/varnish/sulu.vcl";
include "<PATH-TO-SULU-MINIMAL>/vendor/sulu/sulu/src/Sulu/Bundle/
→˓AudienceTargetingBundle/Resources/varnish/sulu.vcl";

acl invalidators {
"localhost";

}

backend default {
.host = "127.0.0.1";
.port = "8090";

}

(continues on next page)
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sub vcl_recv {
call sulu_recv;
call sulu_audience_targeting_recv;

# Force the lookup, the backend must tell not to cache or vary on all
# headers that are used to build the hash.
return (hash);

}

sub vcl_backend_response {
call sulu_backend_response;

}

sub vcl_deliver {
call sulu_audience_targeting_deliver;
call sulu_deliver;

}

Finally you have to make sure that the bundle is correctly initialized. This includes the following steps:

• Clear the Symfony cache with the cache:clear command or manually deleting the cache folder

• Update the schema of your database with the doctrine:schema:update command or the doctrine:migrations:diff
command

• Make sure that the users the feature should be enabled for have the correct permissions

Manually set target group

Sulu will try to determine a matching target group based on the rules the content manager defines. But it is also
possible to set a target group manually. That might be useful if you want to divide visitors into separate target groups
based on some behavior, e.g. filling out a form, starting a download, etc.

Therefore we have introduced the TargetGroupStore. You can simply call its updateTargetGroupId method and Sulu
will do the rest for you. This would like this in an action of a Controller:

<?php
use Symfony\Bundle\FrameworkBundle\Controller\Controller;

class DefaultController extends Controller {
public function indexAction() {

// determine the desired target group based on form values, etc.
$targetGroupId = 0;
$this->get('sulu_audience_targeting.target_group_store')

->updateTargetGroupId($targetGroupId);
}

}

Note: The target group that will be set manually should have quite a high priority, otherwise another higher prioritized
target group might override that based on its defined rule.
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Create custom rules

The cool thing about target groups are the rules you can define on them, which will automatically evaluated by Sulu.
There are a few rules built-in, like a referrer rule, browser rule or a page rule. However, you might still have a very
specific use case, which requires to implement your own custom rule.

Luckily this possibility is also built-in into Sulu. First of all you have to write your own implementation of the
RuleInterface:

<?php

namespace Acme\Bundle\Rule;

use Sulu\Bundle\AudienceTargetingBundle\Rule\RuleInterface;

class ExampleRule implements RuleInterface {
public function evaluate(array $options)
{

// return true if the rule is matching, otherwise false
}

public function getName()
{

// return the name of the rule
}

public function getType()
{

// return an implementation of the RuleTypeInterface
}

}

The interface consists of three different methods, lets have a closer look at each one of them:

The easiest one is getName, whatever you return here will be shown in the rules dropdown.

The getType method returns how the rule is displayed in the admin. This is what the content manager will be facing, if
this rule was chosen. There are a few possibilities, represented by classes implementing the RuleTypeInterface. They
usually take some kind of name as constructor parameter, which will be used as key when storing this information in
a JSON field in the database. The content of this JSON field is what will be passed to the $options argument of the
evaluate method later. Until now there are implementations for Text, Select, KeyValue and for a InternalLink.

The evaluate method will be called for every appearance of the rule in all the target groups, until one of the target
groups matches. The $options argument will be filled with the information from the conditions the content manager
has configured as already mentioned above. Based on this information you have to define if the current request can be
evaluated to true.

Note: In most cases you need to inject other services to your rule, in order to be able to evaluate them in a sensible
way. Quite often this is the RequestStack, which allows you to get the current Request object and allows you to evaluate
certain values against the request.

Finally your implementation has to be registered as service using the sulu.audience_target_rule tag:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<container xmlns="http://symfony.com/schema/dic/services"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://symfony.com/schema/dic/services http://symfony.

→˓com/schema/dic/services/services-1.0.xsd"> (continues on next page)
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<services>
<service id="acme_bundle.rule"

class="Acme\Bundle\Rule\ExampleRule">
<!-- inject whatever services you need -->
<tag name="sulu.audience_target_rule" alias="acme"/>

</service>
</services>

</container>

Note: Mind that the alias of the tag has to be unique.

1.4.3 CategoryBundle

The CategoryBundle implements a nestable category entity that is managed via the administration interface. It can be
assigned to pages and other entities and can be used for filtering data in various places of the system.

1.4.4 ContactBundle

The ContactBundle implements a contact entity and an account entity that is managed via the administration interface.
Each Sulu user is assigned to a contact. Additionally, contacts and accounts can be selected inside of page templates.
For example, this can be used for displaying employees on a website.

1.4.5 CustomUrlBundle

Sulu gives the content-manager an easy way to manage custom-urls or landing pages. These urls can be defined in
the webspace section. A custom-url is basically an additional url for a specific page. This url can have a completely
different schema as the other urls which will be generated by the system. For example the localization is not present
in this urls.

A custom-url consists of following properties:

Parameter Description
Title This title will be displayed in the list and should identify the use case of this url.
Published This flag indicates if the custom-url is shown on the website.
Base Domain The content-manager can choose one of the configured base-domains.
Custom-Url After choosing the base-domain the * can be replaced with any value.
Target page and local-
ization

The selected page will be displayed in the selected localization on this custom-url.

Redirect The custom URL will be redirected to URL of the the linked page.
Canonical URL When the Canonical URL has been activated only the linked page will be indexed by

search engines.
No Index The page will not be indexed by search engines.
No Follow The links on the page will not be followed by search engines.

Note: If the target page gets deleted the custom-url will stay in the list, will be marked that the target is missing and
returns a 404 on the website.
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Configuration

The base-domains (which can be selected) will be configured in the webspace.xml of the environment.

<webspace>
...

<portals>
<portal>

...

<environments>
...

<environment type="dev">
<urls>

<url>sulu.lo/{localization}</url>
</urls>
<custom-urls>

<custom-url>sulu.lo/*</custom-url>
<custom-url>*.sulu.lo</custom-url>
<custom-url>*.sulu.lo/*</custom-url>

</custom-urls>
</environment>

</environments>
</portal>

</portals>
</webspace>

It is possible to set a wildcard (*) for subdomains and folders, which can be replaced by arbitrary values when creating
a custom-url.

Note: Be aware of that different sub-domains or different domains has to be configured on the webserver. Very
important is that you configure a wildcard for the subdomain if you will use it for custom-urls.

1.4.6 HashBundle

The SuluHashBundle adds an easy to use solution for protecting entities and documents from being overridden by
accident. This can happen if two users open the same form in the user interface. If the user which opened the form
later saves its changes first, the later save will cause the changes to be overridden.

Serialization

The HashSerializeEventSubscriber is the most important part of the HashBundle. The subscriber’s job is to add the
hash of the object to the serialized representation being delivered in the response. So the serializer has to be used to
deliver the response with the hash value automatically.

Hashing

The HashSerializeEventSubscriber uses the AuditableHasher for hashing documents and entities. This hasher calcu-
lates a hash based on the user who modified a document and the time when that change happened. So this only works
if the AuditableInterface (for entities) or the AuditableBehavior (for documents) is implemented in the given object.
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Validation

This is usually done by the controller itself. The SuluHashBundle comes with a service called
sulu_hash.request_hash_checker, which has a checkHash method taking the request, the object and the identifier
of an object (since the decoupled component cannot know how to get the identifier of the object).

This method will extract the _hash parameter from the request and compare it with a newly created hash from the
passed object, and throw an InvalidHashException in case the hashes do not match. The SuluHashBundle also
prepends the configuration of the FOSRestBundle so that it recognizes the Exception and returns a response code
with the status code 409 (CONFLICT). It also adds a code of 1103 to the Response, so that certain actions like show-
ing an overlay asking if the changes should be overridden are possible.

The hash checker also checks the value of the query parameter force, which allows to override the object even if it has
changed in the mean time.

The following code snippet shows how the hash checker can be included in a controller:

$this->get('sulu_hash.request_hash_checker')
->checkHash($request, $object, $object->getId());

1.4.7 HttpCacheBundle

The SuluHttpCache bundle provides integration between Sulu and HTTP caching proxies using the FOSHttp-
CacheBundle.

CacheManager

The CacheManager can be used to invalidate the cache.

For example:

...
$cacheManager = $this->get('sulu_http_cache.cache_manager');
$cacheManager->invalidatePath($path, $headers);
...

CacheLifetime

CacheLifetimeEnhancer

Use this service to set the cache lifetime from a Sulu structure to the response. The structure needs to be an instance
of PageInterface.

Note: This service is only available when a proxy client is correctly configured.

For example:

...
if ($this->has('sulu_http_cache.cache_lifetime.enhancer')) {

$cacheLifetimeEnhancer = $this->get('sulu_http_cache.cache_lifetime.enhancer');
$cacheLifetimeEnhancer->enhance($response, $structure);

}
...
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CacheLifetimeResolver

The cache lifetime resolver resolves the given cache lifetime metadata based on the type and returns an absolute cache
lifetime in seconds.

Configuration

The debug feature simply adds debug information to your response:

For example:

X-Cache: HIT/MISS

Enable this feature via configuration:

sulu_http_cache:
debug:

enabled: true

Tags

The tags feature is the most comprehensive cache invalidation strategy, it will invalidate both the URLs of the structure
and the URLs of the pages which display references to the structure. It must be used in conjunction with a proxy client
which supports Banning.

This works by sending all of the UUIDs of the structures which are contained in a page response to the proxy client.
The proxy client can then store this information along with the cached HTML response.

When you update any structure in the admin interface it will instruct the HTTP proxy to purge all the caches which
have a reference to the UUID of the structure you have updated.

Example header sent by the tags handler (which will be removed by varnish):

X-Cache-Tags: 22a92d46-74ab-46cc-b47c-486b4b8a06a7,cf4a07fe-91d0-41be-aed8-
→˓b1c9ee1eb72a

This header will be written at the end of the response by using the Reference Store. This service collects the enti-
ties/documents which were used to render the page.

Enable this feature via configuration:

sulu_http_cache:
tags:

enabled: true

Proxy Clients

At the moment Sulu works with following proxy clients:

Symfony Http Cache

The Symfony HTTP cache is the default caching client for Sulu. It is integrated directly into Sulu.
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It works by “wrapping” the kernel. This is done by the kernel itself, but in the front controller at public/index.
php the cache kernel has to be used:

// ...
if ('dev' !== $_SERVER['APP_ENV'] && SuluKernel::CONTEXT_WEBSITE === $suluContext) {

$kernel = $kernel->getHttpCache();
}

It will need to be disabled (i.e. the lines need to be removed) when using varnish.

Varnish

The varnish proxy client is provided by the FOSHttpCache component.

See Caching with Varnish for more information about setting up varnish.

Default configuration

# Default configuration for extension with alias: "sulu_http_cache"
sulu_http_cache:

tags:
enabled: false

cache:
max_age: 240
shared_max_age: 240

proxy_client:
symfony:

enabled: false

# Addresses of the hosts Symfony is running on. May be hostname or ip,
→˓and with :port if not the default port 80.

servers:

# Prototype
name: ~

# Default host name and optional path for path based invalidation.
base_url: null

varnish:
enabled: false

# Addresses of the hosts Varnish is running on. May be hostname or ip,
→˓and with :port if not the default port 80.

servers:

# Prototype
name: ~

# Default host name and optional path for path based invalidation.
base_url: null

debug:

# Whether to send a debug header with the response to trigger a caching proxy
→˓to send debug information. If not set, defaults to kernel.debug.

enabled: true
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1.4.8 LocationBundle

The SuluLocationBundle provides services related to maps and geolocation.

Configuration

# Default configuration for extension with alias: "sulu_location"
sulu_location:

geolocator: ~ # One of "nominatim"; "google"
geolocators:

nominatim:
api_key: ''
endpoint: 'http://open.mapquestapi.com/nominatim/v1/search.php

→˓'
google:

api_key: ''

Services

Geolocators

The Geolocator services in the map bundle provide a common API to geocoding services, in particular for obtaining
address information from user searches.

Geolocators are PHP services and can be found in the Geolocator/Service namespace.

Nominatim

Note: Nominatim (from the Latin, ‘by name’) is a tool to search OSM data by name and address and to generate
synthetic addresses of OSM points (reverse geocoding)

There are several available Nominatim providers that can be configured via the endpoint configuration. Some of
them might require an authentication token that can be configured via the api_key configuration. Have a look at the
OpenStreetMap Wiki for an up-to-date list of providers.

Configuration:

• endpoint: The endpoint to use (eg. http://open.mapquestapi.com/nominatim/v1/search.
php for the Mapquest provider)

• api_key: Authentication key for the configured Nominatim endpoint. (Can be created via Developer portal of
Mapquest for the Mapquest provider).

Google Maps

Google geocoding API.

Configuration:

• api_key: Create the api-key in the Google Cloud Console
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1.4.9 MarkupBundle

The MarkupBundle provides the feature of extending output formats as with different so called tags. These tags will
be automatically parsed and replaced before the response will be sent.

Example

This example contains a sulu-related example. The tag sulu-link represents a link to another page. This tag will
be replaced via a valid anchor where the href attribute contains the UUID of the page.

<html>
<body>

<sulu-link href="123-123-123" title="test-title" />
</body>

</html>

Results into:

<html>
<body>

<a href="http://example.com/test" title="test-title">Page Title</a>
</body>

</html>

Core Tags

sulu-link

The sulu-link tag allows to link to pages and other entities in the application by their id. This id of the tag will be
validated and replaced by a proper anchor tag when a response is generated. Furthermore, the sulu-link tag allows to
add a query string (?) or an hash (#) that is forwarded to the resulting anchor.

In a basic installation, the tag supports 2 different providers: page (default) and media. Additional providers can be
implemented by registering a service with the sulu.link.provider tag.

Example

<sulu-link href="123-123-123" />
<sulu-link href="123-123-123" title="test-title" />
<sulu-link href="123-123-123" target="_blank">Link Text</sulu-link>
<sulu-link href="123-123-123#test-anchor">Anchor Example</sulu-link>
<sulu-link href="123-123-123?query=test">Query String Example</sulu-link>
<sulu-link provider="page" href="123-123-123" target="_blank">Link Text</sulu-link>
<sulu-link provider="media" href="1" title="test-title"/>
<sulu-link provider="media" href="1">Link Text</sulu-link>

Results into:

<a href="http://example.com/test" title="Page Title">Page Title</a>
<a href="http://example.com/test" title="test-title">Page Title</a>
<a href="http://example.com/test" title="Page Title" target="_blank">Link Text</a>
<a href="http://example.com/test#test-anchor" title="Page Title">Anchor Example</a>
<a href="http://example.com/test?query=test" title="Page Title">Query String Example</
→˓a> (continues on next page)
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<a href="http://example.com/test" title="Page Title" target="_blank">Link Text</a>
<a href="http://example.com/media/1/download/image.jpg?v=1" title="test-title">Media
→˓Title</a>
<a href="http://example.com/media/1/download/image.jpg?v=1" title="Media Title">Link
→˓Text</a>

Provider Attributes

There might be situations where you need to know which provider was used even after the tag was converted to an
anchor tag. In that case you can use the provider attributes feature to pass the provider information as a data attribute
to the rendered anchor tag.

# config/packages/sulu_markup.yaml
sulu_markup:

link_tag:
provider_attribute: 'data-provider'

Example:

<sulu-link provider="page" href="123-123-123">Link Text</sulu-link>
<sulu-link provider="media" href="1"/>

Results into:

<a href="http://example.com/test" title="Page Title" data-provider="page">Link Text</
→˓a>
<a href="http://example.com/media/1/download/image.jpg?v=1" data-provider="media">
→˓Media Title</a>

Now you will be able to target the links in CSS and Javascript by using the data attribute as a selector. This allows
things such as:

• Adding an icon to download (media) links

• Format internal links differently

• Add custom analytics

Example:

a[data-provider="media"] {
font-color: green;

}

How the tag is processed

The <sulu-link> tag is processed after the response content is generated and before it is sent to the client. A parser
detects all links and loads the paths of all linked pages from the PHPCR in a single query.

If a twig function would be used to generate the links, each call would trigger a request to the PHPCR which would
worsen the performance.
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Extending

To enable replacement of your custom tags you can define a service which implements the TagInterface.

class LinkTag implements TagInterface
{

/**
* Returns new tag with given attributes.

*
* @param array $attributes attributes array of each tag occurrence.

*
* @return array Tag array to replace all occurrences.

*/
public function parseAll($attributesByTag) {

$result = [];
foreach($attributesByTag as $tag => $attributes) {

$url = ; // load url via uuid from document-manager
$pageTitle = ...; // load page-title via uuid from document-manager

$result[$tag] = sprintf('<a href="%s" title="%s">%s</a>', $url,
→˓$pageTitle, $attributes['content']);

}

return $result;
}

}

When registering your service simple add the tag <tag name="sulu_markup.tag" tag="link"/>.

Namespaces

Namespaces will be used to find tags with a special behavior. The default namespace is sulu, but you can register
your own namespace by adding a new service and register your TagInterface implementations with this new
namespace.

<service id="app.html_extractor"
class="Sulu\Bundle\MarkupBundle\Markup\HtmlTagExtractor">

<argument type="string">custom-namespace</argument>

<tag name="sulu_markup.parser.html_extractor"/>
</service>

<service id="app.tag" class="AppBundle\CustomTag">
<tag name="sulu_markup.tag" namespace="custom-namespace"

tag="custom-tag" type="html" />
</service>

With this definitions you can use <custom-namespace-custom-tag/> in your response.

1.4.10 MediaBundle

The MediaBundle is responsible for the handling of all media assets in Sulu. It also offers functionality for resizing
and scaling images automatically. Assets can be grouped in nestable collections for better organization.
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Configuration

The SuluMediaBundle can be configured the following way:

# config/packages/sulu_media.yaml
sulu_media:

adapter: 'auto' # Can be set to a fixed adapter with 'gd', 'vips' or 'imagick'
upload:

max_filesize: 256 # Max upload filesize (in MB)
blocked_file_types: # Will prevent the user from uploading files with those

→˓mime types
- video/x-flv
- video/mp4
- video/MP2T
- video/3gpp
- video/quicktime
- video/x-msvideo
- video/x-ms-wmv

Security

Separate permissions can be applied to every collection. These permissions also apply to the assets contained in the
collection.

So in the Sulu system (representing Sulu’s administration interface) the view permission is required to see the collection
itself in the navigation and its assets in any available view in the system. The add permission is needed to upload new
assets and add new subcollections to a collection. With the edit permission the user is allowed to edit the title and
other attributes of the collections and its containing assets, and finally the delete permission is required to delete assets
and entire collections.

The permissions for collections will also show the systems for each webspace if configured with the permission-check
flag set to true (see Setup a Webspace for more information on how to do this). Then Sulu will only show the media
on this website (no matter if it is displayed via a smart content or media selection) if the current visitor has the view
permission for this media.

Imagine adapter

The rendering engine for media is able to use different imagine adapters. By default the bundle detects the installed
adapters and uses the most mature implementation by default.

Available adapters are:

• gd

• imagick_extension

• vips_extension

GD

The simplest adapter is GD and it has no external dependencies besides the PHP extension.
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Imagick

This extension uses imagemagick to render the images.

To install it use following commands:

Mac:

brew install imagemagick
pecl install imagick

Linux:

apt-get install libmagickwand-dev inkscape
pecl install imagick

VIPS

This extension uses vips to render the images.

To install it use following commands:

Mac:

brew install pkg-config
brew install vips
pecl install vips
composer require rokka/imagine-vips

Linux:

apt-get install libvips-dev
pecl install vips
composer require rokka/imagine-vips

Media Properties Provider

Media properties providers are used to gather data for a given file. Sulu will save the provided properties to the
respective FileVersion entity which can be accessed in twig templates and PHP code.

Sulu is shipped with the following providers:

Image Properties Provider

The ImagePropertiesProvider works for every image which is supported by the configured imagine adapter
and provides the width and height of an image. This information can be used in CSS to provide placeholder
images or other kind of things.

Video Properties Provider

The VideoPropertiesProvider requires that ffprobe is configured and installed on your server. When it is
available the provider will return the duration, width and height of the video.
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Create custom Properties Provider

It is possible to register a custom media properties provider in your project. To do this, you create a new service that
implements the PropertiesProviderInterface:

<?php

namespace App\Media\PropertiesProvider;

use Sulu\Bundle\MediaBundle\Media\PropertiesProvider\MediaPropertiesProviderInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpFoundation\File\File;

class ExifPropertiesProvider implements MediaPropertiesProviderInterface
{

public function provide(File $file): array
{

$mimeType = $file->getMimeType();

if (!$mimeType || !\fnmatch('image/*', $mimeType)) {
return [];

}

$properties = [];

$exifData = exif_read_data($file->getPathname(), 'EXIF');

if (isset($exifData['EXIF_HEADER_NAME'])) {
$properties['exif_header_name'] = $exifData['EXIF_HEADER_NAME'];

}

return $properties;
}

}

When autoconfigure is disabled you need to make sure that you tag the service with the sulu_media.
media_properties_provider tag.

# config/services.yaml
App\Media\PropertiesProvider\ExifPropertiesProvider:

tags:
- { name: 'sulu_media.media_properties_provider' }

After this, the service should be listed when executing the following command:

php bin/adminconsole debug:container --tag sulu_media.media_properties_provider

1.4.11 PageBundle

The SuluPageBundle is one of the most central parts of Sulu. It offers the content management functionality of Sulu,
which is its most important part.

Drafting

The drafting feature of Sulu allows to work on a draft of a page, which will not be available on the website directly.
For this to happen the page has to be published. This document will explain the technical structure behind this feature
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and how to maintain it.

Structure

In general we use PHPCR to store our unstructured content like pages and snippets. We use two different PHPCR
workspaces, which can be compared to schemas in relational databases. There is one for all the drafts and one for the
already published content.

If a document is saved using the persist method from the DocumentManager it will only be saved in
the draft workspace and therefore not being available on the website. When the publish method from the
DocumentManager is called the content of the passed document will be saved to the live workspace, and though be
available on the website.

Sulu also maintains two different search indexes for pages. There is one for the published data, named after
the scheme sulu_page_<webspace>-<locale>-i18n_published and one for the drafting data called
sulu_page_<webspace>-<locale>-i18n.

Configuration

The sessions are configured in the sulu_document_manager.sessions option. This configuration will tell the
system where to save the content for the drafts and live documents. See the following configuration for an example:

parameters:
env(PHPCR_WORKSPACE): 'default'

sulu_document_manager:
sessions:

default:
backend:

type: doctrinedbal
workspace: "%env(PHPCR_WORKSPACE)%"

live:
backend:

type: doctrinedbal
workspace: "%env(PHPCR_WORKSPACE)%_live"

Session handling

Most of the commands with the doctrine:phpcr: take a --session parameter, which specifies which of the
configured sessions should be used. So if you want to start e.g. the PHPCR Shell:

php bin/console doctrine:phpcr:shell --session=live

If you want to start the PHPCR Shell with the default_session you can simply omit the --session parameter.

Search handling

As already described the pages are stored in two different search indexes. So if you want to reindex the content you
have to address both of these indexes. You do so by using two different console commands:

php bin/console massive:search:reindex # Reindex the default session
php bin/websiteconsole massive:search:reindex # Reindex the live session
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Versioning

The versioning feature of Sulu will create a new version each time a page has been published. Sulu will also show a
table in the settings tab of each page, showing the already created version. From this table old versions can be restored,
which will result in a new draft.

Note: Mind that this feature is only available for Jackrabbit, because Jackalope does currently not support versioning
for its Doctrine DBAL transportation layer.

Configuration

The sulu_document_manager.versioning.enabled flag decides if versioning is activated.

sulu_document_manager:
versioning:

enabled: true

ContentRepository

The content-repository was developed to query the content raw-data. The developer can decide which properties will
be loaded.

The main goal of the repository is to centralize the core features ghost, shadow and internal links. These things will
be handled full automatically. If you are using this repository.

Usage

There are two ways to use it. One in the front-end over an rest-api and one with a backend service.

API

The URL of the API is /admin/api/pages or /admin/api/pages/<uuid>.

The mandatory parameters are:

Name Example Description
locale de Localization which will be used.
webspace sulu_io Webspace from which content will be loaded.
fields ‘’ Comma separated list of properties.

Note: If the parameter fields is not set the content will be resolved with the slow legacy system (which is deprecated).

You can specify following optional parameters:

Name Default Description
exclude-ghosts false If true ghost will be filtered.
exclude-shadows false If true shadows will be filtered.
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Over the mapping you can specify which properties will be loaded by the repository (for example: ‘title,order,article’).

The list endpoint also accepts a parent parameter. If this parameter is set the given page will be used to query for
children else the webspace root is default.

Service

The id of the service is sulu_page.content_repository. The methods can be used as described in the phpdocs.

The mapping variable contains information for the mapping process.

Name Description
hydrateShadow if this is false no shadow pages will be returned.
hydrateGhost if this is false no ghost pages will be returned.
followInternalLink if this is false the link will not be resolved.
properties List of hydrated properties

You can build this mapping over the mapping builder:

$mapping = MappingBuilder::create()
->setHydrateGhost()
->setHydrateShadow()
->addProperties(['title'])
->getMapping();

Security

Every page has its own permission tab, which is integrated like described in Securing your application. The permis-
sions for the Sulu system in this tab has an influence on the UI of Sulu. The UI might also be adapted due to the
permissions defined in Security Contexts.

The form adapts to the permissions by changing its toolbar. The delete option in the edit dropdown is only available
if the user has the delete permission on this page. The other toolbar items are only available if the user has the edit
permission.

The column navigation for the content is a bit more complicated. The entire tree is always visible, but the available
functionality is changing based on the permissions of the page. The delete permission is tied to the delete item in the
option dropdown. The edit permission is required to move and sort the page in the content tree. For sorting the page
the edit permission of all siblings and the parent page is also required.

For copying a page the user has to have the view permission on the source page.

In addition to that the icon appearing on hovering one of the items in the content tree depends on its permission. If the
user is allowed to edit the page a pencil shows up, in case the user has only the permission to view the page an eyes is
shown instead. In case the user has no permission at all, there also will not appear any icon on hovering.

In addition to the Sulu system the system of the webspace for this page is also shown on the permission tab, if the
webspace has a system configured (see Setup a Webspace for more information on how to do this). If the webspace
has configured the system with the permission-check flag set to true, Sulu will automatically check in this webspace if
the current visitor is allowed to see the current page and only show pages in the navigation and smart content listings
if the visitor has sufficient permissions.

1.4.12 PersistenceBundle

The Sulu Persistence bundle provides extensions for managing Doctrine entities and their repositories.
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1.4.13 PreviewBundle

The PreviewBundle implements the preview feature for pages and custom entities.

The bundle is built to be compatible with the RouteBundle. For custom entities, the RouteDefaultsProvider will be
used to determine which controller should be used to render the HTML of an entity.

Configuration

The PreviewBundle allows for the following configuration:

# config/packages/sulu_admin.yaml
sulu_preview:

mode: 'auto' # can be set to 'off' to disable the preview
cache_adapter: 'cache.app' # where the preview cache is stored

PreviewObjectProvider

The PreviewObjectProvider is the interface which will be used to load, bind and de/serialize the object.

<?php

namespace Event\Preview;

use Sulu\Bundle\PreviewBundle\Preview\Object\PreviewObjectProviderInterface;

class EventObjectProvider implements PreviewObjectProviderInterface
{

public function getObject($id, $locale)
{

return ...; // load the object by id
}

public function getId($object)
{

return $object->getId();
}

public function setValues($object, $locale, array $data)
{

... // bind data-array to the object
}

public function setContext($object, $locale, array $context)
{

... // context change is for example a template change (e.g. in pages or
→˓articles)

}

public function serialize($object)
{

return serialize($object);
}

public function deserialize($serializedObject, $objectClass)

(continues on next page)
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{
return unserialize($serializedObject);

}

public function getSecurityContext($id, $locale): ?string
{

return null; // the security context used in the admin class for this object
}

}

Afterwards the services has to be registered using this class and the tag <tag name=”sulu_preview.object_provider”
provider-key=”events”/>.

PreviewFormViewBuilder

In order to display the preview in our form, we have to make use of the PreviewFormViewBuilder in the Admin class.

Note: For more information about Admin Class take a look at Extend Admin UI.

<?php

namespace App\Admin;

use App\Entity\Event;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ToolbarAction;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewBuilderFactoryInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\View\ViewCollection;

class EventAdmin extends Admin
{

const EVENT_FORM_KEY = 'event_details';
const EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW = 'app.event_edit_form';

public function __construct(private ViewBuilderFactoryInterface
→˓$viewBuilderFactory)

{
}

public function configureViews(ViewCollection $viewCollection): void
{

$editFormView = $this->viewBuilderFactory
->createResourceTabViewBuilder(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW, '/events/:id

→˓')
->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setBackView(static::EVENT_LIST_VIEW);

$viewCollection->add($editFormView);

$editDetailsFormView = $this->viewBuilderFactory
->createPreviewFormViewBuilder(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW . '.details',

→˓'/details')
->setPreviewCondition('id != null') // this is an optional condition when

→˓the preview should be shown
(continues on next page)
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->setResourceKey(Event::RESOURCE_KEY)
->setFormKey(static::EVENT_FORM_KEY)
->setTabTitle('sulu_admin.details')
->addToolbarActions([new ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.save'), new

→˓ToolbarAction('sulu_admin.delete')])
->setParent(static::EVENT_EDIT_FORM_VIEW);

$viewCollection->add($editDetailsFormView);
}

}

Preview Cache

The preview use a cache to improve its performance. By default it will use the configured symfony cache.app
adapter.

You can configure other adapter the following way:

# config/packages/sulu_admin.yaml
sulu_preview:

cache_adapter: "cache.app" # symfony cache adapter id

For example if you want to use redis you can do it this way:

# config/packages/sulu_admin.yaml
sulu_preview:

cache_adapter: "cache.adapter.redis"

framework:
cache:

default_redis_provider: 'redis://localhost' # this is default and not needed

If you are in a multi server setup its recommended to set the whole cache.app in your config/packages/cache.yaml to
a central cache like redis.

# config/packages/cache.yaml
framework:

cache:
default_redis_provider: '%env(REDIS_CACHE)%' # REDIS_CACHE can be set in your

→˓.env files
app: cache.adapter.redis
# prefix_seed: 'my_project_%kernel.environment%' # unique name for the

→˓project installation to avoid cache conflicts between multiple installations

Read more about it in the Symfony Cache Documentation.

1.4.14 RouteBundle

The RouteBundle provides the feature of managing website-routes for custom-entities. These routes will be generated
by calling the RouteManager which uses a configurable schema for creating the route-path.

Every Entity can be combined with a route. You only have to call the create method of the service
sulu_route.manager.route_manager with an entity implementing the RoutableInterface.
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The update method will update the route-path with the configured schema and hold “history” (301 redirects) routes
for the old routes.

To resolve the route on request you have to provide a RouteDefaultsProvider which defines the controller and attributes
of the route.

Further Topics

Custom Route-Generator

The RouteBundle enables you to define custom route generators. These generators will be called every time you create
or update a route for the given entity. For each entity you can define which generator will be used.

The following example will generate a route by using the core route generator, but you can define route schemas for
each entity type.

<?php

class RouteGenerator implements RouteGeneratorInterface
{

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function __construct(private RouteGeneratorInterface $routeGenerator)
{
}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function generate($entity, array $options)
{

$type = $entity->getType();

if (!array_key_exists($type, $options)) {
throw new \Exception(sprintf('Route-schema for type "%s" not configured!',

→˓ $type));
}

return $this->routeGenerator->generate($entity, ['route_schema' => $options[
→˓$type]]);

}

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function getOptionsResolver(array $options)
{

// allow all options.
return (new OptionsResolver())->setDefined(array_keys($options));

}
}

Register this as a service with the tag sulu.route_generator (with alias custom for example) and use this alias in the
configuration:
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sulu_route:
mappings:

App\Entity\Event:
generator: schema
options:

route_schema: /{translator.trans('event')}/{object.getTitle()}
resource_key: events

App\Entity\Example:
generator: custom
options:

type1: /example/{object.getName()}
type2: /example/{object.getTitle()}

resource_key: examples

Example with RoutableEntity

This example will create a simple example-entity which will be available on the website with an own route.

Entity

First extend your entity with the properties id, locale and a new many-to-one relation route:

event.orm.xml:

...

<field name="id" type="int"/>
<field name="locale" type="string" length="5"/>

<many-to-one field="route" target-entity="Sulu\Bundle\RouteBundle\Entity\Route">
<cascade>

<cascade-all/>
</cascade>
<join-column name="idRoutes" referenced-column-name="id" nullable="true" on-

→˓delete="SET NULL"/>
</many-to-one>

Event.php:

namespace App\Entity;

use Sulu\Bundle\RouteBundle\Model\RoutableInterface;
use Sulu\Bundle\RouteBundle\Model\RouteInterface;

class Event implements RoutableInterface
{

/**
* @var string

*/
private $title;

/**
* @var RouteInterface

*/
private $route;

(continues on next page)
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public function getTitle() { ... }

public function setTitle() { ... }

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function getId() { ... }

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function getLocale() { ... }

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function setRoute(RouteInterface $route) { ... }

/**
* {@inheritdoc}

*/
public function getRoute() { ... }

}

Route-Schema

Configure the route-schema in the file config/packages/sulu_route.yml:

sulu_route:
mappings:

App\Entity\Event:
generator: schema
options:

route_schema: /{translator.trans('event')}/{object.getTitle()}
resource_key: events

Note: You can use the translator in the schema to create translated routes.

EventController

namespace App\Controller;

use App\Entity\Event;
use Symfony\Bundle\FrameworkBundle\Controller\AbstractController;

class EventController extends AbstractController
{

public function indexAction(Event $event)
{

(continues on next page)
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return $this->render('events/event.html.twig', ['event' => $event]);
}

}

RouteDefaultsProvider

namespace App\Routing;

use App\Entity\Event;
use App\Entity\EventRepository;
use Sulu\Bundle\RouteBundle\Routing\Defaults\RouteDefaultsProviderInterface;

class EventRouteDefaultsProvider implements RouteDefaultsProviderInterface
{

public function __construct(protected EventRepository $eventRepository)
{
}

public function getByEntity($entityClass, $id, $locale, $object = null)
{

return [
'_controller' => 'App\Controller\EventController::indexAction',
'event' => $object ?: $this->eventRepository->find($id, $locale),

];
}

public function isPublished($entityClass, $id, $locale)
{

return true;
}

public function supports($entityClass)
{

return $entityClass === Event::class;
}

}

Register this class as a service with the tag <tag name=”sulu_route.defaults_provider”/>.

After that the entity is ready to get a route. To create a route for the new entities simple call the save method of the
service sulu_route.manager.route_manager.

Note: To update already existing entities you can run the command php bin/console sulu:route:update
App\Entity\Event which updates or creates the route for all the entities of this type.

Example without RoutableEntity

If it is not possible to implement the RoutableInterface you can call the method createOrUpdateByAt-
tributes($entityClass, $id, $locale, $path) of the service sulu_route.manager.route_manager.

This method does not handle route generation - for this reason you can also omit the generator and the options in the
mapping configuration.
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sulu_route:
mappings:

App\Entity\Event:
resource_key: events

As there is no cascading on database layer you have to call the remove method on the service sulu.repository.route
when you remove your entity.

1.4.15 SearchBundle

The SuluSearchBundle is mainly an integration of the MassiveSearchBundle into Sulu. There is also the Mas-
siveSearchBundle Documentation explaining this Bundle in more detail. This documentation is also valid for using
it with Sulu, although there are some extensions made by the SuluSearchBundle. It offers a controller to provide a
web API to search through the system, adds more fields - like creator and changer - to the search documents and also
handles the security provided by Sulu. But the most important thing is that it also contains the administration user
interface.

Configuration

The configuration of this bundle contains some more metadata about each index created by the MassiveSearchBundle
consisting of the following values:

• name: Can contain a name for the index, which will be used in the UI. Useful if the index represents something
a non-translatable literal can describe.

• security_context: This setting is used to describe which security context (see SecurityBundle) the user
has to have view permission in, in order to search through this index.

• icon: Describes which icon should be used in the search result if no image is available.

• view: Contains information necessary to navigate to the correct form on a click on the search result. This
includes the name of the route and a map called result_to_view, which maps fields from the search result
to the edit form.

So a sample configuration would look like this:

sulu_search:
indexes:

contact:
name: 'sulu_contact.people'
icon: 'su-user'
security_context: 'sulu.contacts.people'
contexts: []
view:

name: sulu_contact.contact_edit_form
result_to_view:

id: id
locale: locale

Note: It is also possible to use PrependExtensions or in more complicated cases to change the value of the
sulu_search.indexes parameter in a CompilerPass. Actually that is what most of the Sulu bundles are do-
ing to minimize the configuration effort of the application.
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Website Search

This bundle also provides configuration for the website search. By default, when using the website search, only pages
will be listed as result. If you want e.g. a custom entity to be found in the website search, you have to register the
corresponding index.

The configuration looks like the following:

# config/packages/sulu_search.yaml

sulu_search:
website:

indexes:
- examples_published

You could also prevent pages from being found using the search. This can be achieved using the following code:

# config/packages/sulu_search.yaml

sulu_search:
website:

indexes:
pages: null

If the index name contains the webspace key, you can use the #webspace# placeholder, which will be automatically
replaced with the key of the current webspace.

# config/packages/sulu_search.yaml

sulu_search:
website:

indexes:
examples: examples_#webspace#_published

Templating

The SuluSearchBundle has a WebsiteSearchController, which loads the template from the currently loaded webspace.
It therefore uses the RequestAnalyzer, and asks the webspace for its template of type search. This template can then
be defined for every webspace in its XML configuration:

<templates>
<template type="search">ClientWebsiteBundle:views:search.html.twig</template>

</templates>

See Setup a Webspace for more details.

Reindexing

Re-indexing is the process of reading all of the documents in the system and regenerating their search records. This is
necessary when changes are made to the metadata and it is desirable to propagate these changes over all of the indexed
documents / entities in the system – or when you import new data (e.g. from a backup) and need to index that data.

To re-index all entities (Contacts, Media, etc.) and documents (Pages, Snippets) simply run the following:
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$ php bin/console massive:search:reindex --env=prod

Warning: At the moment it is required to also execute php bin/websiteconsole massive:search:reindex –env=prod
to reindex the pages also for the website.

This may take anywhere between a minute and several hours depending on how much data you have in your system.

To increase speed and reduce memory consumption:

• Use the --env=prod (see note below) switch to force the production settings: This will reduce logging and
increase speed and lead to lower memory consumption.

• Ensure that the document manager has the debug: false option. This reduces logging dramatically.

To recover if the process is interrupted:

• You may resume the task simply by running it again.

• Use the --provider option to limit the reindexing to a certain reindex provider, for example
--provider=doctrine_orm.

Important: In recomending the prod environment we assume that you have not changed the default environment
configuration. The important point is that logging increases memory consumption and should be disabled.

1.4.16 SecurityBundle

The SuluSecurityBundle is responsible for protecting different data and areas of the application. Therefore it makes
use and enhances the standard security mechanisms of Symfony.

Structure

Every Sulu user is linked to a specific Sulu contact from the SuluContactBundle. In addition to that a user can have
some roles and groups assigned, whereby a group can consist of multiple other groups and roles.

Every role has to be part of a certain system. Different systems can be registered via the security contexts, which are
explained later. These systems correspond to different applications handled by Sulu. So by default there is only the
Sulu system. A user is only enabled to login into Sulu, if he has at least one role with the Sulu system assigned.

The users provide two different flags. The locked flag signalizes that a user has been locked by an administrator for
some reason. As soon as this flag is set, the user can’t login to the system anymore. The second flag is called enabled,
and will be set to true by default. This flag is only important if you have implemented your own registration process.
In the case you want to use a double opt-in mechanism you can set this flag to false on the registration, and toggle it,
e.g. when the user clicks on a link in an email. As long as the enabled flag is set to false, the Sulu-Admin offers
you a button to enable the user.

Security contexts

Every application can define its own security contexts, which will then be available in the list of security contexts, on
which access can be granted or denied. Have a look at Securing your application to see an example.

These contexts are used to control the access to different areas of the application, e.g. if the user is allowed to edit
content at all.
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The following permissions are distinguished:

VIEW Permission to see data the given context
ADD Permission to add new data to the given context
EDIT Permission to edit already existing data in the given context
DELETE Permission to delete data in the given context
ARCHIVE Permission to archive data in the given context
LIVE Permission to publish data in the given context
SECURITY Permission to grant or deny access on data in the given context

All the permission values are encoded in a bitmask and saved in a permission object, which has a link to a role. This
way it is easily possible to evaluate if a user has access to a security context by checking if one of his roles grants
access.

Access Control Manager

The AccessControlManager is responsible to set permissions on specific objects. Since this is not totally de-
coupled from the entity being protected, there is the possibility to register multiple AccessControlProvider.
This is simply a service implementing the AccessControlProviderInterface tagged with sulu.
access_control.

The task of this class is to save the permission information into the correct database. This is important, be-
cause otherwise it would not be possible to paginate lists considering permissions of these entities in an easy and
performant way. There are already two implementations of the AccessControlProviderInterface, the
PhpcrAccessControlProvider handling the permission storing for PHPCR and therefore for our content sec-
tion, and the DoctrineAccessControlProvider, which can be used in combination with any Doctrine en-
tity. The entity only has to implement the SecuredEntityInterface to signalize that it can be used with the
DoctrineAccessControlProvider.

Note: The AccessControlManager is used by some other components, especially by the
PermissionController, which handles the requests from the reusable permission tab, and the
SecurityContextVoter from Sulu.

Checking security

Sulu offers a SecurityChecker enabling the developer to easily check if a given SecurityCondition is
granted for the currently logged in user. The security condition consists of the already mentioned security context, an
object type and id for decoupling from real objects for performance reasons, and the locale to check the permission in.
The SecurityChecker uses the Symfony AccessDecisionManager, which calls all security voters including
the SecurityContextVoter.

This voter will check if the user is allowed to perform the given action (the permissions already listed above) in the
given context in the given locale. If the object type and id are also passed the permissions of the security contexts
from the role might be overridden by the permissions from this specific object (which are handled by the previously
mentioned AccessControlManager).

Two-Factor Authentication

Sulu allows to use two-factor authentication over email via the scheb/2fa packages. To enable it, the packages need to
be installed into the project via composer:
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composer require scheb/2fa-bundle scheb/2fa-email scheb/2fa-trusted-device

The security configuration needs to be adjusted to allow two-factor authentication in the admin firewall. This is
configured in the config/packages/security.yaml:

security:
# ...

access_control:
# ...
- { path: ^/admin/login$, roles: PUBLIC_ACCESS }

+ - { path: ^/admin/2fa, role: PUBLIC_ACCESS }
# ...

firewalls:
# ...
admin:

# ...
logout:

path: sulu_admin.logout
+ two_factor:
+ prepare_on_login: true
+ prepare_on_access_denied: true
+ check_path: 2fa_login_check_admin
+ authentication_required_handler: sulu_security.two_factor_
→˓authentication_required_handler
+ success_handler: sulu_security.two_factor_authentication_success_
→˓handler
+ failure_handler: sulu_security.two_factor_authentication_failure_
→˓handler

Afterwards, the scheb/2fa bundle needs to be configured to enable email and trusted devices in the config/
packages/scheb_2fa.yaml file:

scheb_two_factor:
email:

enabled: true
sender_email: "%env(SULU_ADMIN_EMAIL)%"

trusted_device:
enabled: true

Additionally, the routes of the scheb/2fa bundle must be added to the project in the config/routes/scheb_2fa.
yaml file:

# For Admin:
2fa_login_check_admin:

path: /admin/2fa_check

Finally, after adjusting the configuration and clearing the symfony cache, it is possible to enable two-factor authenti-
cation via the administration interface in the profile of the logged-in user.

Security System

The SecurityBundle supports to work with different security systems. Each role is assigned to a security system. When
a request happens, the request is assigned to a security system and the symfony firewall allows a user to login only if
the user has at least one role in the assigned security system.
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By default, there is a single security system called Sulu which is used for the administration interface.

Webspace Security System

A webspace can define a security system in its configuration. The security system will be assigned to the request when
a user visits a page of the webspace.

If your webspace requires some kind of login, you should define a security system in its configuration:

<security>
<system>Website</system>

</security>

If you want to restrict pages, media entities or custom entities to logged in users with a specific role, you need to
enable permission-check in the webspace configuration:

<security permission-check="true">
<system>example</system>

</security>

To prevent caching problems with restricted entities, it is important to activate User context caching.

Custom Security System

You can register a custom security system in a Admin class. This is useful for sections like an intranet or an extranet
which are not associated to a specific webspace:

namespace App\Sulu\Admin;

use Sulu\Bundle\AdminBundle\Admin\Admin;

class ExtranetAdmin extends Admin
{

public const SYSTEM = 'Extranet';

public function getSecurityContexts()
{

return [self::SYSTEM => []];
}

}

Additionally, you need to register a request listener that assigns the custom security context to the request. To do this,
you access the SystemStore service in your listener:

namespace App\Sulu\Security;

use App\Sulu\Admin\ExtranetAdmin;
use Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\System\SystemStoreInterface;
use Symfony\Bundle\SecurityBundle\Security\FirewallMap;
use Symfony\Component\EventDispatcher\EventSubscriberInterface;
use Symfony\Component\HttpKernel\Event\RequestEvent;
use Symfony\Component\HttpKernel\KernelEvents;
use Symfony\Component\Security\Http\FirewallMapInterface;

class SecuritySystemSubscriber implements EventSubscriberInterface

(continues on next page)
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{
public function __construct(

private SystemStoreInterface $systemStore,
private FirewallMapInterface $map,

) {
if (!$map instanceof FirewallMap) {

throw new \LogicException(\sprintf('Expected "%s" but got "%s".',
→˓FirewallMap::class, \get_class($map)));

}
}

public static function getSubscribedEvents(): array
{

return [
KernelEvents::REQUEST => [

// need to be after @see
→˓\Sulu\Bundle\SecurityBundle\EventListener\SystemListener::getSubscribedEvents

// need to be before @see
→˓\Symfony\Bundle\SecurityBundle\EventListener\FirewallListener::getSubscribedEvents

['processSecuritySystem', 9],
],

];
}

public function processSecuritySystem(RequestEvent $event): void
{

if (!$event->isMainRequest()) {
return;

}

$config = $this->map->getFirewallConfig($event->getRequest());
if (!$config) {

return;
}

if ('extranet' === $config->getName()) {
$this->systemStore->setSystem(ExtranetAdmin::SYSTEM);

}
}

}

System Store

The SystemStore service is used by the UserProvider to access the security system of the current request. It
is registered with the service id sulu_security.system_store.

Password policy

The SecurityBundle allows to define a password policy by configuring a pattern. The pattern will be used to validate
the input of the user in the administration interface and programatically created users in the UserManager.

The following example enables the default pattern of sulu (minimum length of 8 characters).
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# file: config/packages/sulu_security.yaml

sulu_security:
password_policy:

enabled: true

The configuration below sets an example pattern that validates the password against following constraints:

• The password length must be greater than or equal to 8

• The password must contain one or more uppercase characters

• The password must contain one or more lowercase characters

• The password must contain one or more numeric values

• The password must contain one or more special characters

# file: config/packages/sulu_security.yaml

sulu_security:
password_policy:

enabled: true
pattern: '(?=^.{8,}$)(?=.*\d)(?=.*[^a-zA-Z0-9]+)(?![.\n])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[a-

→˓z]).*$'
info_translation_key: app.password_information

Dont forget to provide a translation that explains your password policy to the user by setting the
info_translation_key configuration.

{
"app.password_information": "Passwords have a minimum length of 8 characters and

→˓must contain one or more uppercase characters, one or more lowercase characters,
→˓one or more numeric values, one or more special characters."
}

1.4.17 SnippetBundle

The SnippetBundle contains the implementation to use snippets in Sulu.

What is a Snippet

As the name suggests, a snippet is a small fragment on a page. However, unlike blocks, for example, which would also
fit this description, the idea with snippets is reusability. As a section of a web page a snippet must be first universally
maintained, and thereafter be reused anywhere on the website. An example on a website would be a social media
section.

In this section there would be logos of social services like Facebook and a link to the profile on the service. This
section could of course also be built conventionally in a page template, but you would have to maintain it on each
page.

This is where snippets come into play. A snippet could be configured to cover exactly this use case and you would
only have to maintain the profiles once and could reuse them at any point.
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Creating a Snippet Template

In this example we’ll creating a “Social Media” snippet to the page of Sulu.

Creating a snippet Template isn’t really different like Page Creating a Page Template. Create a XML File in your
config/template/snippets/ folder like the following example

Note: The <key> and the name of the XML must be the same!

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<template xmlns="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.sulu.io/template/template http://schemas.

→˓sulu.io/template/template-1.0.xsd">

<key>social_media</key>

<meta>
<title lang="en">Social Media</title>
<title lang="de">Social Media</title>

</meta>

<properties>
<property name="title" type="text_line" mandatory="true">

<meta>
<title lang="en">Title</title>
<title lang="de">Titel</title>

</meta>
<tag name="sulu.node.name"/>

</property>

<property name="facebookImage" colspan="3" type="single_media_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Facebook Icon</title>
<title lang="de">Facebook Icon</title>

(continues on next page)
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</meta>
</property>

<property name="facebookLink" colspan="9" type="url">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Facebook Link</title>
<title lang="de">Facebook Link</title>

</meta>
<params>

<param name="schemes" type="collection">
<param name="http://"/>
<param name="https://"/>

</param>
</params>

</property>

<property name="twitterImage" colspan="3" type="single_media_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Twitter Icon</title>
<title lang="de">Twitter Icon</title>

</meta>
</property>

<property name="twitterLink" colspan="9" type="url">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Twitter Link</title>
<title lang="de">Twitter Link</title>

</meta>
<params>

<param name="schemes" type="collection">
<param name="http://"/>
<param name="https://"/>

</param>
</params>

</property>
</properties>

</template>

Properties

Properties are the same as Page Creating a Page Template.

Implement a Snippet in your Template

Snippets are stored separately and are not accessible via the web page URL.

So if we want to use a snippet on a page, we need to add the content type “Single Snippet Selection” if we want to link
one or “Snippet Selection” for more snippets.

<property name="footer_social_media" type="snippet_selection">
<meta>

<title lang="en">Footer Social Media</title>
</meta>
<params>

(continues on next page)
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<param name="default" value="social_media"/>
</params>

</property>

Load Snippets from a Subfolder

By the means of configuration in config/packages/sulu_admin.yaml according to the following scheme it is also pos-
sible to load snippet templates from custom folders.

sulu_core:
content:

structure:
paths:

event_snippets:
path: "%kernel.project_dir%/config/template/events/snippets/"
type: "snippet"

In this example, a new Events folder has been specified. It is important that the key for the configuration remains
unique for each config.

Learn more

• Using default snippets for managing page-independent data

• Content type reference for Single Snippet Selection

• Content type reference for Snippet Selection

1.4.18 TagBundle

The TagBundle implements a simple tag entity that is managed via the administration interface. It can be assigned to
pages and other entities and can be used for filtering data in various places of the system.

1.4.19 TrashBundle

The TrashBundle implements the trash functionality that is used by most built-in Sulu entities. It allows to store
entities into a trash item and to restore them from the trash at a later point in time. Furthermore, the bundle adds a
trash view that allows the user to restore and remove trash items via the administration interface.
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The bundle uses the TrashItem entity to store the data of entities that were moved into the trash. TrashItem en-
tities contain all data that is necessary to restore the original entity and are identified by a resourceKey and a
resourceId. To manage these entities, the bundle provides a TrashManager service that allows to create new trash
items and restore and delete existing trash items.

Integrating the TrashBundle with a custom entity

The TrashBundle is built in an extensible way and provides extension points for integrating the trash functionality
with a custom entity. The TrashManager service uses these extension points of the bundle to automatically call the
correct handlers for given entities and trash items.

Integrating the TrashBundle with a custom entity involves the following steps:

Store the entity to the trash before deletion

Use the TrashManager service to create a new TrashItem entity before you delete your entity. The
TrashManager service will create the TrashItem entity by calling the registered handler for the given entity.
We will implement this handler for your custom entity in the next steps.

$this->trashManager->store(Book::RESOURCE_KEY, $book);

Create a trash item for an entity

When creating a new TrashItem entity, the TrashManager service looks for a service that implements the Store-
TrashItemHandlerInterface interface and supports the given entity.

To implement this functionality for your custom entity, you create a TrashItemHandler service that implements
the StoreTrashItemHandlerInterface and creates a TrashItem entity. The created entity contains all
data that is needed to restore our custom entity at a later point in time.

<?php

class BookTrashItemHandler implements StoreTrashItemHandlerInterface {

public function store(object $book, array $options = []): TrashItemInterface
{

return $this->trashItemRepository->create(
Book::RESOURCE_KEY,
(string) $book->getId(),
$book->getTitle(),
[

'title' => $book->getTitle(),
'description' => $book->getDescription(),
'created' => $book->getCreated()->format('c'),

];
null,
$options,
Book::SECURITY_CONTEXT,
null,
null

);
}

(continues on next page)
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public static function getResourceKey(): string
{

return Book::RESOURCE_KEY;
}

}

Restore an entity from a trash item

When restoring an existing TrashItem entity, the TrashManager service looks for a service that implements the
RestoreTrashItemHandlerInterface interface and supports the given trash item.

To integrate the restore functionality with your custom entity, you can extend the TrashItemHandler service
created in the previous step to implement the RestoreTrashItemHandlerInterface. Your service receives
the existing TrashItem entity and should restore the original custom entity with the correct data.

<?php

class BookTrashItemHandler implements StoreTrashItemHandlerInterface,
→˓RestoreTrashItemHandlerInterface {

public function restore(TrashItemInterface $trashItem, array $restoreFormData =
→˓[]): object

{
$data = $trashItem->getRestoreData();

$book = new Book();
$book->setTitle($data['title']);
$book->setDescription($data['description']);
$book->setCreated(new \DateTime($data['created']));

$this->entityManager->persist($book);
$this->entityManager->flush();

return $book;
}

public function store(object $book, array $options = []): TrashItemInterface
{

// implemented in a previous step
}

public static function getResourceKey(): string
{

// implemented in a previous step
}

}

(Optional) Add restore configuration for your entity

The behaviour of the TrashBundle integration an entity can be configured by registering a service that implements
the RestoreConfigurationProviderInterface interface.

To do this for your custom entity, you can extend the TrashItemHandler service created in the previous steps to
implement the RestoreConfigurationProviderInterface and return a RestoreConfiguration object from
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the getConfiguration method.

<?php

class BookTrashItemHandler implements StoreTrashItemHandlerInterface,
→˓RestoreTrashItemHandlerInterface, RestoreConfigurationProviderInterface {

public function getConfiguration(): RestoreConfiguration
{

return new RestoreConfiguration(
null,
AlbumAdmin::EDIT_FORM_VIEW,
['id' => 'id']

);
}

public function restore(TrashItemInterface $trashItem, array $restoreFormData =
→˓[]): object

{
// implemented in a previous step

}

public function store(object $book, array $options = []): TrashItemInterface
{

// implemented in a previous step
}

public static function getResourceKey(): string
{

// implemented in a previous step
}

}

The RestoreConfiguration class allows to set the following configuration properties. All configuration prop-
erties are optional an can be set to null.

Prop-
erty

Description

form Defines a form key that should be displayed when a trash item is restored. The data of the form will be
passed to the RestoreTrashItemHandlerInterface::restore method. For example, this
allows to select a new parent entity when restoring a nested entity like a page.

view Defines a view key to which the user is redirected after restoring a trash item.
result-
ToView

Defines which properties should be used as view attributes when redirecting the user to the configured
view after an entity was restored. For example, this allows to set the id attribute of a route to the
identifier of the restored entity.

result-
Serial-
ization-
Groups

Defines the serialization groups that are used to serialize a restored entity. The properties of the serial-
ized entity can be used in the resultToView attribute.

(Optional) Cleanup external data when a trash item is removed

When removing an existing TrashItem entity, the TrashManager service looks for a service that implements the
RemoveTrashItemHandlerInterface interface and supports the given trash item. If such a service is found, the remove
method of the service is called with the TrashItem entity that will be removed.
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This extension point allows to clean up external data when a trash item is removed and therefore cannot be restored
anymore. For example, this can be used to clean up associated files on the hard drive or related data in an external
system.

1.4.20 WebsiteBundle

The SuluWebsiteBundle is one of the most central parts of Sulu. It offers the functionality to show content on a
website.

Reference Store

The reference-store is a service which collects ids of entities/documents which are used to render a page. This ids will
be used for example in the caching component HttpCacheBundle.

Architecture

Each type of content registers its own service which implements the ReferenceStoreInterface or with the
default implementation Sulu\Bundle\PageBundle\ReferenceStore\ReferenceStore.

The service sulu_website.reference_store_pool collects the services with the tag sulu_website.
reference_store and use the alias attribute to identify them.

To register a loaded entity use the concrete store (e.g. sulu_page.reference_store.content or your own
service) and call the method add to append the id of the entity.

Example

<service id="app.reference_store.example"
class="Sulu\Bundle\WebsiteBundle\ReferenceStore\ReferenceStore">

<tag name="sulu_website.reference_store" alias="example"/>
</service>

$exampleReferenceStore = $container->get('app.reference_store.example');
$exampleReferenceStore->add(1);

$referenceStore = $container->get('sulu_website.reference_store');
var_dump($referenceStore->getStore('example')->getAll());

// prints
// array(1) {
// [0] =>
// int(1)
// }

When you get in touch with another bundle of Sulu, which is not documented in this place. Tell us. We’ll provide the
documentation.

1.5 Developer Guide

Here’s how we work at the Sulu team. We are really open to Pull Requests. It is also a aim to us to ensure code quality
and guarantee some consistency in the project. So if you want to contribute to the Sulu project keep our developers
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guide in mind.

Developers need to know:

1.5.1 Contributing

All contributions are welcome!

We try and stand on the shoulders of giants, this means that we generally copy the existing coding and documentation
standards of the Symfony project (with some minor differences).

Contributing code

All contributed code must abide by the Symfony coding standards. But don’t let this be an obstacle to contributing.
When in doubt, copy the standards of the code that you are changing.

After you have submitted your PR our team will review the code.

When making a pull request please refer to the Creating a Pull Request article.

Contributing documentation

Again see the Symfony documentation standard as a guide, but when in doubt just submit the PR and we will review
it.

Contributing translations

We use Crowdin to translate the administration inteface of Sulu. To be able to translate you have to create a user
account there. Please don’t hesitate to contact us if the language you want to translate is missing.

Creating a Pull Request

When creating a pull request:

• Clone the Sulu repository from git.

• Add a branch and name it after the following format: <type>/<description>, where type is one of
feature, bugfix, hotfix or enhancement. For example: feature/what-my-pr-does. Note that
dashes should be used instead of spaces (not underscores).

• Add your feature/bugfix/enhancement.

• Create atomic and logically separate commits (use the power of git rebase to have a clean and logical
history).

• Write good commit messages (see the tip below).

• Write tests.

• Test your Code.

• In case you do changes that break backwards compatibility you also have to add a description to the UPGRADE.
md file in the root directory.

• Use a meaningful name for the pull request (see the tip below).

• Create the pull request as soon as possible.
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• In addition to a pull request to the code repository, you should also send a pull request to the documentation
repository to update the documentation when appropriate.

Tip: A good commit message is composed of a summary (the first line), optionally followed by a blank line and a
more detailed description. Use a verb (Fixed ..., Added ..., . . . ) to start the summary and don’t add a period
at the end.

If you are a member of the Sulu organization you should also:

• Add a label for the type of the PR:

• feature: provides a new feature

• enhancement: the PR improves existing features

• bugfix: provides a bug fix

• hotfix: the PR is a bugfix that should be made against a stable branch (e.g. master)

Template

When creating a pull request on GitHub, there is already a pre filled template for you. The template is divided in
several parts.

Checklist

The pull request must include the following checklist at the top to ensure that contributions may be reviewed without
needless feedback loops and that your contributions can be included into Sulu as quickly as possible:

An example submission could now look as follows:

| Q | A
| ------------------ | ---
| Bug fix? | yes
| New feature? | no
| BC breaks? | no
| Deprecations? | yes
| Fixed tickets | fixes #1243, fixes #1443
| Related issues/PRs | -
| License | MIT
| Documentation PR | sulu/sulu-docs#153

Some answers to the questions trigger some more requirements:

• If you answer yes to “Bug fix?”, check if the bug is already listed in the Sulu issues and reference it/them in
“Fixed tickets”. These should be of the form fixes #123, fixes #321.

• If you answer yes to “New feature?”, you must submit a pull request to the documentation and reference it under
the “Documentation PR” section.

• If you answer yes to “BC breaks?”, the pull request must contain updates to the UPGRADE.md file.

• If you answer yes to “Deprecations?”, the pull request must contain updates to the UPGRADE.md file.

• If the “license” is not MIT, just don’t submit the pull request as it won’t be accepted anyway.
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Note: When an issue number is prefixed with fixes it tells GitHub to automatically close the referenced ticket when
the pull request is merged

What’s in this PR?

Give as much details as possible about your changes (don’t hesitate to give code examples to illustrate your points).
The pull request description helps the code review and it serves as a reference when the code is merged.

Why?

If your pull request is about adding a new feature or modifying an existing one, explain the rationale for the changes.
Why did you add this feature, which problem does the PR fix?

Example usage

If you add a new feature or make breaking changes, please give us an example usage (code examples, screenshots,
etc.), so we understand what you try to solve.

Remove this section if not needed.

BC Breaks/Deprecations

If you have done BC breaks or deprecations, please describe them shortly here and add them to the UPGRADE.md file
as well.

Remove this section if not needed.

To Do

If some of the requirements in the checklist are not met, use the “To Do” section and add the relevant items:

- [ ] Submit changes to the documentation
- [ ] Document the BC breaks

If the code is not finished yet because you don’t have time to finish it or because you want early feedback on your
work, add an item to to-do list:

- [ ] Finish the code
- [ ] Add tests as they have not been updated yet
- [ ] Gather feedback for my changes

Remove this section if not needed.

Test your Code

If your tests require external dependencies (e.g. a database connection) then they are Functional tests, otherwise they
will be a Unit Test.

One key quality of Unit tests is that they execute very fast, whereas functional tests tend to be slower.
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Functional Tests

To run the tests, follow these steps:

1. Install Composer dependencies with composer install.

2. Run the tests in one of the following ways.

Bundle Testing

The test runner script is a php script which automates the execution of Bundle tests. It is used by the continuous
integration server and can be useful to quickly get the tests running.

$ ./bin/runtests -i -C

The above will initialize the database(i) and run all the tests excluding the component tests (C).

runtests has the following options:

• -i: Initialize the test setup (e.g. creating database).

• -t [Bundle]: Run the tests only for the specific bundle.

• -a: Run all tests.

• -B: Don’t run the bundle tests

• -C: Don’t run the component tests

Subsequently you will only need to run the tests, so you can omit the -i option.

$ ./bin/runtests -a

You may also specify a specific bundle for which to run the tests:

$ ./bin/runtests -C -t SearchBundle

After the bundles have been initialized you may also simply change to the bundle root directory and use phpunit as
normal:

$ cd src/Sulu/Bundle/SearchBundle
$ phpunit

Component Testing

The component tests may be executed using the runtests script or PHPUnit from the root directory:

$ ./bin/runtests -B
$ phpunit

You can test a specific component with PHPUnit by specifying the path:

$ phpunit src/Sulu/Component/Content
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Jackrabbit installation

By default Sulu uses the Doctrine DBAL implementation for PHPCR in your local test environment. If you need to
test against the Jackrabbit backend, you can install it with the following bash snippet:

JACKRABBIT_VERSION=2.12.0
if [ ! -f downloads/jackrabbit-standalone-$JACKRABBIT_VERSION.jar ]; then

cd downloads
wget http://archive.apache.org/dist/jackrabbit/$JACKRABBIT_VERSION/jackrabbit-

→˓standalone-$JACKRABBIT_VERSION.jar
cd -

fi

To start your jackrabbit installation run

java -jar downloads/jackrabbit-standalone-2.12.0.jar > /dev/null &

Now you have to run your tests with the jackrabbit backend enabled (omit the initialization step [-i] after the
first run):

$ PHPCR_TRANSPORT=jackrabbit ./bin/runtests -i -a

1.5.2 Backwards Compatibility Promise

Sulu is a stable software used in production. It is however still under heavy development and therefore a full backwards
compatibility can not be guaranteed at the current stage.

We do our best to keep backwards compatibility for the most used extension points and services of Sulu. These are
listed in this document.

The promises given in this document are only valid during a single major release. When a new major version is
released, these promises might be broken.

PHP

Twig

The most important extension point is twig as its templates are used in any project using Sulu for content management.
We guarantee that the variables passed to the twig template as described in Rendering Pages with Twig will keep their
structure and that all the twig extensions as described in Twig Extensions will continue to work using the same calls.

Configuration

There are several configuration files responsible for Sulu’s behaviour for which backwards compatibility is promised:

• Webspace (see Setup a Webspace)

• Template (see Creating a Page Template)

• Image formats (see Configure image formats)

• MassiveSearch (see the MassiveSearchBundle Mapping)

• Bundle configurations
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Events

Using events for extending Sulu is quite common so we will keep backwards compatibility here. There might be new
data added to some events but the current data will not be removed. The events are also guaranteed not to change
names.

Sulu-Admin

Using the Admin class together with its navigation is guaranteed not to break.

Content Types

It is safe to create custom content types by implementing the ContentTypeInterface or by inheriting one of the
abstract SimpleContentType or ComplexContentType classes.

We also make sure that the content types delivered with Sulu will save the content in the same way so that there will
not be any regressions with the content on an upgrade.

There will be migrations provided in case the structure of the content has to be changed in order to fix some bugs and
the previous promise cannot be kept.

Sulu Classes and Interfaces

The following classes and interfaces are guaranteed to keep backwards compatibility:

• DocumentManagerInterface

• WebsiteController

• RequestAnalyzerInterface

• SecurityCheckerInterface

• User

• Contact

• Category

• Tag

No matter what, we love every contribution and will honor it.

1.6 Upgrades

The upgrades section will describe how to upgrade within the same major releases, as well as how to upgrade between
different major releases.

1.6.1 Upgrading Sulu 2.x

This upgrade guide describes how to upgrade a Sulu 2.x project to any newer version below 3.0. In a majority of cases,
these upgrades should be unproblematic, because backwards compatibility is only broken when it is really necessary
to fix a bug. The upgrade process consists of the following steps:
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1. Update the sulu/sulu package

The sulu/sulu package implements the functionality of the Sulu content management system. To update this
package, you need to update the version constraint for the package in the composer.json of your project.

To do this, you can replace the ~x.x.xwith the a version constraint like ~2.2.7 and execute the following command
in the root folder of your project:

composer require sulu/sulu:"~x.x.x" --no-update

After this, you can update all dependencies of your project by executing the following command:

composer update

Note: See the Composer documentation for more information about version constraints.

2. Check sulu/skeleton repository changes

The sulu/skeleton repository contains the project template for Sulu projects. The template might be adjusted between
different versions to include configuration for new features or keep up with the Symfony best practices. It is advised
to examine the changes in the sulu/skeleton repository between the versions you are upgrading and apply them
to your project if they make sense in your case.

This step cannot be automated, because changes in sulu/skeleton repository could include BC breaks or might simply
not fit your project.

Note: For a convenient view of all changes in the skeleton repository, open https://github.com/sulu/skeleton/compare/
and the select your current version as base and the target version as compare.

3. Check the UPGRADE.md file for BC breaks

The UPGRADE.md file in the sulu/sulu repository contains all changes breaking backwards compatibility be-
tween different versions. These changes might break your application if you have used the changed part of Sulu in a
specific way.

In a majority of cases, the changes should not affect your project because backwards compatibility is only broken
when it is really necessary to fix a bug. However, if something goes south, this file should contain an explanation what
to change.

4. Update the Admin JavaScript build

Our administration interface requires a built version of its JavaScript code in the public/build/admin folder of
the project. The JavaScript code might be adjusted between different versions to fix bugs or implement new features.
When upgrading the project, you need to update the build to match the new Sulu version. To simplify this step, Sulu
provides a command to update the JavaScript build in the project:

$ bin/console sulu:admin:update-build
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Note: Have a look at the Building the administration interface frontend application documentation if you want to
update the JavaScript build in the project without using the sulu:admin:update-build command.

1.6.2 Upgrading from Sulu 1.6 to 2.0

We provide a very extensive UPGRADE.md file in the sulu/sulu repository containing almost every breaking
change we made during the development of Sulu 2.0. However, this is a huge list and most projects won’t be affected
by the majority of these breaking changes. Therefore this guide provides a list of the most important changes. By
following the steps of this guide you should be able to update most Sulu 1.6 projects to Sulu 2.0. Please be aware that
this guide does not contain any steps needed if your project overrides Sulu’s internal mechanisms.

1. Create a new sulu/skeleton project and import your projects .git folder

In our experience it makes more sense and will save you future headache if you start over with a new project based
on sulu/skeleton which is the preferred project template for starting a Sulu 2.0 project. The old sulu/sulu-minimal and
the deprecated sulu/sulu-standard project templates are not recommended for running a Sulu 2.0 project. You could
also take your existing sulu/sulu-minimal project and restructure it to match the sulu/skeleton repository, but that is
probably going to be more work than doing it the other way around.

The recommended way to achieve this, is to create a new project using composer create-project and copy
the old .git folder to the root of the new project.

composer create-project sulu/skeleton <project-name>
cp <old-project-path>/.git <project-name>

Afterwards a git status in the new folder should reveal all the changes from your old repository to the new
sulu/skeleton installation, since git is doing a very good job on recognizing the file changes here.

Note: Theoretically these changes could already be commited now, but we recommend to do this at the end of this
guide. That will create a single commit containing the whole upgrade.

2. Copy over your old project files to the new project

This is probably the trickiest part of the upgrade. You have to move all of your project specific files from the old
project folder to the new one.

These files are not always located in the same place as previously, because we adapted to the new folder structure
Symfony has introduced with Symfony Flex. Use the below table to get an idea how to move these files:

Old folder New folder Note
src src This folder changed from the empty to the App namespace. Consider that in

all classes.
app/config config Content changed because of Symfony Flex as well. Instead of admin and

website sub folders files are now suffixed with admin and website.
app/
Resources/
templates

config/
templates

app/
Resources/
views

templates

app/
Resources/
webspaces

config/
webspaces
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Note: Mind that we have also updated a few dependencies, which might include some BC breaks. If your code is not
working anymore it might be related to the BC breaks inside these dependencies.

Note: When copying over the config files make sure you also copy over the configuration values for security.
encoders. If the new installation has a different value than the old one you have to change them, because otherwise
you won’t be able to login later. You will find this configuration in config/packages/security_admin.
yaml in the new project resp. in app/config/admin/security.yml in the old project.

3. Upgrade your existing templates to use the new content types

We have normalized the name of the content types, therefore you might have to change the types in your templates
located in config/templates. The following table shows how the names changed:

Old type New type
contact contact_account_selection
category_list category_selection
snippet snippet_selection
internal_links page_selection
single_internal_link single_page_selection
multiple_select select
tag_list tag_selection

4. Change the encoding of your mysql database to utf8mb4

Note: At this point you should absolutely make a backup of your database, in case something goes wrong when
executing the commands below.

The following commands only change the charset to utf8mb4 for tables that come with Sulu. If you have added
your own entities resp. tables you have to add additional statements for these tables. There is an excellent guide on
switching to utf8mb4 available online explaining what is required.

Note: Mind that these steps are only necessary for MySQL, PostgreSQL is not affected of this issue.

ALTER DATABASE <database_name> CHARACTER SET = utf8mb4 COLLATE = utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
USE <database_name>;
ALTER TABLE me_format_options CHANGE format_key format_key VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_collections CHANGE collection_key collection_key VARCHAR(191) DEFAULT
→˓NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_collection_types CHANGE collection_type_key collection_type_key
→˓VARCHAR(191) DEFAULT NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_media_types CHANGE name name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_file_versions CHANGE mimeType mimeType VARCHAR(191) DEFAULT NULL;
ALTER TABLE se_users CHANGE email email VARCHAR(191) DEFAULT NULL;
ALTER TABLE se_role_settings CHANGE settingKey settingKey VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE se_permissions CHANGE context context VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE se_access_controls CHANGE entityClass entityClass VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE ca_categories CHANGE category_key category_key VARCHAR(191) DEFAULT NULL;
ALTER TABLE ca_keywords CHANGE keyword keyword VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE ta_tags CHANGE name name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

ALTER TABLE we_domains CHANGE url url VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE we_analytics CHANGE webspace_key webspace_key VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE ro_routes CHANGE path path VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE entity_class
→˓entity_class VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE entity_id entity_id VARCHAR(191) NOT
→˓NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_collection_meta CHANGE title title VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_file_version_meta CHANGE title title VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE me_file_versions CHANGE name name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE ca_categories CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE ca_category_meta CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE ca_category_translations CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE ca_category_translations_keywords CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4
→˓COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE ca_keywords CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE category_translation_media_interface CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4
→˓COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_addresses CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_bank_accounts CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_categories CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_contacts CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_emails CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_faxes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_medias CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_notes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_phones CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_social_media_profiles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE
→˓utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_tags CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_account_urls CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_accounts CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_address_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_addresses CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_bank_account CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_addresses CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_bank_accounts CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_categories CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_emails CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_faxes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci; (continues on next page)
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ALTER TABLE co_contact_locales CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_medias CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_notes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_phones CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_social_media_profiles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE
→˓utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_tags CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_titles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contact_urls CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_contacts CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_countries CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_email_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_emails CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_fax_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_faxes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_notes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_phone_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE co_phones CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_positions CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_social_media_profile_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE
→˓utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_social_media_profiles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_url_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE co_urls CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_collection_meta CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_collection_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_collections CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE me_file_version_categories CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE
→˓utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_file_version_content_languages CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4
→˓COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_file_version_meta CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_file_version_publish_languages CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4
→˓COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_file_version_tags CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_file_versions CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE me_files CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_format_options CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_media CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE me_media_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci; (continues on next page)
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ALTER TABLE ro_routes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE se_access_controls CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE se_group_roles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE se_groups CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE se_permissions CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE se_role_settings CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE se_roles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE se_security_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE se_user_groups CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE se_user_roles CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE se_user_settings CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE se_users CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE ta_tags CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE we_analytics CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE we_analytics_domains CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE we_domains CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;

If you are using jackalope with doctrine-dbal instead of jackrabbit you also have to execute the following statements
to update the jackalope tables:

ALTER TABLE phpcr_binarydata CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_internal_index_types CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE
→˓utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_namespaces CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_nodes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_nodes_references CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_nodes_weakreferences CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE
→˓utf8mb4_unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_type_childs CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_
→˓unicode_ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_type_nodes CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_type_props CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_workspaces CONVERT TO CHARACTER SET utf8mb4 COLLATE utf8mb4_unicode_
→˓ci;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_namespaces CHANGE prefix prefix VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_workspaces CHANGE name name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_nodes CHANGE path path VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE parent parent
→˓VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE local_name local_name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE
→˓namespace namespace VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE workspace_name workspace_name
→˓VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE identifier identifier VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL, CHANGE
→˓type type VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_internal_index_types CHANGE type type VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_binarydata CHANGE property_name property_name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL,
→˓ CHANGE workspace_name workspace_name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;

(continues on next page)
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ALTER TABLE phpcr_nodes_references CHANGE source_property_name source_property_name
→˓VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_nodes_weakreferences CHANGE source_property_name source_property_
→˓name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_type_nodes CHANGE name name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;
ALTER TABLE phpcr_type_props CHANGE name name VARCHAR(191) NOT NULL;

5. Execute the following SQL statements to migrate your data

In Sulu 2.0 we slightly adjusted our database schema. Therefore you have to execute the following statements to get
your database schema in sync:

ALTER TABLE co_accounts ADD note LONGTEXT DEFAULT NULL;
ALTER TABLE co_contacts ADD note LONGTEXT DEFAULT NULL;
CREATE TABLE ca_category_translation_keywords (idKeywords INT NOT NULL,
→˓idCategoryTranslations INT NOT NULL, INDEX IDX_D15FBE37F9FC9F05 (idKeywords), INDEX
→˓IDX_D15FBE3717CA14DA (idCategoryTranslations), PRIMARY KEY(idKeywords,
→˓idCategoryTranslations)) DEFAULT CHARACTER SET UTF8 COLLATE UTF8_unicode_ci ENGINE
→˓= InnoDB;
ALTER TABLE ca_category_translation_keywords ADD CONSTRAINT FK_D15FBE37F9FC9F05
→˓FOREIGN KEY (idKeywords) REFERENCES ca_keywords (id);
ALTER TABLE ca_category_translation_keywords ADD CONSTRAINT FK_D15FBE3717CA14DA
→˓FOREIGN KEY (idCategoryTranslations) REFERENCES ca_category_translations (id);
CREATE TABLE ca_category_translation_medias (idCategoryTranslations INT NOT NULL,
→˓idMedia INT NOT NULL, INDEX IDX_39FC41BA17CA14DA (idCategoryTranslations), INDEX
→˓IDX_39FC41BA7DE8E211 (idMedia), PRIMARY KEY(idCategoryTranslations, idMedia))
→˓DEFAULT CHARACTER SET UTF8 COLLATE UTF8_unicode_ci ENGINE = InnoDB;
ALTER TABLE ca_category_translation_medias ADD CONSTRAINT FK_39FC41BA17CA14DA FOREIGN
→˓KEY (idCategoryTranslations) REFERENCES ca_category_translations (id) ON DELETE
→˓CASCADE;
ALTER TABLE ca_category_translation_medias ADD CONSTRAINT FK_39FC41BA7DE8E211 FOREIGN
→˓KEY (idMedia) REFERENCES me_media (id) ON DELETE CASCADE;
INSERT INTO ca_category_translation_keywords (idKeywords, idCategoryTranslations)
→˓SELECT keyword_id, category_meta_id FROM ca_category_translations_keywords;
DROP TABLE ca_category_translations_keywords;
INSERT INTO ca_category_translation_medias (idCategoryTranslations, idMedia) SELECT
→˓category_translation_id, media_interface_id FROM category_translation_media_
→˓interface;
DROP TABLE category_translation_media_interface;
UPDATE co_phone_types SET name="sulu_contact.work" WHERE name="phone.work";
UPDATE co_phone_types SET name="sulu_contact.private" WHERE name="phone.home";
UPDATE co_phone_types SET name="sulu_contact.mobile" WHERE name="phone.mobile";
UPDATE co_email_types SET name="sulu_contact.work" WHERE name="email.work";
UPDATE co_email_types SET name="sulu_contact.private" WHERE name="email.home";
UPDATE co_address_types SET name="sulu_contact.work" WHERE name="address.work";
UPDATE co_address_types SET name="sulu_contact.private" WHERE name="address.home";
UPDATE co_url_types SET name="sulu_contact.work" WHERE name="url.work";
UPDATE co_url_types SET name="sulu_contact.private" WHERE name="url.private";
UPDATE co_fax_types SET name="sulu_contact.work" WHERE name="fax.work";
UPDATE co_fax_types SET name="sulu_contact.private" WHERE name="fax.home";
UPDATE we_analytics SET type="matomo" WHERE type="piwik";
ALTER TABLE `se_roles` CHANGE `system` `securitySystem` VARCHAR(60) NOT NULL;
UPDATE `se_users` SET `locale` = 'en' WHERE `locale` NOT IN ('en', 'de');
ALTER TABLE co_addresses ADD countryCode VARCHAR(5) DEFAULT NULL;
UPDATE co_addresses INNER JOIN co_countries ON co_addresses.idCountries = co_
→˓countries.id SET co_addresses.countryCode = co_countries.code, co_addresses.
→˓idCountries = NULL WHERE co_addresses.idCountries IS NOT NULL;

(continues on next page)
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ALTER TABLE co_addresses DROP FOREIGN KEY FK_26E9A614A18CC0FB;
DROP INDEX IDX_26E9A614A18CC0FB ON co_addresses;
ALTER TABLE co_addresses DROP idCountries;
DROP TABLE co_countries;
UPDATE se_permissions SET context = REPLACE(context, 'sulu.webspace_settings.', 'sulu.
→˓webspace.') WHERE context LIKE 'sulu.webspace_settings.%';

6. Execute our PHPCR migrations

There were also some changes in the data stored in PHPCR, but we have written migrations for them. So the only
thing necessary should be to execute the migrations we have written:

bin/console phpcr:migrations:migrate

If you got any questions, feel free to contact us. We are more than happy to help.

We are also on Github. Pull requests and contributions are very welcome.

Have fun with Sulu.
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http://sulu.io/en/contact
https://github.com/sulu/sulu-docs
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